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Find your future here…
I am delighted that you are thinking about joining us at
West Highland College UHI. Making the decision to study
for a new qualification or degree is probably one of the
most important decisions you will make.
We have all been through a great deal in the past two years,
and perhaps its only now that you are able to start truly
re-focussing and making key choices about what path
you want to take in life. We want to reassure you that
here at West Highland College UHI we are all determined
to help you find the right direction and to provide you
with all the support you need to get you started on your
learning journey.
You will already have noticed that we are a wee bit different
from your traditional college or university, and we hope that
one of the reasons you have chosen us is because we provide a complete learning path that
you can join at any point from school through to college and university level study.
So, why not join over 37,000 other students in the partnership that makes up the University
of the Highlands and Islands – the biggest student body in Scotland. This gives you access
to world class university education and research specialisms and to over 70 higher education
courses including the unique range of Adventure degree course at our School of Adventure
Studies based in Fort William.
Join us to study at one of Scotland’s highest performing colleges. We have one of the
country’s highest student success rates and learners who consistently report satisfaction
rates of around 95%.
Join us and you will have access to the most innovative teaching methods and a talented
pool of staff who have over 10 years’ experience of delivering to students using a combination
of learning technology and real time contact. You won’t be left to study online and alone –
you will have regular connected learning time with your lecturers, contact with your peers
and our teams of college centre staff are there to support you every step of the way.
I do hope you will join us and get the very best start for your future with West Highland
College UHI.

Principal and Chief Executive

www.whc.uhi.ac.uk
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How to
use this
prospectus

To find out more about a subject area
Click on the coloured band of the subject area that interests you on the contents
page opposite and you will be taken to that subject area where you will see the list
of courses available.

To find out more about a course
If you already know what course you want to study, click on the course listing bar on the
page opposite and then click on the course of your choice.

Each course title can be clicked and that will take you directly
to that course on our website where the most up to date
information can be found.
There is a row of icons at the foot of each course page. These are links to various other
pages in the prospectus which will provide you with details about fees, funding, application
and how you will study.
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£
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THE COLLEGE RESERVES THE RIGHT TO
CHANGE COURSE PROVISION.
The description of our courses in the prospectus are
as accurate as possible at the time of their creation.
Circumstances can force changes: units can change,
funding can change, inadequate application
numbers etc. If there is a change to a course you have
expressed interest in, we will let you know as soon as
possible. If you require this prospectus in some other
format, call 01397 874000.
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Find your
future here
Your local
university

The University of the Highlands and Islands offers
you the choice of studying at one of 12 colleges and
research centres, over 70 local learning centres,
or online from wherever you are.
We cover the largest geographical area of
any university or college in the UK and
have the largest student population in
Scotland, with nearly 37,000 students
studying with us each year.
Our university partnership of colleges and
research institutions has been working for
over 20 years providing qualifications at all
levels which connect the world of learning to
the world of work with a combination of
academic excellence, vocational training
and industry expertise.
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Using our well established blended learning
approach, we connect you to lecturer,
fellow students, employer and
community networks.
As your local college and university partner,
West Highland College UHI is ready with
experienced local teams to advise you on
the many routes into further or higher
education and onwards towards a
chosen career.

www.whc.uhi.ac.uk
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Our

10

th

anniversary
West Highland College UHI was created in 2010 when
Lochaber College and Skye and Wester Ross College
merged to become a positive force for change in
their communities. The merger was heralded as,
“a significant change in the educational landscape
across one of the most stunning areas in Europe”.
Our story
We’re delighted to have provided 10 years of
learning and aspiration as we’ve connected
with thousands of learners from school
students to postgraduates and we're proud
of what our students, staff and partners have
achieved over the past decade.
Community lies at the heart of our ethos and
we value the working relationships and
mutual support we have developed within
our communities. We're continuing to grow:
strengthening and developing the
opportunities we offer to our learners, local
businesses and their employees as needs in
the employment sector change.
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Our future
Our new Advancing Manufacturing Centre
is opening its doors to support small
to medium businesses with access to
advanced manufacturing technology and
expertise at zero cost. The project is a
partnership between the Scottish
Government, Scottish Enterprise, and
Highlands and Islands Enterprise.
Our future Centre for Science, Technology,
Health and Engineering (planned for
development as part of Highland Council's
Fort William 2040 vision) is a major
investment in the growth of key business
sectors for the region as well as a significant
commitment to enhance our communities as
places to live, work and study. It will provide
space to develop the vital digital and STEM
skills and qualifications so necessary for
the future.

Anniversary tree planting
To celebrate our 10th Anniversary, we've
launched our Future Forest project. Each of
our ten learning centres are welcoming new
growth in the form of 500 trees, which
represent the roots which we hope our
students have set down and the grounding
we have given them to flourish further afield.
Awards
West Highland College UHI, North Highland
College UHI and Inverness College UHI
were named winners of the ‘Outstanding
Use of Technology in Delivering Remote
Teaching and Learning’ Award at the Tes
Further Education Awards in May 2021. The
awards celebrate outstanding individuals,
teams and institutions in the further
education sector across the UK.
Charlotte Kelman
“My learning was Gairloch based from
Higher Psychology through the school
college partnership to BSc (Hons)
Psychology with UHI. The college provided
me with a fantastic opportunity to obtain a
qualification, giving me a head start in my
chosen career. Not only that but it offered
me a chance to learn from a distance and
work/volunteer at the same time in a place
where I felt comfortable.”

www.whc.uhi.ac.uk
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Our
college
centres

Ullapool
Ullapul
Gairloch
Geàrrloch
Portree
Port Rìgh

What makes our college
different from many
other colleges and
institutions is the
distribution and
diversity of our centres.
We are spread across a wide geographical
area with centres reaching from Ullapool in
the north to Kilchoan in the south. Each centre
is firmly rooted in the location it serves,
working hard to provide accessible, locally
relevant learning opportunities for young
people, adults, and businesses.
We offer a full range of courses for school
leavers through to adult learners at whatever
stage or level is right for you, from Access
courses right up to Honours degree and
beyond. We put you in control of your
learning journey and enable you to study from
wherever you are so that you can fit your
learning around other interests and
commitments without having to travel far.
You can join us at one of our local college
centres or online from home, or a combination
of both. You won’t feel alone as our staff will
support you every step of the way.
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Auchtertyre
Broadford
Uachdar Thìre
An t-Àth Leathann
Mallaig
Malaig
Strontian
Fort William
Sròn an t-Sithein
An Gearasdan

Kilchoan
Cille Chòmhain

Kinlochleven
Ceann Loch Lìobhann

We have over 10 years'
experience of delivering a
blend of live online and
face-to-face learning.

Fort William
Fort William is our largest centre and is the
main base of our School of Adventure
Studies which delivers our four degree
programmes. We have a lecture theatre,
multi-purpose classrooms, video and audio
conference facilities, professional training
kitchen, fashion and textiles studio,
construction centre and music rooms to
deliver courses across the whole curriculum.
Our learning resource centre is based here,
and all our students automatically have
access to it.

Portree
Portree college centre has multipurpose
classrooms, video conferencing facilities,
IT suite, training beauty salon, construction
workshop, art studio and professional
training kitchen.

Broadford
Adventure and rural courses are based
here. This centre is perfectly located for
outdoor learning activities.

Mallaig
This centre hosts our maritime courses.
The adjacent marine training centre is used
for the more practical aspects of learning
with our marine trainers, including RYA and
MCA short courses.

Auchtertyre, Kilchoan,
Kinlochleven, Strontian,
Ullapool and Gairloch
All our centres play a vital role in widening
access to education in the local area, by
offering the opportunity to study all level of
courses via connected and flexible learning.
They also host a wide range of short
courses for local businesses and community
groups. Ullapool is also a registered RYA
Training Centre.

West Highland College UHI – Auchtertyre
Taigh Darach, Lochalsh Business Park,
Auchtertyre, Kyle of Lochalsh, IV40 8EG
01599 566775 | 01397 874510
West Highland College UHI – Broadford
Pairc nan Craobh, Broadford,
Isle of Skye, IV49 9AP
01471 822622 | 01397 874530
West Highland College UHI – Fort William
Carmichael Way, Fort William, PH33 6FF
01397 874000
West Highland College UHI – Gairloch
Gairloch Museum, Gairloch,
Ross-Shire, IV21 2BH
01397 874543
West Highland College UHI – Kilchoan
Pier Road, Kilchoan, PH36 4LH
01397 874260
West Highland College UHI – Kinlochleven
The Leven Centre, Riverside Road,
Kinlochleven, PH50 4QH
01397 874250
West Highland College UHI – Mallaig
West Bay, Mallaig, PH41 4PX
01687 460345 | 01397 874600
West Highland College UHI – Portree
Struan Road, Portree,
Isle of Skye, IV51 9EG
01478 611310 | 01397 874500
West Highland College UHI – Strontian
The Sunart Centre,
Ardnamurchan, PH36 4JA
01397 874280
West Highland College UHI – Ullapool
Ground Floor, 2 West Shore Street,
Ullapool, IV26 2UR
01854 613099 | 01397 874540

Pop in to see us and find out more!
Bidh fàilte bhlàth romhaibh!

www.whc.uhi.ac.uk
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About my
studies

We have been delivering courses that allow for
flexibility of learning styles and course delivery for
over ten years.
You can study in one of our college centres, supported by our staff, meeting other
students and using our study spaces, or depending on your course, you may be able
to study some or all your course from home.
More than just your subject
Imagine coming out of college with your
subject qualification PLUS a portfolio of skills
endorsed by employers. That’s exactly what
you will get with us. Our skills+ portfolio is
part of your full-time course. You will develop
skills in digital literacy, entrepreneurship,
metaskills, work-readiness, net-zero,
wellbeing, and the skills you need for your
future aspirations. Our skills+ portfolio
becomes your portfolio to take away with
you. Whilst studying your subject you will
build your skills+ portfolio and gain
confidence and resilience along the way.
How will I study?
Our courses are a blend of weekly
timetabled learning and flexible, personal
study time. Timetabled learning usually
takes place with your lecturer in your class
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group. You also need to complete weekly
regular flexible personal study activity which
can fit in around your other commitments.
Timetabled learning
Timetabled learning takes place in
workshops, studios, kitchens, salons, onlineclassrooms or the outdoors. You will learn
together with your fellow students and your
lecturer. Learning can include practical
activities, working through projects, group
work, solving problems, presenting, leading
on tasks etc.
The online classroom
An online classroom is a virtual space,
where you use video, audio, text chat and
interactive features to engage in learning
activities with your lecturer and
fellow students.

STUDY
STYLE

Flexible, personal learning
This is your personal learning time, where
you decide when to study. Personal learning
consists of learning that your lecturer sets
for you to complete in addition to the selfdirected learning which you choose for
yourself. All course learning materials are
available to access online. Examples of
personal learning:
• practising a task, activity or idea
• watching a video or reading
• researching and gathering information
• completing an assignment or projectbased task
• small group collaboration
• self-directed study - choose what to
revise or to research deeper

Virtual Learning Environment (VLE)
We use several different VLEs depending on
the course that you study. A VLE provides an
accessible online space for any of the
following: to organise learning resources,
to set weekly tasks, to communicate, to use
discussion boards, complete activities such
as quizzes, submit work evidence or
assignments and receive class notifications.
Some VLEs are designed specifically for
work-based learning and take the form of an
e-portfolio.

www.whc.uhi.ac.uk
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The student
voice
Welcome to your
Students’ Association.

The Highlands and Islands Students’ Association
(HISA) represents all students with the University of
the Highlands and Islands (UHI) and its twelve
partner colleges. It is led by students, for students to
make the most of your student experience.
Your Local HISA Team

At West Highland College UHI, our
students elect a representative dedicated
to promoting your interests at the college –
the HISA Local Officer. The Local Officer is
elected every year by our student body and
is principally supported by a HISA Student
Association Assistant.
What we do:

HISA is a representative body, led by a
fulltime regional team elected every year.
These officers are President, Vice President
(Further Education) and Vice President
(Higher Education). Officers are elected by
students and work full-time to represent you
both locally and nationally.
Your Local Officer works with your student
reps to ensure that your voice is heard.
They sit on the College Board of Management
and a variety of committees both at WHC
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UHI and regional committees across the UHI
partnership to ensure decision-making has
your voice at its heart. The Local Officer
works alongside HISA student officers across
the Highlands and Islands to ensure university
decision making is in line with the student
voice. HISA also provides opportunities for
students to participate in clubs and societies
as well as working with the college to
organise the annual freshers’ fayre. HISA
will also help you if you need support or if
you encounter any issues while studying.
If you wish to contact HISA, please get in
touch with your HISA Local Officer
(ciaran.gibson@uhi.ac.uk) or your local
HISA Student Association Assistant
(owen.adams@uhi.ac.uk). Alternatively,
you can contact Student Services or your
local college centre manager. For more
information about HISA, go to:
www.hisa.uhi.ac.uk

Your local HISA team members, here to
help you have your voice.

Class representatives

Every class elects one representative
and one deputy representative who
receive training to carry out the role.
They act as a feedback mechanism for
college staff and the wider partnership.
They collect views of fellow students and
feed those comments into various
committees at both course and college
level. For those in smaller learning centres,
there is the opportunity to become
a centre representative.
They also have the opportunity to sit on
the Student Executive Council which is a
college-wide group made of centre and
class representatives that gives students
the chance to give their views directly to
the college on any issues or areas
for improvement.
Being a student voice rep will provide you
with a variety of desirable skills highly
sought after by employers. It will enhance
your CV and provide you with unique
opportunities for training and workshops
such as First Aid, Mental Health First Aid,
Leadership and employability workshops.

Ciaran Gibson:
HISA Depute
(Local Officer)

Owen Adams:
HISA Assistant

Ciaran Gibson: HISA Local Officer
“I'm Ciaran Gibson, your HISA Depute.
HISA is the Highlands and Islands Student
Association and it exists to enhance the
student experience in any way possible.
What makes me qualified to represent our
wonderful students? Quite simply, I care.
I'm a student myself, I know what it's like to
study. I understand the unique challenges
that students face and I wake up every day
wondering what I can do to make student life
just that little bit better.
I am always on hand to listen, support and
assist in any way I can. I know you'll have an
amazing time studying at West Highland
College UHI and I wish you all the best for
the year ahead.” Ciaran Gibson
Owen Adams: HISA Assistant
"My principal role is to support your HISA
Local Officer in their work toward making
your student experience the best it can be.
Student life represents an exciting, as well
as transformational, period. I encourage you
to utilise your time with West Highland
College UHI to the fullest. With that said,
please feel free to contact me."

www.whc.uhi.ac.uk
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How do we
support you?

We are committed to all our students and we will do
all we can to make your experience here enjoyable
and rewarding.
Our Student Services Team are here to offer
help, support and advice on matters such
as funding, childcare, accommodation,
library resources, study support,
counselling, health and wellbeing
and learning support.

If you find learning a challenge, we have a
team of experienced advisors who will talk
with you and work out an individual support
plan that best meets your needs. We can
arrange access to appropriate enabling
technology and support with assessments
and study if required. We offer a friendly,
confidential and supportive service. If you
think this applies to you, please get in touch
as early as possible.

14
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We are also available to complete needs
assessments for higher education students
who may qualify for the Disabled Student’s
Allowance (DSA).
To find out if you are eligible for this
allowance please refer to this link on the
SAAS website:
https://www.saas.gov.uk/files/402/
saas-dsa-notes.pdf

While we support all applicants and
students, there are some who may need
extra support with college life.
This could be you if any of the following
apply to you: in or have left care, carers,
estranged students, veterans and service
leaders, BSL (British Sign Language)
students and those who are
hearing impaired.

Accommodation

We can offer dedicated help with:
• Pre-entry guidance and support
• Funding
• Additional support for learning
• Guidance

Many students choose to find welcoming
and friendly accommodation through local
independent providers. We can provide a
list of contacts for you on application.

Student residences are available in Fort
William. The University of the Highlands and
Islands manage the residence application
process, student leases and will answer any
questions about the facilities.
https://www.uhi.ac.uk/en/studyingat-uhi/first-steps/accommodation/uni/
fort-william/

www.whc.uhi.ac.uk
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Qualifications
explained
Scottish Credit and
Qualification
Framework or SCQF

You will see SCQF a lot throughout our prospectus and on our web site. The SCQF is a
useful way of comparing the wide range of Scottish qualifications. For more information
visit: www.scqf.org.uk

Application and funding processes vary depending
on the level of the course that you are studying,
so it is very important for you to know the level of
your course.
Further Education FE

Higher Education HE

All courses that are set at Scottish Credit
and Qualification Framework SCQF levels1-6
are classed as Further Education. Each FE
course page in this book states clearly
below the title what the SCQF level is.

All courses that are set at SCQF levels 7-12
are classed as Higher Education.

SCQF levels 1-3: designed to meet your
individual needs and incorporating
support with essential skills and
personal development.
SCQF level 4-6: these can include National
Progression Awards (NPA), National
Qualifications (NQ), National Certificate
group awards (NC), and college devised
certificates (groupings of units in a specific
subject area).
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SCQF levels 7-12: Higher National
Certificate (HNC)/Cert HE, Higher National
Diploma (HND)/ Dip HE, Bachelor’s
Ordinary Degree, Honour's Degree, Master's
Degree and Doctoral Degree.

Apprenticeships and SVQs
These SCQF level 4-12 qualifications are
work based. To find out more, go to the
Work Based Training, Employment Skills
and CPD section of the prospectus.

Qualifications
Higher Education
Instructions

Apprenticeships
& SVQs

Professional
Development Award

Doctoral Degree

Professional
Apprenticeship

Professional
Development Award

Masters Degree,
Integrated Masters
Degree, Post Graduate
Diploma, Post Graduate
Certificate

Graduate
Apprenticeship,
Professional
Apprenticeship, SVQ

Professional
Development Award

Honours
Degree, Graduate
Diploma, Graduate
Certificate

Graduate
Apprenticeship,
Professional
Apprenticeship SVQ

Professional
Development Award

Bachelors /
Ordinary Degree,
Graduate Diploma,
Graduate Certificate

Graduate
Apprenticeship,
Technical Apprenticeship,
SVQ

Higher
National Diploma,
Advanced Diploma

Professional
Development Award

Diploma of
Higher Education

Higher Apprenticeship,
Technical
Apprenticeship, SVQ

7

Advanced
Higher,
Awards, Scottish
Baccalaureate

Higher
National Certificate,
Advanced Certificate

Professional
Development Award

Certificate of
Higher Education

Modern
Apprenticeship, SVQ

6

Higher, Awards,
Skills for Work
Higher

National
Certificate

Professional
Development Award,
National Progression
Award

Modern Apprenticeship,
Foundation
Apprenticeship, SVQ

5

National 5, Awards,
Skills for Work
National 5

National
Certificate

National
Progression Award

Modern
Apprenticeship, SVQ

4

National 4, Awards,
Skills for Work
National 4

National
Certificate

National
Progression Award

SVQ

3

National 3,
Awards, Skills for
Work National 3

National
Certificate

National
Progression Award

Foundation
Apprenticeships are at
SCQF level 6

2

National 2,
Awards

National
Certificate

National
Progression Award

1

National 1,
Awards

SCQF
Levels

12
11
10

SQA Qualifications

THE SCOTTISH
CREDIT AND
QUALIFICATION
FRAMEWORK
(SCQF)

9
8
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Application,
fees and
funding for
Further Education
(FE) courses
Application

£

Further Education (FE) applies to all
courses up to and including SCQF level 6:
such as transition courses, National
Certificates, NPAs and NQs.

• Once you have met the outlined conditions,
you must inform us, and we will email you an
unconditional offer which, if you choose to
take up the offer, you must then accept.
• If you do not meet the conditions, you may
lose your place on the course.

• Apply online: www.whc.uhi.ac.uk
• Find the course you want to study (checking
you have the entry requirements) and click
the apply tab where you will complete an
online application form.
• All correspondence is by email.
An acknowledgment email will be sent within
2 weeks of us receiving your application.

Unconditional offer
• An unconditional offer means you have a
confirmed place on the course.
• When we email you an unconditional offer, it
is essential that you reply to the email to
accept the place.
• Details about induction days will be emailed
to you as the start date approaches.

What happens Next
• We will email you with interview details.
• After your interview, you will receive an email
with our decision, which will either be a
conditional or unconditional offer.

Enrolment
• When you have accepted your place, you
will be sent an email inviting you to enrol
online when our enrolment process opens in
the summer. It is important that you check
your email account and enrol online as soon
as you are invited to do so.

Conditional offer
• A conditional offer is given if you need to pass
exams, complete your current course, or meet
other entry requirements before your place can
be confirmed. The conditional offer means
you have a provisional place on the course,
which you MUST accept in a reply email.

18
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Fees and Funding
Further Education (FE) applies to all
courses up to and including SCQF level 6:
such as transition courses, National
Certificates, NPAs and NQs.
How much will it cost me to study?

The main costs to you are tuition fees -these
are the fees that we charge to teach you.
You will also have living expenses.
How will I pay?
• You may be entitled to a tuition fee waiver if
you are Scottish domiciled or have
pre-settled status following a full time FE
course of study.
• If your course is part time, you may also be
entitled to have your tuition fees waived.
• If you are from England, Northern Ireland or
Wales and are coming to Scotland ONLY for
the purpose of education and are not
normally resident here, you MUST pay fees.
College bursary for living costs
• Depending on your personal
circumstances, you may qualify for financial
assistance (bursary).
• You will be sent details of how to apply for a
bursary when you receive an unconditional
offer from us.
• Bursary applications open in the summer
and you are strongly advised to apply online
for support before the start of your course.

You will be required to submit documentary
evidence (proof of income) to support your
application. It can take up to 4 weeks from the
date of receipt of the final piece of evidence
requested to process your application. You
should make allowances between starting
the course and receiving funding.
Under 18: Educational Maintenance
Allowance (EMA)
• If you are 16 or 17, you could get £30 a
week to help you continue learning.
• The payment is based on your family’s
income and on your good attendance
at college.
• You can claim travel costs if you live more
than 2 miles from your place of learning.
• If EMA applies to you, but your household
income is too high to receive payments, you
should still complete the application to cover
your protective clothing (PPE) costs and any
travel expenses.
18 and over: bursary, childcare and
hardship discretionary funds
• If you are over 18 at the start of your course
and studying full time, then you may be
eligible for a bursary.
• Bursary, childcare and hardship funds are
discretionary and there is a limited amount.
You must apply as soon as possible or risk
losing out.
• Payments can be withheld if your attendance
or behaviour is not satisfactory.

www.whc.uhi.ac.uk
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Application,
fees and
funding for
Higher Education
(HE) courses
Application
HE applies to all courses at SCQF
level 7 and above: HNC, HND, Degree
and Postgraduate
• You can apply for all our degree programmes
online through UCAS by visiting their
website: www.ucas.com
• Apply online through UCAS to multiple
colleges or universities for HNC or HND
level courses, by visiting their website.
• If you are applying for an HNC or HND
course at just West Highland College UHI,
you can do this by applying online through
our website - www.whc.uhi.ac.uk You will
receive an acknowledgement email within
2 weeks.
What happens Next
• Your application will be passed to the
Programme Leader who will make a decision
based on the entry criteria and your
personal statement.
• If you are successful with your application,
you will receive an email with our decision
which will either be a conditional or
unconditional offer.
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HE

£

Conditional offer
• A conditional offer is given if you are required
to pass exams, complete your current course,
or meet other entry requirements before your
place can be confirmed. The conditional offer
means you have a provisional place on the
course, which if you choose to accept the
offer, you MUST accept in a reply email.
• Once you have met the outlined conditions,
you should inform us, and we will send you an
unconditional offer which you must then
accept. If you do not meet the conditions, then
you may lose your place on the course.
Unconditional offer
• An unconditional offer means you have a
confirmed place on the course.
• It is essential that you reply to the email to
accept your place. Failure to do so can
lead to your place being allocated to
another applicant.
Enrolment
• When you have accepted your place, you
will be sent an email inviting you to enrol
online when our enrolment process opens in
the summer. It is important that you check
your email account and enrol online as soon
as you are invited to do so.

Fees and Funding
HE applies to all courses at
SCQF level 7 and above: HNC, HND,
Degree and Postgraduate
https://www.whc.uhi.ac.uk/study-atwhc/fees-and-funding/
Tuition fees
• The Student Awards Agency for Scotland
(SAAS) administers financial support for HE
students following HNC, HND and Degree
courses. Full information available at:
www.saas. gov.uk.
• Full time Higher Education Scottish domiciled
students may be eligible for SAAS to pay
their tuition fees. Other students are advised
to check residency criteria on SAAS website.
• Students classed as Rest of UK (RUK) or
International should check the University of
the Highlands and Islands website for details
of funding, www.uhi.ac.uk and the
following websites:
• www.gov.uk/studentfinancesteps
• www.studentfinancewales.co.uk
• www.slc.co.uk
• www.nidirect.gov.uk/financialhelp-forEU-students
• It is your responsibility to apply to SAAS for
payment of your tuition fees before you enrol
on the course. If SAAS do not agree to pay your
fees, then you will need to pay them yourself.
• You should apply at the earliest opportunity as
you DO NOT need an offer of a place or have
accepted your place before you apply. If you
change your course this can be amended.

Student loans
• When you apply to SAAS to have your tuition
fees paid, you should also apply for help with
living costs by applying for a student loan or
bursary depending on household income.
• Student loans are paid monthly by bank
transfer and supplementary grants such as
Young Student Bursary are payable in
three instalments.
• HE students do not get any travel or course
related costs paid.
• Part time HE students can apply for a Part
Time Fee Grant. Contact college directly
for details.
West Highland College UHI
Discretionary Support

If you are still worried about living costs,
as an HE student you can also apply for
discretionary and childcare funds via the
Student Hub. This becomes accessible over
the summer. To be considered, you must
have first applied for the full student loan
via SAAS.
You should plan how you will meet all the
costs of studying, including living expenses,
before you take up a college place.
You must apply for funding in every year of
your course.

www.whc.uhi.ac.uk
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School College
Partnership

Com-Pàirteachas Colaiste agus Sgoil
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Working with our
young people
We recognise the importance of supporting
our young people into positive destinations.
We believe that it is vital that young people are given the
opportunity to build their skills, abilities and play an active
part as independent contributors to their community and
to the Scottish economy in the future. Scotland’s skilled
workforce requires a mix of vocational and academic
education and the value of vocational skills and practical
expertise that colleges can offer is often the starting point
for many successful career paths.
Our partnership with our nine West Highland High Schools
enables our young people to gain skills, confidence,
qualifications and access to vocational pathways that can
complement their academic studies, exposing them to
more post-school choices thus opening up more options
for rewarding further education or employment.
Over 20,000 school students are involved in school
college partnerships across Scotland.

Why choose a school college
partnership course?

26

Our school college
partnership options

25

Foundation Apprenticeships:
closing the gap between the
classroom and the workplace

27

In partnership with
Highland Council

School College Partnership Com-Pàirteachas Colaiste agus Sgoil
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Highland
Senior Phase
A step ahead

Kinlochleven
High School

Lochaber
High School
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Plockton
High School

Portree
High School

Ullapool
High School

Mallaig
High School

Kilchuimen
Academy

Ardnamurchan
High School

Gairloch
High School

School College Partnership

West Highland College UHI works in close
partnership with each of our nine local High
Schools, Highland Council, local businesses
and organisations to offer a wide range of
courses to school pupils in years 4-6 at
SCQF levels 4-7.
Why choose a School
College Partnership course?
• broaden your curriculum choices and
enrich your educational experience
• sample college life
• become a more independent learner
• improve your application to university or
college by demonstrating a range of
additional skills acquired during your
time with us
• benefit from our partnerships with
businesses and employers to provide
valuable work-based learning experiences
which are recognised by industry
• our courses are SQA certificated and if
you pass, it will appear on your SQA
Certificate along with your Nationals,
Highers and Advanced Highers

How will I study?
Virtual classes use online technology, such
as Google Hangouts, in timetabled sessions.
You'll also have a college lecturer in virtual
attendance during the class.
Online study is unsupervised so you can
timetable this work flexibly around your other
commitments. If you have a good work ethic,
strong self motivation and work well
independently then you'll probably find this
way of learning suits you.
Blended classes are a combination of
online study supplemented with delivery at
scheduled times/days.
Foundation Apprenticeships:
closing the gap between the classroom
and the workplace.
Foundation Apprenticeships
(SCQF level 6) provide a work-based
learning opportunity, typically lasting
12 – 24 months. They offer you a unique
combination of classroom learning and work
placements with relevant local employers.
They are available in S5 and S6.
There are benefits for both you and
employers: you can get a head start on a
career choice while still at school by gaining
an industry recognised qualification and
valuable real life work based projects. Also
employers help create motivated young
people as future employees.
The University of the Highlands and
Islands as well as several universities across
Scotland recognise Foundation
Apprenticeships as part of their entry criteria.
It is advisable to check with the institutions
prior to application.

www.whc.uhi.ac.uk
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Our school college partnership
options - where we work with you
What you can study while still in school
keeps growing with many courses delivered
in a college setting or as option choices on
your school timetable. Some are practical
and have face to face delivery. Many are
virtual and are available online.
Computing
• Foundation Apprenticeship:
Software Development
• Foundation Apprenticeship:
Creative Digital Media
• NPA Digital Media and Software
Development SCQF level 6
• NPA Animation and Media production
SCQF level 5
• Computing Science Nat 4, Nat 5, Higher
and Advanced Higher
• Cyber Security NPA SCQF level 5
• Data Science NPA SCQF level 5
Cookery/Hospitality/Business
• Foundation Apprenticeship: Business
Skills (including Higher Business)
• Hospitality/Bakery/Professional Cookery –
various options
• Business Management Nat 5/Higher
Child/Social Care
• Foundation Apprenticeship: Social
Services, Children and Young People
• Foundation Apprenticeship: Social
Services and Healthcare
• Early Education and Childcare Skills for
Work Nat 4
• Mental Health and Wellbeing SCQF
level 4-6
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Creative Arts
• Fashion & Textiles Technology Nat 4,
Nat 5
• NQ Drawing and Painting
• NPA Sound Production: Recording
SCQF level 6
• NPA Beauty SCQF level 4
• NPA Music Business SCQF level 6
Construction/Rural/Sport
(outdoor adventure)
• NPA Construction Crafts SCQF level 4
• Construction and Engineering Skills for
Work SCQF level 3
• NPA Built Environment SCQF level 5
• NPA Aquaculture SCQF level 4
• Sport and Recreation Skills for Work
SCQF level 4 (Introduction to
Outdoor Pursuits)
Transition to Skills and Education
• Supported Learning Programme
Humanities
• English for Speakers of Other Languages
(ESOL) Nat 5/Higher
• Psychology Nat 5/Higher
The list of subjects available for delivery
in each school is annually revised and
what’s on offer can only be delivered
subject to adequate class size.

Your options don’t stop there. In partnership
with Highland Council, we also offer:
Virtual School
These courses (SCQF levels 5-7) are timetabled to correspond with your
school's column choice timetable. All courses are taught by lecturers in
virtual attendance during timetabled slots via online learning environments
such as Google Hangout or Brightspace or our own Virtual Learning
Environment (VLE).
These virtual classes can be accessed using your Chromebook in
school and are available to ALL pupils in the Highland region.
S6 Experience
These courses (SCQF levels 6-8) are suited to those going into S6,
allowing you greater choice and flexibility over the subjects you want to
study. S6 Experience is an opportunity to find out more about a subject
area, experience university level study, help your UCAS application or help
to build your CV.
Home Educated Young People
A wide range of courses from SCQF level 5-8 are available online
for those who are being educated at home.

Virtual School, Virtually Anywhere
West Highland College UHI, North
Highland College UHI and Inverness
College UHI, all in the University of the
Highlands and Islands partnership
have been recognised by TES with an
award in May 2021 for “Outstanding
Use of Technology in Delivering
Remote Teaching and Learning”.
Working with Highland Council,
the three colleges developed Virtual
School, which builds upon the
Council’s Highland Virtual Academy
initiative, allowing students to attend classes remotely using online learning technologies,
providing an accessible curriculum to those living in remote regions.

www.whc.uhi.ac.uk
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Transition to Skills
and Education

Eadar-ghluasad chun Sgilean agus Foghlam
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Transition to Skills and Education
Deciding to come to college can be a major
step. Whether you are just leaving school,
don’t have many qualifications, don’t have
the right qualifications, been out of
education for some time or wish to improve
your English, we will have a course to start
you on your learning journey.
We will work with you to develop confidence, self-esteem,
motivation, ambition, employability skills and coping
strategies ensuring that you are fully guided and mentored
during your time with us. We work hard to enable you to
access education by offering full time and part time
options as we realise that many of you may not be able to
commit to the traditional pattern of study because of
personal commitments or employment responsibilities.

Supported Learning
Programme

35

Transition to Higher
Education T2HE

33

Transition to Further
Education (short course) T2FE

36

Highers and National
5 qualifications

34

Transition to Further
Education T2FE

37

ESOL: English for Speakers
of Other Languages
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Transition to Skills and Education Eadar-ghluasad chun Sgilean agus Foghlam
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What our students say
Ceitlin Macmaster
Supported Learning Programme
I started coming to college one day a week when I was still in
school. I liked it, so when I left school, I joined the Supported
Learning Programme.
My favourite things are drama and current affairs. They were
the highlights as they intertwined with each other. We did pantos
which are a lot of work and we gave the money we raised to
charity. We chose the Red Cross and we had a trip to Glasgow
to
meet the people who work for the charity.
I like making things and I always enjoy the arts and crafts classes that we do. We all enjoy
each other’s company and the social aspect of our classes is really important. There’s a
comfortableness about it. I am not a great fan of computers but we learned to use them in
the class and that was really handy when we went into lockdown because we were able to
cope with online classes. Some students have found that really suited them and it’s been
great to see faces and keep in touch. The lecturers are always so supportive and certainly
have been very good to me as I’ve had family issues to cope with. College has sent us
activity packs with workbooks and materials which we get on with at home and then chat
about online. I am looking forward to coming back in to class in the autumn.

Charlie Mays
Supported Learning Programme
I am 26 and I’ve been coming to college in Gairloch for 8 years.
I have to travel 14 miles to come to college and my family
drive me. We do all sorts, like baking, writing, music, games,
cutting and making films. Most of all I like using the alphabet
when I am writing. I love my college. Congratulations for its 10th
birthday. West Highland College UHI is the best.
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Supported Learning Programme
SCQF levels 1-2
This course provides a positive environment
where those with additional support needs
can learn, thrive and achieve.
Our classes are designed to enable and
empower you to reach your full potential by
developing your knowledge and skills for
independence through a broad range of
subjects.
You can attend some or all classes and we
recommend that you speak to our lecturers
to establish what best fits your needs.
You can learn all sorts of interesting
subjects, such as:
• art and crafts
• photography
• computing
• hobbies and interests
• enterprise
• gardening
• personal health
• safety and security
• news updates
All the while developing essential skills
such as:
• communication
• confidence building
• problem solving
• building relationships
• independent living skills
• health and wellbeing

Key Information

Entry requirements
There are no specific entry requirements
other than that at this stage in your life you
feel unable to access further education or
employment. An informal chat with the
course leader will give you and your carers
(as appropriate) the chance to identify
interests, skills and support needs.

What next?
Depending on classes attended and level of
study, you will achieve one or more Scottish
Qualifications Authority units at National 1 or
2. You can either choose to return each year
to study new units or return to study at a
higher level.

Base: Fort William, Portree, Gairloch,
Ullapool and Auchtertyre.

All other information for this course will be
found on our website. Click on the title at the
top of the page to be taken directly to the up
to date web page for our Supported
Learning Programme.
Course Study Key

STUDY
STYLE
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What our students say
Bryan Donnelly
Transition to Higher Education T2HE
“I started studying in Gairloch. Due to personal circumstances I
had to move away but I completed my course via remote/digital
learning. The lecturers were nothing short of fantastic and
incredibly organised in terms of having easy accessible
resources and tools available for learning. The college
progressed my academic confidence, my reading and
researching abilities, my organizational skills as well as
computer literacy, communication and many others.
Now I am studying BA (Hons) in Psychology with Sociology at my first-choice university.
This would not have been possible without the course and opportunities provided to me
by college.
My advice - Make the effort to speak, particularly to the lecturers teaching you. In my
experience they were nothing short of great, use them for the knowledge they have and are
really excited to share with you, it can open up a lot of doors and future opportunities.”

Afnan Rasheed
ESOL (English for Speakers of
Other Languages)
“I came to the UK in August 2020 and joined the ESOL class to
improve my English. This year I’m starting a course in
Biomedical Science at Aberdeen University.
The course highly improved my communication skills and
boosted my confidence.”

Dariusz Domagalski
ESOL (English for Speakers of Other Languages)
“As a result of the pandemic, I was made redundant. I wanted to use my time wisely and
gain/strengthen skills to help me find a new job, so I enrolled on ESOL. The course was taught
in a straightforward, well-structured way, easy to follow, even for older students like myself.
The teacher was very friendly and approachable, and she found an outstanding balance
between pushing me to develop my language skills without overwhelming me. It really
helped me to strengthen my English, especially my grammar, and it gave me the confidence
to look for new employment. It also helped me break the fear barrier of online study and
encouraged me to follow my long-forgotten passion, which was web design. I am thinking
about returning to education to study HNC Digital Design and Web Development."
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Transition to Further Education
(short course) T2FE
SCQF level 4/5
This 3 day a week course runs for the
second half of the academic year - January
to June.
Are you confused about the future? Are
you ready to make changes but you don’t
know where to start? If you are not currently
in education, employment or training or if
you’ve just left school, this course will bring
you into the college environment and give
you skills, qualifications and confidence
which will help you plan your future.
It has been designed to give you the
opportunity to try the wide range of practical
subjects that the college offers. You will
gently but steadily build study and essential
skills as you progress in qualifications
between SCQF levels 4 and 5. Your
personal development will increase your
self-confidence and help you to take more
control of your future.

Key Information

Entry requirements
Applicants should have a basic education
and be keen to learn new skills to help them
progress on to further education or
employment.
All applicants will be invited for interview.

What next?
We hope that you will come back to college
and chose to study one of our full time
courses. You will also find yourself in a
better position to seek employment with your
new skills and experience.

Base: Anywhere
•
•
•
•
•

Child, Health and Social Care
Computing with Digital Media
Business Administration
Outdoor Adventure
Core Skills: Communication,
Numeracy and ICT

Course Study Key

FE

£

STUDY
STYLE
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Transition to Further Education T2FE
SCQF level 3/5
This 3 day a week course runs from
September to June.
Are you confused about the future? Are
you ready to make changes but you don’t
know where to start? If you are not currently
in education, employment or training or if
you’ve just left school, this course will bring
you into the college environment and give
you skills, qualifications and confidence
which will help you plan your future.
It has been designed to give you the
opportunity to try the wide range of practical
subjects that the college offers. You will
gently but steadily build study and essential
skills as you progress in qualifications
between SCQF levels 3 and 5. Your
personal development will increase your
self-confidence and help you to take more
control of your future.

Key Information

In semester 1:
Study units in Outdoor Adventure, Music,
Fashion and Textiles, Cookery, Child Health
and Social Care, Computing with Digital
Media, Core and Essential Skills and
Employability

Base: Anywhere

In semester 2:
Progress to higher level units in some of
these courses and you will add units in
Construction: Practical Craft Skills and
Business Administration and Core Skills
Communication, Numeracy and ICT.
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Entry requirements
Applicants should have a basic education
and be keen to learn new skills to help them
progress on to further education or
employment.
All applicants will be invited for interview.

What next?
We hope that you will come back to college
and chose to study one of our full time
courses. You will also find yourself in a
better position to seek employment with your
new skills and experience.

Course Study Key

FE

£

STUDY
STYLE

Transition to Higher Education T2HE
SCQF level 6
Do you need further qualifications to pursue
your chosen career or study path?
This course is for both school leavers and
adult learners who wish to return to
education but who might not have achieved
entry requirements at school.
T2HE offers you a personal planning
session, as part of your interview, to help
you decide which qualifications are best for
you as you work towards your future goal.
You will choose 3 subjects from a
selection at National 5 (SCQF level 5) and
Higher (SCQF level 6). We offer you three
different routes into higher education: a
science route, a humanities route or a
combined route, made of both science and
humanities. You will also study 3 core units
to improve your learning potential.
Highers: Biology, Human Biology,
Environmental Science, Physics, English,
Psychology and Sociology.
Photography (available evenings in 3
locations only).
National 5: Maths and Psychology
The choices you make may be subject
to availability. Please ask at the time
of interview.
Core units: These are independent learning
experiences, supported by your lecturers in
study sessions. They are part of T2HE.

Key Information

Entry requirements
If choosing to study at National 5, you
should have achieved at National 4 or
equivalent in school. If choosing to study
Highers, you should have National 5
qualifications in the subjects you choose to
study and English: A or B, or equivalent.
Adult returners do not require any formal
qualifications but must demonstrate the
ability to work at Higher level (SCQF level
6). You will be invited to an interview.

What next?
You can continue your education journey
using the qualifications achieved.

Base: Anywhere
Course Study Key

FE

£

STEM

STUDY
STYLE

• Research and Study Skills: learn how to
conduct effective research and evaluation
• Core Skills ICT: gain confidence in using
electronic systems to support your
academic work
• Presenting Information: bring together
your learning and present it in an effective
and professional context
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Highers and National 5 qualifications
SCQF levels 5/6
Do you want to study part time and get
qualifications that you may need to get back
into education?
Did you miss out on exams at school and
now want to improve your academic skills
set? Perhaps you have an employment or
career goal that requires certain
qualifications? We can help by offering a
range of Higher and National 5 qualifications
to be studied part time.
Highers
• English
• Human Biology
• Environmental Science
• Psychology
• Physics
• Sociology
• Photography
National 5
• Psychology
• Maths

Key Information

Entry requirements
For National 5, you should ideally have a
relevant qualification at National 4. To study
for a Higher, you should have a relevant
National 5. For mature learners, prior
experience may be taken into account.
You will be invited to an interview.

What next?
These qualifications are the route to many
Higher Education courses and will enable
you to apply for further study.

Base: Anywhere
For part time funding information:
Visit our website
Course Study Key

STEM
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STUDY
STYLE

ESOL: English for Speakers of
Other Languages
Is English not your first language?
Our part time ESOL courses are perfect for
you if you want to develop your use of English
in personal, social and employment situations.
Once you have started on the course, are
feeling relaxed and are happy with your
fellow students and your lecturer, you can
decide whether or not you want to sit
assessments. Some students want to do
assessments and others do not.
Both options are fine because we welcome
all learners who want to come to class to
practise their English in a supportive and
friendly environment.
If you choose to work towards
qualifications, you will study ESOL units at
SCQF levels 2-6. Your lecturer will discuss
levels with you before you decide. Each unit
takes about 36 hours to complete.

Key Information

Entry requirements
We welcome any student wishing to improve
their English where English is NOT their first
language. If you are unsure of your level,
please contact your nearest college learning
centre to find out more.

Base: Fort William and Portree
For part time funding information:
Visit our website
Course Study Key

STUDY

Working towards formal qualifications:

STYLE

ESOL for Everyday Communication
develops the language skills needed for
everyday life in personal, social and
transactional contexts. For example:
providing personal information; talking to
friends and shopping.
ESOL in Context develops the language
skills needed for work or study-related
contexts. For example: writing CVs; emails
or study skills.
If you are not working towards SQA
qualifications you can join the class at any
point in the year and have some choice in
what you study.
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Administration
and Business

Rianachd agus Gnothachas

We've got your
needs covered
From part-time courses to kick-start your
business CV to full-time degrees designed
for senior management and self-starting
business owners, we've got your
needs covered.
With remote learning there's no need to uproot or
commute so you can continue to develop your skills
wherever you are. This will also help towards making you
an independent home-worker in future job markets.
A good business head working with a sound administration
team or individual plays a fundamental role in the modern
business world. Studying administration and IT or
business will give you the knowledge and skills that can
be applied in all sectors and lead to a variety of job
opportunities. Our courses cover topics such as accounts,
business communication, IT, marketing, management,
human resources, entrepreneurial growth and digital
technologies and will ensure that you are fully
equipped to progress to further study or employment.
There are no boundaries in the world of business – the
skills you will leave with after studying with us can open
many doors.
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NQ Business, Administration
and Marketing

42

NQ Business, Marketing and
Tourism

43

HNC Administration and
Information Technology

44

HND Administration and
Information Technology

45

HNC Business

46

HND Business

47

BA (Hons) Business and
Management

47

BA (Hons) Sports Management

Part Time
48

NPA Business with
Information Technology

48

NPA Information Technology
and Audio

48

NPA Business and Marketing

49

PDA Information Technology
in Business

49

PDA Office Administration

49

PDA Book-keeping

Work-based learning
Business and Administration
SVQ2/SVQ3
Retail Skills SVQ2
Retail (Sales Professional) SVQ3
Customer Service Skills
SVQ2/SVQ3
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What our students say
Amber Johnston
NQ Business, Administration & Marketing
“I chose to do this course as the content was super relevant to
the modern workplace and it contained skills to help me
develop. I have enjoyed it immensely especially the variety of
different subjects such as Office packages, Human Resources,
and Promoting a Business. There is something for everyone.
The lecturers on the course were really accommodating
towards my personal needs and they went over and above to
make sure that they could do as much as possible to help every
student on the course get through the year. I managed to carry on working
while studying. I would like to study HNC Administration and
Information Technology next.”

Catriona Renwick
HNC Business
“I studied Nat 5 Business with the college while still at school in
Ullapool. When I left, I applied for HNC Business. An important
thing about the course was being able to learn from and stay
at home which allowed me to continue to do all the things I love
while building my own confidence and study skills before
leaving home. I found the online learning experience easy as I
could motivate myself and learn from home. I got on well with
my centre manager and lecturers who were all there to help me
whenever I needed it even though I wasn’t in a college centre.
I’ve really enjoyed the course and would recommend it to others. I loved being able to study
such a large variety of different subjects and particularly enjoyed all the theory. I enjoyed
some of modules more than others but it was good to have an introduction to so many which
helped me to identify what I wanted to develop further at university. I’ve had to become more
responsible in my own learning and more confident in my own ability and I now feel ready to
leave home and move away.
I am now at Glasgow Caledonian studying International Marketing.”
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NQ Business, Administration
and Marketing
SCQF level 6
Designed for the modern work environment,
this course will give you an excellent
grounding in administration technologies,
business and marketing approaches, whilst
also incorporating important finance and
customer service skills, crucial for all
relevant career options.
During your course, we introduce you to
using a range of digital technologies, which
will help you get the most from your course
and at the same time develop your digital
skills. Find out more about key computing
skills and essential student skills.
Included in the course are four National
Progression Awards:
• NPA Business with Information Technology
• NPA Business with Marketing
• NPA Administration: Information
Technology and Audio
• NPA PC Passport
You will cover:
• understanding business
• marketing basic principles
• IT units covering: word processing,
spreadsheets, presentations and
databases
• customer service skills, incl social
media skills
• management skills
• event organisation
• recording cash transactions
• audio and e-touch typing skills

Key Information

Entry requirements
Ideally students will have achieved at least 3
National 5s including English or another
literary subject. Some basic IT skills would
be an advantage.

If you don't meet our entry requirements,
your previous experience may still qualify
you for this course. Mature students will be
considered on merit. All candidates will be
invited to an information event.

What next?
You could consider: HNC Business, HNC
Administration and Information Technology,
PDA Bookkeeping, PDA Office Administration,
PDA IT in Business or entry level
employment within the business sector.

Base: Anywhere
Course Study Key

FE

£

STUDY
STYLE
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NQ Business Marketing and Tourism
SCQF level 6
Designed for the modern work environment,
this course will give you an excellent
grounding in business and marketing
approaches, business technologies, and
travel and tourism subjects, whilst also
incorporating important finance and
communication skills, crucial for all relevant
career options.
During your course, we introduce you to
using a range of digital technologies, which
will help you get the most from your course
and at the same time develop your
digital skills.

Key Information

Included in the course are 4 National
Progression Awards:
• NPA Business with Information Technology
• NPA Business with Marketing
• NPA Travel and Tourism
• NPA PC Passport

What next?
You could consider studying HNC
Administration and Information Technology
or HNC Business. You could also move into
administrative or tourism related
employment.

You will cover:
• understanding business
• marketing - basic principles and
management
• IT units covering word processing,
spreadsheets, presentations and
databases
• customer service skills, including social
media skills
• management skills
• event organisation
• recording cash transactions
• travel - covering industry and products
• tourism – including the Scottish industry
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Entry requirements
Ideally students will have achieved at least 3
National 5s including English or another
literary subject. Some basic IT skills would
be an advantage. If you don't meet our entry
requirements, your previous experience may
still qualify you for this course. Mature
students will be considered on merit.
All candidates will be invited to an
information event.

Base: Anywhere
Course Study Key

FE

£

STUDY
STYLE

HNC Administration and
Information Technology
SCQF level 7 UCAS CODE 17PN
HNC Administration and Information
Technology is designed to meet the
demands and requirements of today's
modern business environment and will
prepare you to pursue a successful
career in business administration.
Mandatory units:
• IT in business – word processing and
presentation applications
• IT in business – spreadsheets/databases
• office administration
• digital technologies for administrators
• recording financial transactions
• personal development planning
• communication: business communication
• graded unit I: administration and
information technology
A choice of option modules:
• creating a culture of customer care
• managing people and organisations
• marketing: an introduction
• personal enterprise skills
• work experience
• visual communication: social media
• payroll
• human resource management
• getting started in business

Key Information

Entry requirements
1 Scottish Higher at grade C or above,
preferably including English, Administration,
Business, or Accountancy.
1 A Level at grade D or above, preferably
including subjects as above.
Alternatively, a relevant NC qualification.
Foundation Apprenticeship Accountancy OR
Foundation Apprenticeship Business Skills.
Prospective students without the standard
entry requirements as listed above are
encouraged to apply.

What next?
You could consider applying for HND
Administration and Information Technology
or BA (Hons) Business and Management
(year 2) with the University of the Highlands
and Islands or employment in the business
administration sector.

Base: Anywhere
Course Study Key

HE

£

STUDY
STYLE
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HND Administration and
Information Technology
SCQF level 8 UCAS CODE 75NG
Businesses and organisations rely upon
people with good skills in administration and
information technology.
The HND will give you advanced IT skills
in word processing, spreadsheets,
presentation, database and desktop
publishing. You will also benefit from the
study of core business skills such as
managing change and developing teams.
Completion of this course provides credits
towards several professional qualifications
including Institute of Qualified Private
Secretaries, Institute of Administrative
Management and Association of Secretaries.
Mandatory units are:
• communication: business communication
• developing the individual within a team
• graded unit I - III: administration and IT
• IT in business – databases, spreadsheets,
word processing, presentation applications
to advanced level
• office administration, technologies
and management
• information and communication
technology in business
• presentation skills
• personal development planning
• recording financial transactions
You will also study option units that
are available in a range of
administrative functions.
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Key Information

Entry requirements
2 Scottish Highers at grade C or above OR
2 A Levels at grade D or above. Ideally to
include English, Administration, Accountancy
or Business.
Direct entry to year 2 may be possible
with an HNC Administration and
Information Technology.
Prospective students without the standard
entry requirements are encouraged to
apply and will be considered on an
individual basis.

What next?
You will be qualified for employment at
senior/supervisory level in office
administration, personal assistant or
secretary. You could also continue your
education by specialising in an area of
your choice.

Base: Anywhere
Course Study Key

HE

£

STUDY
STYLE

HNC Business
SCQF level 7 UCAS CODE 001N
HNC Business will give you an excellent
introduction to a wide range of business
and management skills that are highly
sought-after by employers, including:
marketing; communication; IT and
administration and people management.
Mandatory units are:
• business accounting
• communication: business communication
• economic issues: an introduction
• graded unit I: business
• IT in business: spreadsheets
• managing people and organisations
• marketing: an introduction
• information technology: applications
software 1
Option units:
Option units:
• creating a culture of customer care
• personal enterprise skills
• digital marketing communications
• work placement
• business law: an introduction
• human resource management:
an introduction
• preparing to start a business
• recruitment, selection and induction

Key Information

Entry requirements
1 Scottish Higher at grade C or above OR 1
A Level at grade D or above.
Alternatively, a relevant NC or NQ or
Foundation Apprenticeship in: Accountancy;
Financial Services; or Business Skills.
If you don’t have the standard entry
requirements, you may still be eligible for a
place dependent upon your previous studies
or work experience.

What next?
You could consider HND Business or BA
(Hons) Business and Management (year 2)
or move into employment.

Base: Anywhere
Course Study Key

HE

£

STUDY
STYLE
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HND Business
SCQF level 8 UCAS CODE 101N
The HND Business will develop skills
acquired on the HNC Business or further
your expertise if you have a business
background. You will gain a broad spectrum
of skills that are highly sought-after by
employers. These include marketing,
communication, IT and administration and
people management. The diverse nature of
the course will ensure that you are equipped
with the knowledge to start your own
business or undertake a variety of business
related job roles.
Mandatory units are:
• behavioral skills for business
• business contractual relationships
• business culture and strategy
• economics 1: micro and macro theory
and application
• economics 11: the world economy
• graded unit 11: business
• information and communication
technology in business
• preparing financial forecasts
• statistics for business
• business law: an introduction

Key Information

Entry requirements
2 Scottish Highers at grade C or above or 2
A Levels at grade D or above. Alternatively,
HNC Business.
If you don't have entry requirements as
listed, your previous experience will be
considered.

What next?
On completion of your course you could
progress to the third year of the BA (Hons)
Business and Management degree. You will
also be qualified to take up a variety of posts
in administration, business and
management or self-employment.

Base: Anywhere
Course Study Key

HE
Option units may include:
• international marketing: an introduction
• presentation skills
• work experience
• visual communication
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£

STUDY
STYLE

BA (Hons) Business and Management
UCAS CODE NN21
This broad-based qualification will introduce
you to all aspects of today’s modern business
and the domestic and global environment in
which it operates.
You will consider complex problem solving,
understanding the decision-making process
and effectively communicating with a wide
range of internal and external stakeholders.
Core modules will be covered in years one
and two, giving you a solid foundation. In
years three and four you can choose to
study for a generic degree in business and
management or you can focus on one
particular aspect which will allow you to exit
at the end of the fourth year with a themed
award. E.g. Business Management with
Human Resource Management.
Upon completion, students will be eligible
to apply for Associate Membership of the
Chartered Management Institute.

Key Information

Base: Anywhere
Course Study Key

HE

£

STUDY
STYLE

BA (Hons) Sports Management
UCAS CODE C6N2
Are you seeking a broad-based management
qualification that will introduce you to all
aspects of today's modern sporting
business? This course will equip you with
the essential skills you need for a career in
sports management, including marketing,
human resources, business law and IT.
In the first and second years of the
degree, you will have the option of
studying coaching and developing sport,
or fitness and exercise. In the the third
and fourth years, you can specialise in
sports management.

Key Information

Base: Anywhere
Course Study Key

HE

£

STEM

STUDY
STYLE
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Part-time Administration and Business NPAs
SCQF level 5/6
These three NPAs offer specialised
business-related skills that different areas of
employment require. Because they are
studied remotely, you can choose when to
do your learning, accessing our online
learning resources that can be worked
through at your own pace. Ideal for you if
you want to upskill for the workplace, if
English is not your first language, if you’ve
been out of education for a while or are in
employment but want a formal qualification.

Key Information

Entry requirements
There are no specific entry requirements for
these courses, although you should be
suited to remote independent learning. You
will be invited to attend a short interview
before starting.

Base: Anywhere

NPA Business with
Information Technology
• understanding business
• marketing: basic principles and
applications
• IT solutions for administrators
• researching and preparing presentations

NPA Information
Technology and Audio
• IT Solutions for administrators
• Word Processing
• audio: an introduction

NPA Business and Marketing
• management of marketing and operations
• marketing: basic principles and
applications
• understanding business
• promoting a business
• events organisation
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For part time funding information:
Visit our website

Course Study Key

STUDY
STYLE

Part-time Administration and Business PDAs
SCQF level 7
This suite of Professional Development
Awards (PDA) is designed for those already
in a career who wish to extend or broaden
their skills or those who have studied a
relevant course at NC or NQ level and wish
to progress their studies on a part time basis.
These 36-week part time courses are
available for both September and January
start dates.

Key Information

PDA Book-keeping

Base: Anywhere

Learn the essential skills and knowledge for
a career in book-keeping or working in an
accounting or financial administration role.
• recording financial information or
recording financial transactions
• using financial accounting software
• payroll

PDA Information
Technology in Business

Entry requirements
There are no specific entry requirements but
as these PDAs are at SCQF level 6, it would
be beneficial for you to be competent at
SCQF level 5 in communication and ICT
skills or have equivalent experience.

For part time funding information:
Visit our website

Course Study Key

STUDY
STYLE

Acquire the skills and knowledge needed for
a range of administrative roles, with
particular emphasis on the use of IT within a
business environment.
• IT in business: databases
• IT in business: spreadsheets
• IT in business: word processing and
presentation applications

PDA Office Administration
This award will help you to develop
technical and administrative knowledge
relevant to current administrative practice,
develop personal effectiveness skill and
customer care skills. You will also improve
your communication and presentation
techniques using IT and develop an
awareness of legal and regulatory
requirements in an administration environment.
• office administration
• digital technologies for administrators
• communication: business communications
• personal development planning

www.whc.uhi.ac.uk
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Beauty and Make-up

Bòidhchead agus Maise-Gnùis
50
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Join the growing beauty industry
Do you love everything to do with beauty
and make-up?
Then this is your chance to develop your skills and knowledge in
our training salon in Portree. Brush up your skills or take the first
step to a new career in the thriving beauty industry. We offer a
range of qualifications with options for part-time study so you can
learn while you continue to work.
The growing beauty sector is a great place for creatives. You can
work in make-up for every day, for theatre or fashion or perhaps
you want to specialise in decorative nail technology. New
treatments and technology are always being developed. With more
services being offered, there is a greater demand for skilled
clinicians and therapists. It is a client facing industry that is
perfect if you are outgoing and enjoy meeting new people. There
is room for self-employment, flexible work patterns, and lots of
variety. No two days are ever the same.

NC Beauty Care and Make-up

55

NPA Beauty Skills

54

NC Beauty Care

55

NPA Make-up Skills
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What our students say
Caleigh Macdonald
NC Beauty Care and Make-up
“I have always had an interest in the self-care industry whether
it be hairdressing or beauty therapy but there never seemed to
be a right time to go and pursue any training. I chose to do this
course after completing NPA Make-up Skills.
I loved being in the college environment and our tutor had so
much knowledge to share that it made me want to learn more
about other areas of beauty therapy. I have really enjoyed the
course and learning the many different skills that clients
want is very exciting.”

Jane Hodder
NC Beauty Care
“I am a fully qualified nail technician with a small nail business
on Skye. I wanted to expand my treatment menu, so I did NC
Beauty Care and Make-up last year and then NC Beauty Care.
I have enjoyed the course, expanding my knowledge on
everything I learned last year. There is more theory on this
course, which gives you a better understanding of how the
body works. This enables you to speak to your clients
confidently on how certain treatments work and how they’ll
benefit from them. I know I’ll have more to offer my lovely
clients and perhaps in the future I’ll move into teaching beauty.”
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NC Beauty Care and Make-up
SCQF level 5
This qualification will give you the basic
knowledge, understanding and skills
required either for further study within the
beauty sector or employment at junior level
in a salon. You will learn a variety of
techniques with a focus on practical
activities which will be carried out in our fully
equipped college salon with a lecturer who
is a practicing beauty therapist. Our course
also offers you the opportunity to develop
your ability in hairstyling for weddings
and events.
• facial skin care
• day make-up and basic corrective
make-up
• manicure, pedicure and nail enhancements
• bridal and evening make-up
• portfolio presentation
• selling skills in salon environment
• event and wedding hair styling
• massage
• waxing
• embedded development of core and
essential skills

Key Information

Entry requirements
You should have at least 4 national 4s or
equivalent or have NPA Beauty or NPA
Make-up Skills.

What next?
On completion, you could start as a junior in
a salon or return and study NC Beauty Care
SCQF level 6.

Base: Portree
Course Study Key

FE

£

STUDY
STYLE
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NC Beauty Care
SCQF level 6
Continue with your journey to becoming a
beauty therapist by building on existing
knowledge and techniques and learning
more advanced methods.
You will study a wide range of beauty
treatments from facial techniques to gel
nails, waxing and massage.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

facial techniques
facial treatment packages
nail finishes
creative current make-up trends
depilation (hair removal)
body massage
commercial experience
embedded development of core and
essential skills

Key Information

Entry requirements
You should have successfully completed NC
Beauty Care and Make-up SCQF level 5 or
have equivalent industry experience.

What next?
On completion, you could consider HNC
Beauty Therapy with UHI or seek work
in a salon.

Base: Portree
Course Study Key

FE

£
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NPA Beauty Skills
SCQF level 5
This is a part time course. Perhaps you’re
planning a career in the beauty industry?
This could be the ideal way to get started.
You will have a broad introduction to some
basic beauty skills working on real clients.
Topics covered include cleansing, toning
and moisturising, nails, make up, and
tweezing along with an understanding of the
health and safety issues to consider when
working in the beauty industry.
You will cover 3 units:
• beauty skills: an introduction
• cosmetology: make-up artistry
practical skills
• creative nail finishes to hand and foot

Key Information (Common to both courses)

Entry requirements
These courses are open to anyone wishing
to gain a formal introduction to skills used in
the beauty industry.

What next?
You could consider building on what you
have achieved by doing the other NPA or
joining our full time NC Beauty Care
and Make-up.

Base: Portree

NPA Make-up Skills

For part time funding information:
Visit our website

SCQF level 5

Course Study Key

This is a part time course. You will learn
about contemporary make-up application
using professional make-up products. You
will research, plan and produce specific
make-up looks to include young and mature
day make-up using various techniques, and
learn the use of corrective make-up. You will
learn how to consult with clients, identify
contra-indications, and go on to prepare and
apply bridal and evening make-ups. Through
working in the salon, you will gain knowledge
of current relevant Health and Safety
legislation, as well as building expertise in
make-up artistry methods and skills.

STUDY
STYLE

You will cover 3 units:
• contemporary make up
• day make-up and basic corrective make-up
• bridal and evening make-up

www.whc.uhi.ac.uk
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Computing and
Creative Digital Skills

Coimpiutaireachd is Sgilean Didseatach Cruthachail
56
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Prepare yourself for the
digital age
Do you love technology?
Are you a problem solver?
Do you want a career in a fast moving
and dynamic industry?
Our range of computing and creative digital media
courses will make you 'industry ready' and able to learn
and work remotely.
In the digital age, computer science, digital design and
creative digital media impacts everything, from scientific
research to health development, transport, banking,
gaming, app and web design, communications...
you name it.
This sector is facing a skills shortage and our team want to
help you find a well-paid and rewarding career in an industry
that relies heavily on remote workers and freelancers.
Our courses span the range of computing fields, from
software and app development, web and graphic design,
digital media production to networking and cyber security,
all using industry standard software packages.
We have strong links with industry and many progression
routes into further study. On our courses you will develop
not only your technical ability, but team-working and
problem-solving skills, which are essential in the workplace.
Now is the perfect time to become qualified with one of our
courses and join an exciting and fast-moving industry.

NC Computing with
Digital Media

62

HND Digital Design and
Development

59

HNC Computing

63

60

HNC Digital Design and
Web Development

BSc (Hons) Applied Software
Development

63

BSc (Hons) Computing

HND Computer Science

63

BSc (Hons) Interactive Media

61
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NC Computing with Digital Media
SCQF level 5
Whether you are checking social media,
keeping up with YouTube, or playing your
favourite game, you are interacting with the
work of a team of coders, video editors,
designers, artists, and animators. If you want
to join them, this course is the perfect
starting point.
You will gain confidence using DSLR
cameras, graphics tablets, HMD's,
Smartphones, 3D Capture and network
hosting solutions. You will explore how to
create everything from mobile games to
broadcast news during this challenging and
inspirational course
We continue to engage with XpoNorth,
Scotland's Leading Creative and Digital
Industries festival. This gives our students
exposure to the cutting edge of tech and
creative development - a great opportunity
to see what is available in the work market.
Where possible, students will be offered
the opportunity to undertake work
placements - some of which are commercial.
You will have access to professional
grade software and equipment.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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3D modeling and animation
game design
video production
image editing
network literacy
website design, development and graphics
applications development
computing project
computer hardware and systems
social media literacy
digital media
embedded development of core and
essential skills

www.whc.uhi.ac.uk

Key Information

Entry requirements
Studying at SCQF level 5, you should have
achieved National 5 Computing Science
or a minimum of 3 relevant National 4 or
equivalent qualifications (ideally in
art/graphic communication and
maths/computing). You will attend
an interview.

What next?
You could consider studying HNC Digital
Design and Web Development or HNC
Computing, depending on your interests.

Base: Anywhere
Course Study Key

FE

£

STEM

STUDY
STYLE

HNC Computing
SCQF level 7 UCAS CODE 304G
In a digital world, there is an increased need
for skilled workers to support a growing
digital economy. The HNC Computing
covers a broad-spectrum of skills that will
provide you with a good foundation in a
range of computing related disciplines to
prepare you for progression on to an HND,
university or related work within the
computing industry. You will gain expertise in
areas related to software development,
computer networking, web design and cyber
security.
Mandatory units are:
• computer systems and network
fundamentals
• developing client and server sided
websites
• developing mobile applications
• professionalism and ethics in computing
• programming languages and programming
paradigms
• team working in computing
• troubleshooting computing problems

Key Information

Entry requirements
1 Scottish Higher at grade C or above OR 1
A level at grade D or above PLUS 3 National
5s or equivalent OR relevant NC at SCQF
level 5/6 OR relevant Foundation
Apprenticeship. You may be required to
attend an interview. If you don't have the
standard entry requirements as listed above,
you are encouraged to apply and will be
considered on an individual basis.

What next?
On successful completion of this course it
may be possible to progress to the second
year of the HND Computer Science, and
then to the third year of BSc (Hons)
Computing. Alternatively you might like to
consider a career as a trainee programmer,
systems analyst, or database administrator.

Base: Anywhere
Option units may include:
• cloud computing
• database design
• ethical hacking and digital forensics
• operating systems
• relational databases and SQL
• software development testing
• software development: applications
development
• systems development: introduction
• web development and publishing
web sites

Course Study Key

HE

£

STEM

STUDY
STYLE
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HNC Digital Design and Web Development
SCQF level 7 UCAS CODE 107I
HNC Digital Design and Web Development
will give you professional knowledge in the
development of interactive and digital media
products. It will provide you with an up-todate qualification within an ever-changing
industry.
With digital media becoming an essential
aspect of marketing and communications,
having the skills in a wide area of disciplines
will help you build your career.
Build your expertise in several key areas
including graphic design, 2D/3D animation,
web design, app/game development,
audio/video production and visual effects.
Mandatory units include:
• developing software: introduction
• system development: user-centred design
• team working in computing
• digital design and web development:
graded unit 1
• digital graphics fundamentals
• user interface design
• web technologies 1: HTML and CSS
Option units may include:
• graphic design
• manage database systems using SQL
• digital media: video/bitmap techniques
• web development: content management
systems (CMS)
• compositing and motion graphics
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Key Information

Entry requirements
1 Scottish Higher at grade C or above OR 1
A level at grade D or above OR a relevant
NC at SCQF level 5/6 OR a relevant
Foundation Apprenticeship. If you don't have
the standard entry requirements, you are
encouraged to apply and will be considered
on an individual basis. You may be required
to attend an interview.

What next?
You could consider our HND Digital Design
and Development or move straight into
relevant employment.

Base: Anywhere
Course Study Key

HE

£

STEM

STUDY
STYLE

HND Computer Science
SCQF level 8 UCAS code 001I
HND Computer Science has been designed
to meet the growing needs of IT and
computing-related sectors, giving you an
up-to-date, recognised qualification within
the context of an ever-changing employment
market. The inclusion of subjects such as
cloud computing, convergence technologies,
network technology and advanced software
development will ensure you are up to date.
The range of optional subjects will allow
you to focus on different aspects of
computing science, depending on your area
of interest.
Mandatory units are:
• HND computing: graded unit 2
• managing a web server
• relational database management systems
• developing websites for multiplatform use
Option units may include:
• computer networks: building local
area networks
• computer forensics fundamentals
• data security
• configuring a desktop operating system
• human computer interaction
• mathematics for computing
• software development: developing small
scale standalone apps
• software development: object
oriented programming
• mobile technology
• private cloud virtualisation
• network security concepts

Key Information

Entry requirements
2 Scottish Highers at grade C or above OR
2 A levels at grade D or above OR HNC
Computing. Prospective students without
the standard entry requirements as listed
above are encouraged to apply and will be
considered on an individual basis. You may
be required to attend an interview.

What next?
On successful completion, you may
progress to the third year of the BSc (Hons)
Computing or a career in programming,
website development, as a support
technician or database administrator.

Base: Anywhere
Course Study Key

HE

£

STEM

STUDY
STYLE
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HND Digital Design and Development
SCQF level 8 UCAS code 0071
This HND will give you professional
knowledge in the development of interactive
and digital media products. With digital
media becoming an essential aspect of
marketing and communications, having the
skills in a wide area of disciplines will help
you build your career within an everchanging industry. Develop a wide range of
transferable skills in several key disciplines
including, graphic design, 2D animation,
web design, application and games
development, audio/video production,
and programming.

Key Information

Mandatory units are:
• designing and developing an interactive
product
• developing digital media for an interactive
media product
• digital design and development: graded
unit 2 (project)
• interactive media composition
• human computer interface

What next?
On successful completion, you may
progress to the third year of the BSc (Hons)
Interactive Media or a career in the digital
media industry.

Entry requirements
1 Scottish Higher at grade C or above OR 1
A level at grade D or above OR HNC Digital
Design and Web Development. Prospective
students without the standard entry
requirements as listed above are
encouraged to apply and will be considered
on an individual basis. You may be required
to attend an interview.

Base: Anywhere
Course Study Key

Option units may include:
• web development: producing a data
driven website
• web technologies 2: HTML, CSS
and Javascript
• building an e-business
• emerging technologies and experiences
• digital imaging: advanced bitmap
techniques
• creating a showreel and portfolio
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£
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BSc (Hons) Computing
UCAS CODE G400
This degree provides a high-quality
Key Information (common to all courses)
design/development web education that
has been created to meet employers’
requirements. You will learn all the
Base: Anywhere
knowledge and skills you need to work in
the sector, as well as developing key
Course Study Key
personal and intellectual qualities necessary
for continued professional development.
STEM
You will also be involved in the management, HE
STUDY
STYLE
configuration and utilisation of live internet
servers to provide web-based services.
In years three and four you can choose to
study for a generic degree in computing or
you can specialise in software development
or technical support. This will allow you to
exit at the end of the fourth year with a
themed award, for example: BSc (Hons)
Computing (Software) or BSc (Hons)
Computing (Networking).

£

BSc (Hons) Applied Software Development
UCAS CODE I310
In collaboration with IBM, this innovative
degree will enable you to develop the skills,
knowledge, creativity and confidence to be
successful within the competitive software
development sector.
Replicating modern software development
practices, you will work in teams throughout
the programme. A typical day beginning with

a short meeting to set team priorities,
allowing you to manage your time between
practical work, directed learning and
scheduled tutorials.
You will develop a portfolio that will be
used to assess your individual contribution
to each project and also attractive to
future employers.

BSc (Hons) Interactive Media
UCAS CODE I610
This degree will give you a professional
grounding in the development of interactive
and digital media products. The term
'interactive media' defines a collection of
disparate technologies which provide a user
experience using digital platforms. These
range from websites, mobile apps, software
applications and interactive installations.

Digital content creation goes handin-hand with an understanding of interactive
media and disciplines such as graphic
design, animation, video and audio production.
Your creativity and entrepreneurial
qualities will grow alongside the necessary
theoretical and technical understanding.
www.whc.uhi.ac.uk
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Creative Arts

Ealain Chruthachail

Calling all creatives
Be inspired by our stunning landscape and rich
cultural heritage to explore your creativity with us
and develop your career prospects.
You can study courses in art and design, fashion and textiles and
music. Start at a level you are comfortable with while growing and
developing your skills, techniques and creativity.
Art and Design can lead to a rewarding career and our courses will
give you practical skills in many media allowing you time to build
your portfolio while discovering which media suits you best.
Many of our past students have gone on to study at Scotland’s
top art schools.
The West Highlands are famous for musical tradition. By studying
music with us, you will work with like minded people, share
creative ideas, have access to our fully equipped music studio and
receive instrument tuition from musicians at the top of their game.
We welcome all styles of music and instrumentalists - the more
the merrier.
Is your love of creativity directed at clothing and textiles? We have
a fashion department which will teach you to sew, draw and create
your own patterns, design, produce and decorate textiles while
learning about the fashion industry.
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NC Fashion and Design

Part Time

68

NC Art and Design Portfolio
with Textiles

79

NPA Art and Design

79

NPA Drawing Skills

69

HNC Textiles

79

NPA Painting

70

HND Textiles

80

71

NC Creative Industries: Music

NQ Introduction to Fashion
Design and Manufacture

72

HNC Music

80

NQ Intro to Sewing Skills

73

HND Music
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What our students say
Megan Armour
NC Fashion and Design
“I’ve always had an interest in creating things. Before this
course it was mainly just drawing, painting and sculpting but
now it’s expanded to sewing as well. I loved this course and
never expected to enjoy it as much as I have. I would
recommend it to anyone who’s interested in anything creative
because it covers such a lot. The most important thing I realised
was not to get stressed when making or doing anything,
especially since everyone in the class is always ready to help
out. I plan to come back to college to study HNC Textiles.”

Nathania Douglas
NC Fashion and Design –
BA (Hons) Fashion Design
“I have always been interested in design and fashion and
dreamed of working in this field. The NC Fashion and Textile
Design course was launched the year I left school when I was
16. It was perfect timing. I absolutely loved the course. I found
the teaching and learning experience to be much better suited
to me than school as it was far more creative and self-directed.
The course was a perfect insight into fashion design and it
inspired and motivated me to take control of my future.
Armed with the ideal tools and knowledge to progress, I was accepted to study an HND in
Fashion Design and Manufacture at Glasgow Clyde College. After this, with an HND under
my belt, I was accepted into 3rd year for my BA (Hons) in Fashion Design at Grays School of
Art in Aberdeen. I have now graduated with a First-Class Honours.”

Ben Alderton
NC Music
“I have really enjoyed this course. I have gained confidence in
my musical ability due to support and encouragement from
the lecturers.
I’ve enjoyed being part of a team of like-minded musicians
creating an album from concept to marketing, to production. I
have also enjoyed recording music with others and
experimenting in different genres I usually wouldn’t play. I plan
a career in music and this course is a great foundation showing
me the different aspects of the performing arts and the various paths I can take.”
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NC Fashion and Design
SCQF level 6
Do you have an interest in the world of
fashion, fashion trends, the construction of
clothing, textiles design and the skills
required for sewing? This course will give
you the opportunity to explore your creative
side while developing your technical skills
through a range of units that will cover
fashion illustration and design through
to pattern and garment construction.
By researching and exploring different
aspects of the fashion industry and textile
creation you will develop an inspirational
approach to research, design and
production of fashion and textile pieces from
concept to final product. You will help to
organise and take part in a fashion show
showcasing all the work achieved over
the year.
Your study will include:
• fashion design
• fashion illustration
• garment pattern construction
• drawing skills
• research skills
• sketchbook development
• creative textiles development
• surface decoration
• digital fashion illustration
• embedded development of core and
essential skills

Key Information

Entry requirements
Students should have at least 3 National
4/5s or equivalent. Previous experience of
an art and design course or a passion for
fashion and design would be desirable.
Mature students will be considered on merit.
If you have a portfolio your best artwork
please bring this with you to interview.

What next?
You could consider returning to study HNC
Textiles with us. Alternatively, this course
will help you to produce a portfolio for
application to further creative design and
textile study.

Base: Fort William
Course Study Key

FE

£

STUDY
STYLE
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NC Art and Design Portfolio with Textiles
SCQF level 6

68

Do you have an interest in art and design?
This course offers the opportunity to explore
your creative side though a range of units
covering several creative disciplines.
Through studying art and design, you have
the opportunity to develop an inspirational
approach to research, design development
and production of final artwork. You will
explore sketchbook development, drawing,
mixed media, fashion design, garment
construction, textiles techniques and surface
decoration from interpretation of initial brief
through to final realisation and the
production of a professional portfolio of your
work to present to employers, colleges,
university or to set up a creative venture of
your own.

Key Information

You will cover:
• research and investigation
• textile design
• expressive drawing
• exploratory media handling
• sketchbook development
• surface decoration
• sewing skills
• making clothes
• garment pattern construction

Course Study Key

www.whc.uhi.ac.uk

Entry requirements
You should have a minimum of 3 Nationals
at SCQF level 4/5. You will also be
considered by merit based on your portfolio
and previous experience.

What next?
You could consider applying to study
relevant creative art/design/textile courses at
HNC level or move into employment.

Base: Fort William

FE

£

STUDY
STYLE

HNC Textiles
SCQF level 7 UCAS CODE124J
This is a creative design-led course which
offers experience in surface decoration,
creative textile development, drawing and
design development relating to the
production of fashion, interior and accessory
design. It is a portfolio- based course which
encourages the exploration and
experimentation with materials, media and
techniques to create a textile and fashion
collection while providing a broad range of
skills and knowledge.
You will work on projects from the initial
planning and research stages through
design and development, to a final product.

Key Information

Required units:
• surface decoration for textiles
• digital imaging
• professional design practice
• textile techniques
• observational drawing
• design semantics
• textiles: graded unit 1

What next?
You could consider HND Textiles or
employment as a junior designer, print
production operative, retail sales assistant,
machinist or merchandiser or further your
study in this area within UHI or elsewhere.

Entry requirements
1 Scottish Higher at grade C or above OR 1
A level at grade D or above OR NC in a
relevant subject area. Prospective students
without the standard entry requirements as
listed above are encouraged to apply. We
will consider individual competence in
textiles-based skills evidenced by a portfolio
of work. You will also be required to attend
an interview.

Base: Fort William
Option units include:
• concept garment design: an introduction
• designing and producing fashion
garments: advanced
• preparing to start a business
• portfolio production
• fashion forecasting: research and
development
• garment construction techniques:
an introduction

Course Study Key

HE

£

STUDY
STYLE
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HND Textiles
UCAS CODE 224J
This highly creative, design-led course is for
those with a passion for designing and
creating, providing you with the opportunity
to explore your creative potential.
Through the process of experimentation
with materials and media, you will establish
your own design practice, with opportunities
to design textiles for fashion, interiors and
accessories. You will develop knowledge
and key skills, such as interpreting briefs,
planning, analysis and presentation of
design ideas.
The programme provides a thorough
grounding in textile processes, allowing you
to develop a range of vocational skills
relevant to a career in textiles.
Studying in our specially equipped fashion
and textile department in Fort William, you
will work on projects from the initial planning
and research stages, through design and
development, to the production of a
final outcome.
Required units
• art and design: project
• graded unit 2
• observational drawing portfolio
• surface decoration for textiles: advanced
• textile techniques: advanced
Option units may include:
• concept garment design: an introduction
• designing and producing a fashion
garment: advanced
• fabric construction: an introduction
• fine art textiles: an introduction
• textile accessory: advanced
• textiles for interior: advanced technique
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Key Information

Entry requirements
You should have completed HNC Textiles.
Mature students may be considered, based
on experience.

What next?
You could consider BA (Hons) Contemporary
Textiles or relevant employment.

Base: Fort William
Course Study Key

HE

£

STUDY
STYLE

NC Creative Industries: Music
SCQF level 6
If you are passionate about music in any of
the three disciplines offered – performing,
DJing or composing - and want to work in a
challenging yet exhilarating industry, this
course will set you on the right path.
You will work to prepare performances,
record your own music and play gigs while
working on theory and contextual study in
class. Working with fellow musicians, you
will have the chance to pull together to
achieve the qualification.
With tutors currently working in the music
industry, you will have direct access to real
industry knowledge and experience about
current trends while building a solid skill-set
for an exciting future.
You will cover:
• digital DJing – an introduction
• OR solo performance
• OR composition
• embedded development of core and
essential skills

Key Information

Entry requirements
You should have at least 3 National 4s
including Music or equivalent practical
experience. If you don’t meet our entry
requirements, your previous experience may
still qualify you for this course. Mature
students will be considered on merit.
You will attend an interview.

What next?
You could further your studies with
HNC/HND Music, Sound Production or BA
(Hons) Applied Music either within the
University of the Highlands and Islands or
further afield.

Base: Fort William
Course Study Key

Also, a selection from the following:
• live performance
• music literacy
• appreciation of music
• making a radio programme
• midi sequencing
• creative project

FE

£

STUDY
STYLE
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HNC Music
SCQF level 7 UCAS CODE 103W
If you are interested in pursuing a career in
popular or traditional music performance,
this course will provide a strong grounding in
core disciplines enabling you to develop and
enhance your musical skills and
understanding of the music industries.
Covering theory and practice, you will be
involved in arranging and performing gigs
and will have the opportunity to develop your
performance skills in a range of genres
and styles.

Key Information

Mandatory units:
• music first study: instrument or music
first study: composition
• music: live performance
• music theory
• music: graded unit
• music business for musicians

What next?
With this qualification, you will be able to
pursue a variety of opportunities in the
music industry or further your studies with
HND Music.

Entry requirements
1 Scottish Higher at grade C or above or
1 A level at grade D or above or NC Music.
Prospective students without the standard
entry requirements as listed above are
encouraged to apply. You will be asked to
attend an audition and interview.

Base: Fort William
Plus, a selection of option units
which could include:
• keyboard skills for music production
• songwriting
• digital audio workstations
• recording techniques for musicians
• music: research project
• music business: start-ups
• music history
• music second study: composition
• music: instrumental instruction
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Course Study Key

HE

£

STUDY
STYLE

HND Music
SCQF level 8 UCAS CODE 003W
Continue your study of music by
developing further your practical musical
skills and by increasing your understanding
of music theory.
Gain experience as a performer in a
solo and band or session environment.
Understand the importance of stagecraft.
Work on sound engineering in our recording
studio. You will work with a wide range of
genres, while perfecting your own instrument
of choice working closely with your
chosen teacher.
Mandatory units:
• music: first study instrument or music: first
study composition
• music: online promotion
• music: graded unit 2
Option units may include:
• music: instrumental tuition
• music: session skills
• music: stagecraft for musicians
• digital audio workstations
• music: live performance
• music: history and analysis
• music: theory

Key Information

Entry requirements
Successful completion of HNC Music plus
an interview and audition to assess your
musical ability.

What next?
You could progress to year 3 of BA(Hons)
Applied Music or BA (Hons) Popular Music
or consider a career as a freelance
performer, music instructor or a
session musician.

Base: Fort William
Course Study Key

HE

£

STUDY
STYLE
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BA (Hons) Applied Music
UCAS CODE W301
Study music or sound production in your
home region, in any genre and prepare
yourself for the music industry of the future.
Studying traditional, Celtic, pop, jazz,
classical, rock and creative sound
production, you will have the opportunity to
explore the culture of the highlands and
islands and focus on the application of music
in a variety of professional contexts.
You will study with top individuals in their
fields while developing skills in business,
finance, enterprise, networking and
communication. Choose your solo
performance tutor, drawn from a list of
experts and you will also get credit for
playing in ensembles in your community.
There will be national/international
performances and placements in music,
education, community and/or health settings.
The course will develop your versatility as a
musician with multi-venue delivery and
residential sessions throughout.
Depending on whether your interest lies in
performance or sound production, you will
study five core modules relevant to your
specialisation in years one and two and one
option module. In years three and four, core
and option modules are common to
both areas.
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Key Information

Entry requirements
3 Highers at grade ABB or above or 2 A
levels at grade B or above and for performers
- Grade 7 Associated Board or Trinity College
or equivalent on first instrument (including
grade 5 music theory or equivalent).
Applicants with other relevant qualifications or
experience will be considered on an individual
basis. You will attend an audition and interview.

What next?
On completion, you could consider MA Music
in the Environment or develop a career in
performing, composing, teaching, music and
health, entrepreneurship, community
musician, sound production or other options.

Base: Anywhere
Course Study Key

HE

£

STUDY
STYLE

MA Music and the Environment
The MA Music and the Environment provides
a foundation for musicians to develop new
paths for creative, entrepreneurial and
environmentally responsible endeavours. In
addition, the course equips musicians to
work within their own community,
establishing effective and successful
contributions to their local economy.
The course focuses on the three distinct
but interrelated themes of: music
performance and creation; cultural and
historical context; and the creative economy
and creative sustainability. Activities during
the course encourage and demand the skills
of observation, investigation, experimentation,
reflection, creation, innovation and design.

Key Information

Base: Anywhere
Course Study Key

STUDY
STYLE

BA (Hons) Creative Writing in
the Highlands and Islands
UCAS CODE W830
The innovative BA (Hons) Creative Writing in
the Highlands and Islands is designed to
give you a solid grounding in the creative
principles, in both form and structure of four
of the main areas of creative writing: poetry,
prose, playwriting and the screenplay.
You will be encouraged to explore how
these can inform and support other areas
of professional writing in gaming,
advertising, marketing, vlogs etc.
You will have the opportunity to present
your work using traditional methods as well
as using new technologies and publishing
platforms. The course aims to place creative
disciplines within the cultural, social,
political, geographical and historical
context of Scotland.

Key Information

Base: Anywhere
Course Study Key

HE

£

STUDY
STYLE
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What our students say
Barbara Martin
NC Art and Design Portfolio
I studied art in England as a mature student: Access to Art and
Design, University Diploma HE 3D Design. I then went on to
setup and work within my own business designing and creating
silver jewellery and various photography prints and cards.
I chose to do this course because I wanted to learn how to
paint and reignite my creativity after the first lockdown of the
Covid 19 Pandemic.
I have really enjoyed the course as the lecturers inspired me and have been very supportive.
Within each module they allowed me to explore where I wanted to head, offering guidance
and suggestions allowing me to think a bit more out of the box. I really enjoyed working to
deadlines and to a brief which you are given at the start of each module.
Most important thing has been not to be treated any differently by being a mature student
and lots of artist materials available in the studio and to take home! It has given me back my
confidence in myself and my art. It has also unlocked my creativity allowing me to paint.

Caetano Hayes Pelletti
NC Art and Design Portfolio
I am planning to study art at university. I chose to do this
course to explore different media and art practices. I have
really enjoyed it because it has allowed me to learn new skills
and revisit those that I have not used in a while. It’s great for
those wanting to re-instill their passion for art, study it further
or begin their journey into art.
I have had the time, materials and support to create a portfolio
of work. Education can often be designed for one type of
learner, but this course is very inclusive.
I hope to study HNC in Art & Design in Glasgow Clyde. This will prepare me for applying to
second year of Communication Design at Glasgow School of Art.
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NC Portfolio Art and Design
SCQF level 6
This one-year course is based in the
inspiring location of the Isle of Skye. Making
the most of our landscape, students will
learn to work in a range of environments and
gain knowledge from experienced tutors and
professional artists. With small group sizes
and a purpose-built studio in our Portree
centre, the learning experience is full of
exciting challenges, enabling students to
explore a variety of art and design
disciplines. These include drawing, painting,
sculpture, print-making, digital imaging,
textiles and design. The end of the course is
celebrated with a full-scale exhibition,
managed and led by the class.
The NC is designed to enable students to
prepare a comprehensive portfolio of work
suitable for submission to higher education
courses across the UK, including HNC
Contemporary Art Practice at West Highland
College UHI and BA (Hons) Fine Art
across UHI.
This course suits a diverse range of
students including school leavers, those
wishing to advance in Higher Education as
well those looking to widen their skill set.
You will explore the following areas:
• drawing
• printmaking
• textiles
• contextual studies
• art project
• sketchbook development
• creative 3D artform
• exploratory media handling
• digital media
• personal project
• presentation and preparing for exhibition
• colour
• embedded development of core and
essential skills

Key Information

Entry requirements
You should have 3 National 5 passes or
equivalent, preferably including Art and
English. Applications to the course are
welcome from adults returning to education
who may not possess the entry
requirements. All applicants must present a
portfolio of recent art and design work
at interview.

What next?
You could consider HNC/HND
Contemporary Art Practice, then BA (Hons)
Fine Art/Art and Contemporary Practices
with the University of the Highlands
and Islands or other creative arts
courses elsewhere.

Base: Portree
Course Study Key

FE

£

STUDY
STYLE
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HNC Contemporary Art Practice
SCQF level 7 UCAS code 209W
If you would like to develop and improve
your artistic talent for personal pleasure or
with a career in mind, this course will allow
you to explore the practice and context of
contemporary art. By exploring drawing,
painting and sculpture, with up-to-date
topics such as conceptual processes and
digital art form you will be led to find a
pathway to create work. It is an imaginative
exploration of creative ideas and concepts
where you will not be restricted by medium.
You will develop your inquiring, analytical
and problem-solving skills in tandem with
technical and artistic skills, ensuring that you
are suitably equipped to turn your artistic
talent into a successful career.

Key Information

• Experience a variety of media, processes
and techniques.
• Historical and contextual studies will
inform and support practical work.
• Study modules that develop your
personal work and projects, such as
portfolio-building and personal
development planning.

What next?
You could consider further study: HND
Contemporary Art Practice; BA (Hons)
Contemporary Art and Contextualised
Practice; BA (Hons) Fine Art OR launch a
creative career as a practising artist, or as a
creative practitioner within community arts,
education or galleries.

Mandatory units are:
• art and design context
• contemporary art practice: conceptual
processes
• contemporary art practice: graded unit 1
• contemporary art practice: introduction to
digital artform
• contemporary art: 2D and 3D practice
• developmental drawing
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Entry requirements
1 Scottish Higher at grade C or above or 1 A
level at grade D or above or NC Art and
Design or Foundation Apprenticeship
Creative and Digital Media. Prospective
students without the standard entry
requirements as listed above are
encouraged to apply. We will consider
individual competence in art, design or lensbased skills, evidenced by a portfolio of your
work. You will be required to attend an
interview.

Base: Portree
Course Study Key

HE

£

STUDY
STYLE

Part time creative arts courses
NPA Art and Design

Key Information (common to all courses)

SCQF level 5
Gain practical and theoretical knowledge
and understanding of a range of
printmaking, mixed media and illustration
skills and techniques through practical
experimentation.
• design studies: introduction to mixed media
• art and design: printmaking
• art and design: introduction to illustration

NPA Drawing Skills
SCQF level 5
Enjoy extending your range of drawing skills
and techniques. You will acquire and
develop knowledge and understanding of
drawing applications through practical
experimentation.
• drawing and drawing media
• drawing skills – analytical drawing media
• art and design: location drawing

Entry requirements
These courses are open to anyone wishing
to gain a formal introduction to art, design
and drawing skills. They are all suitable for
beginners or those wishing to build on
existing skills in a creative atmosphere. You
will choose 2 other units based on your area
of interest. These courses are part time and
run one day per week.

Base: Auchtertyre, Portree and Fort William.
Courses run in rotation and are subject
to demand.

For part time funding information:
Visit our website
Course Study Key

STUDY
STYLE

NPA Painting
SCQF level 5
You will learn skills in creative and
exploratory paint techniques and colour
theory and then develop these into a
personal painting project based on a
chosen theme.
• introduction to painting
• colour: an introduction
• painting to a theme

www.whc.uhi.ac.uk
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Part time creative arts courses
NQ Introduction to Fashion
Design and Manufacture
SCQF level 5
Learn skills in cutting, making and decoration
of garments and accessories. Learn how to
use domestic and industrial machines. You'll
investigate garment construction, fabric
dyeing and surface decoration techniques.
. sewing skills
. pattern construction
. surface decoration
. making clothes/garment construction

NEW
NQ Introduction to
Sewing Skills

SCQF level 6
Learn how a studio works, the basics of
audio engineering and get the chance to
work on a creative project bringing together
and using all your new skills.
• sound engineering and production
• sound: understanding the signal path
• plus 1 option unit

Key Information common to all

SCQF level 5

Entry requirements
There are no formal entry requirements
for these courses, but some previous
experience and keen interest in the subject
will be beneficial.

You’ll develop the artistic ability, the skills and
techniques required to construct basic
garments which you will make on the course.

Base: Fort William

NQ Digital DJ-ing with
Sound Production
SCQF level 6
Learn about sound production, the recording
process and the theory behind it. You will
cover DJ-ing for live performances and work
on collaboration with the local radio station,
Nevis Radio.
•
•
•
•

80

NPA Sound Production

sound engineering and production
understanding the signal path
media: making a radio program
music: an introduction to the UK
music industry

www.whc.uhi.ac.uk

NQ Introduction to Fashion Design and
Manufacture and NQ Digital DJ-ing with
Sound Production run 1 day per week for 28
weeks. NPA Sound Production is 10 weeks
online and a 4 day practical.

For part time funding information:
Visit our website
Course Study Key

STUDY
STYLE

Part time photography courses
Higher Photography
SCQF level 6
Develop a broad range of creative and
technical skills in photography whilst
creating a portfolio of work. You will have the
chance to be experimental with a range of
photographic assignments, develop your
knowledge of photographic theory and learn
about industry standard software and digital
technology. Study the history and art of
photography and explore themes, different
styles and genres.
You will maintain a journal throughout the
course which will be used for recording
notes, ideas, sketches, plans, test photos,
technical details, postcards,
magazine/newspaper cuttings and
inspirational images from the photographic
media – both historical and contemporary.

HNC Photography
SCQF level 7
UCAS CODE 146W
Build a strong technical and creative
foundation to prepare you for working in the
vibrant professional photographic market.
Study units covering different photographic
styles: studio and environmental portraiture;
studio still-life; social photography; stock and
library photography and shooting images in
the environment.
Units include:
• photographic theory
• portraiture
• image editing
• studio still life

Key Information
Entry requirements
Higher Photography: ownership of or access
to a bridge or DSLR camera with the ability
to control its functions to produce good
quality images. You should be computerliterate and, ideally, have access to a
computer installed with photo-editing
software such as Adobe Photoshop
Elements or equivalent.
HNC Photography: 1 Scottish Higher at
grade C or above OR 1 A level at grade D or
above OR NC Photography.

What next?
You could consider progressing to our
HNC Photography or work as a
freelance photographer.

Base: Higher Photography: Portree,
Broadford and Fort William.
HNC Photography: Broadford.
BOTH COURSES ARE PART TIME. Higher
over 1 year and HNC over 2 years.
For part time funding information: visit
our website

For part time funding information:
Visit our website
Course Study Key

STUDY
STYLE
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Health, Education
and Childcare

Slàinte, Foghlam agus Cùram-Chloinne
82
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Making a positive difference
Take your first steps to a career in early
education or health and social care.
There are options at all levels. We're with
you all the way - right up to degree study,
if you choose.
The early years employment sector is a growth area in
Scotland with many opportunities for future careers.
We welcome applications from all, including a growing
number of men. Our childcare courses provide you with
underpinning knowledge of child development and how
best to be creative in supporting children’s learning.
Your time with us will be fun, interactive and meaningful
with work experience as a valuable part of most of
our courses.
Our health and social care courses will equip you to
join a vitally important sector with a huge range of
career options and an urgent need for trained employees.
Perhaps you’re interested in working with adults with
additional support needs or caring for the elderly or
working towards nursing? You can make a positive
difference to the quality of people’s lives.

85

NC Child, Health and
Social Care
NQ Early Education
and Childcare
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NC Health and Social Care
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HNC Childhood Practice
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HNC Social Services

91

Access to Nursing

92

Access to Nursing SWAP

Men into Childcare
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Men into Care

94

BA (Hons) Health and
Social Studies

94

BA (Hons) Childhood Practice

94

BA (Hons) Child and
Youth Studies
BA Early Learning and
Childcare (Graduate
Apprenticeship)

94

95

Post Graduate Diploma in
Primary or Secondary
Education with an English or
Gaelic pathway

Work-based learning
Social Services and Health
Care SVQ2/SVQ3
Social Services (Children and
Young People) SVQ3
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Health, Education and Childcare Slàinte, Foghlam agus Cùram-Chloinne
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What our students say
Amanda Campbell
NC Health and Social Care
“When my children were all at school, I decided that it was my
turn to do some learning. I’ve always been interested in being a
teacher and this course looked like a great start for me. I have
really enjoyed it and I would 100% recommend it. The lecturers
are patient and supportive. The best part has been learning
new things and meeting new people. Most importantly, this
course could help me towards getting a job that I’ve always
wanted to do. I plan to come back to college to study Early
Education and Child Care next.”

Rachel Ormerod
NQ Early Education and Childcare
“Having completed NC Child, Health, and Social Care,
I decided to apply for this course. I have had so much fun,
made a few good friends, and would definitely recommend it
for those who are interested in early education and childcare.
The course provides the basic knowledge for everything you
need to know going forward: whether it’s in social care, nursing
or early education. It’s good to see where your path leads. It
helps you to look at yourself and situations in a new light and
self-reflect: is what you believe right, wrong or both and learning
that not everything is black and white.
Next, I plan to go onto the HNC Childhood Practice.”

Jordan Gorman
HNC Childhood Practice
“I studied HNC Childhood Practice in Gairloch. It was important
for me to study locally, so I could stay at home and save
money in order to be able to move when I graduated. I am now
in Edinburgh working as an Early Years Supervisor with
Edinburgh Council and planning to start BA Childhood Practice
in the autumn. West Highland College UHI staff were very
supportive and always went the extra mile! Online studying is
growing, and if you have the resources in your local area, I
would take it!”
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NC Child, Health and Social Care
SCQF level 5
If you are interested in pursuing a career in
child or health or social care, this course will
introduce you to the skills and knowledge
needed in all three areas.
Everything you learn will be relevant to
the working world and of real value to
prospective employers. By experiencing all
three sectors, you will be able to decide
which specialty to choose when returning
to college or looking for employment.
What you study will include:
• care: human development and
behaviour/social influences
• values and principles
• families in modern society
• maintaining safety in a care setting
• healthy eating in a care setting OR play in
early education and childcare
• child protection: an introduction
• working with individuals with additional
support needs
• mental health issues: an introduction
• embedded development of core and
essential skills
Depending on the area of care you would
like to specialise in (childcare or health
and social care), you will choose optional
units from:
• creative and aesthetic experiences
for children
• working in early education and childcare
• care and feeding of children
• social services in Scotland: an introduction
• working with individuals in a care setting
• prevention of infection
• understanding the needs of the
older person
• coping strategies and building resilience
• understanding loss and grief

Key Information

Entry requirements
You should have at least 3 National 4s or
above or equivalent. If you do not meet our
entry requirements, your previous
experience may still qualify you for this
course. If you are returning to education,
you will be considered on merit. You will be
required to attend an interview.

What next?
You could consider our NQ Early Education
and Childcare or NC Health and Social
Care, both at SCQF level 6.

Base: Anywhere
Course Study Key

FE

£

STUDY
STYLE
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NQ Early Education and Childcare
SCQF level 6
As a result of the Scottish Government’s and
the Scottish Social Services Council’s
commitment to high quality education and
childcare, a skilled workforce is required.
You will concentrate on the key issues,
demands and responsibilities involved in
caring for children’s learning and
development. You will also have the
opportunity to gain Higher Education and
Childcare. On successful completion you will
meet the professional standards required for
registration with the Scottish Social Services
Council as a support worker within an early
education or childcare setting.

Key Information

• safeguarding of children and young people
• communication with children and
young people
• promote the wellbeing and safety of
children and young people
• play for children and young people
• development of children and young people
• child development/theory
• services for children and young people
• introduction to first aid
• research in care
• employment skills for childcare
• child development and health
• supporting children with additional
support needs
• experiential approaches to EECC or
supporting children with additional support
needs and supporting children’s behaviour
• embedded development of core and
essential skills
• 2 week work placement

You are required to have a satisfactory
Protecting Vulnerable Groups (PVG)
check to enable participation in work
placement. This will be provided as a
mandatory part of your course. Further
information can be found here:
https://www.mygov.scot/pvg-scheme/

Entry requirements
You should have at least 3 National 5s or
have completed the NC Child, Health &
Social Care course at SCQF level 5 or
similar. Applications are encouraged if you
are returning to education and do not
possess formal qualifications but can
demonstrate appropriate understanding and
skills and/or can show you could meet the
academic demands of the course. You will
attend an interview.

What next?
You could progress onto the HNC Childhood
Practice with us or you may wish to move
into employment within the early education
and childcare sector.

Base: Anywhere
Course Study Key

FE

£
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NC Health and Social Care
SCQF level 6
Are you thinking of a career in social care
where you can work with and support the
more vulnerable in society?
Health and social care is provided in
settings such as nursing homes, residential
homes for the elderly, hospitals and resource
centres for people with learning disabilities.
You will investigate who needs care, what
types of care are available and the
responsibilities of a care worker.
Care workers must operate with sound
ethical values and so you will study the
principles underpinning the National Care
Standards. On completion of this course you
will meet the professional standards
required for registration with the Scottish
Social Services Council.
Units may include:
• care: human development and behavior
• care: social influences
• care: values and principles
• understanding of mental health/illness
• caring for people with dementia
• person-centred approach to care
• working as a team in care settings
• support individuals in their daily living
• social services in Scotland
• communication in care relationships
• safeguarding people
• safe practice and well-being in
social services
• human development and social influences
• embedded development of core and
essential skills
• 2-week work placement

Key Information

Entry requirements
You should have at least 3 National 5s or
equivalent or NC Child, Health and Social
Care. Applications are encouraged from
students returning to education who do not
possess formal qualifications but have
appropriate understanding and skills gained
from experience in a social care setting
and/or can demonstrate they have the
potential to meet the academic demands of
the course. You will attend an interview.
You are required to have a satisfactory
Protecting Vulnerable Groups (PVG)
check to enable participation in work
placement. This will be provided as a
mandatory part of your course. Further
information can be found here:
https://www.mygov.scot/pvg-scheme/

What next?
You might like to consider our HNC Social
Services or move directly into employment
with your new skills.

Base: Anywhere
Course Study Key

FE

£

STUDY
STYLE
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HNC Childhood Practice
SCQF level 7 UCAS code 173X
If you enjoy working with children and would
like to understand their milestones and make
a difference to their formative years, this is
the ideal course for you.
You will acquire a range of knowledge and
skills essential to working with and supporting
children in an early years education or playwork setting.
Your 60-day work placement will include
completion of three units from the SVQ 3
Social Services: Children and Young People.
On successful completion you will be
eligible to register with the Scottish Social
Services Council (SSSC) at practitioner level.
Mandatory units:
• care in contemporary society
• leadership starts with me
• health, wellbeing and safeguarding
• lifespan development: theoretical
approaches
• promote effective communication
• promote health, safety and security in the
work setting
• develop your practice through reflection
and learning
• support for play learning and development
or play work opportunities
• graded unit 1
Plus 3 option units which could include:
• promoting language literacy and numeracy
• supporting children and young
people’s behavior
• supporting children and young people with
additional support needs
• collaborative working
• working with children 0-3 or 3-5 or 5-8

Key Information

Entry requirements
2 Scottish Highers at grade C or above OR
1 A level at grade D or above (these should
preferably include English) PLUS 4 National
5s or equivalent, one of which should be
English if you do not have a Higher or A
level. Alternatively, the NQ Early Education
and Childcare or equivalent OR the
completion of a Foundation Apprenticeship
Social Services (Children and Young
People). Prospective students without the
standard entry requirements may still apply
and will be considered on an individual basis.
Please note that you are required to have
a satisfactory Protecting Vulnerable
Groups (PVG) check to enable
participation in work placement.
This will be provided as a mandatory part
of your course. Further information can
be found here:
https://www.mygov.scot/pvg-scheme/

What next?
You could consider applying for BA (Hons)
Child and Youth Studies or BA (Hons)
Childhood Practice with the University of the
Highlands and Islands or another appropriate
higher education course or employment.

Base: Anywhere
Course Study Key

HE

£
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HNC Social Services
SCQF level 7 UCAS code 114L
The HNC Social Services qualification is a
nationally recognised and valued award for
people who want to work in a variety of
social care settings, with a range of service
users. It enables you to integrate theory and
practice effectively and will help you to
understand how the National Care Standards
and Codes of Practice relate to your work.
This course meets registration
requirements set by the Scottish Social
Services Council (SSSC) for those working
in a care setting.
You will undertake a 60-day work
placement as part of your course, giving you
the opportunity to complete three units from
the SVQ 3 Social Services and Healthcare.
This is usually 2 days a week. However, if
you are currently working more than 14
hours a week in a care related role you do
not need to do a placement. You use your
work experience instead.
Mandatory units are:
• care in contemporary society
• leadership starts with me
• health, wellbeing and safeguarding
• lifespan development: theoretical
approaches
• promote effective communication
• promote health, safety and security in the
work setting
• develop your practice through reflection
and learning
• social services graded unit 1
• care practice
• 60-day work placement
Plus 3 option modules from a wide range of
relevant supplementary subject areas.

Key Information

Entry requirements
Normally 2 Scottish Highers at grade C or
above, OR 1 A level at grade D or above
(these should preferably include English).
Alternatively an NC level 6 Group Award that
includes Higher Care or a similar Higher OR
Completion of a Foundation Apprenticeship
in Social Services and Healthcare.
Prospective students without the standard
entry requirements are encouraged to
apply and will be considered on an
individual basis.
Please note that you are required to have
a satisfactory Protecting Vulnerable
Groups (PVG) check to enable
participation in work placement. This will
be provided as a mandatory part of your
course. Further information can be
found here:
https://www.mygov.scot/pvg-scheme/

What next?
You could consider BSc Adult or Mental
Health Nursing, BA (Hons) Health Studies or
BA (Hons) Child and Youth Studies.
Alternatively employment in a variety of care
settings working with various service
user groups.

Base: Anywhere
Course Study Key

HE

£
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What our students say
Amy Maclean
NC Health and Social Care
“Being able to stay living locally and study without having to travel
daily was important to me. The flexibility, friendliness and quality of
teaching has been great. Everyone is helpful and for someone
who's not very tech savvy and not very confident, it is so lovely to
know if I'm ever stuck on anything or need support in any way, the
staff and my peers are just a message away and will always help
where they can.
My communication and technical abilities have improved so much.
I am a shy person but during this course I have found a confidence in speaking and feel like my
contribution to classes are valuable. I have improved my time management and learned to
juggle family life with college work. I plan to study HNC Social services next.”

Louise O’Neill
Access to Nursing
“I had a very positive experience studying in Auchtertyre – lots of support and close to home.
College was a good step between school and university. You are treated like an adult and are
supported in your learning whilst also taking the responsibility to direct your own learning, which
is very valuable practice for university. We covered a wide range of modules related to nursing,
along with 3 Highers: Care, English and Biology. I am now nearing the end of my first year
studying Adult Nursing at the University of the Highlands and Islands and I am loving every
minute of it. The knowledge I gained with Access to Nursing has been extremely valuable, and
definitely helped me progress toward my career path.”

Catriona MacLennan
HNC Social Services
I have been working in the local hospitals as a Health Care
Assistant for the last two years. I wanted to go into nursing, but I
left school without the right qualifications to go straight to
university, so I decided to go to college and study HNC Social
Services as it would not just support me when I go off to do my
nursing but help in my current job as well.
The best thing is learning about the care I have been providing
and discovering ways to improve that care, while getting a better
understanding. This course covers a lot and is for anyone who wants to work in nursing, care or
social work. There is so many opportunities out there and everyone at the college is so willing to
help you reach your goals.
I will be going to Robert Gordon’s University next to study Adult Nursing.
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Access to Nursing
SCQF level 6
If you want to train for employment in the
health industry, this course will help you take
the first step by building the foundations to a
career in either nursing, health or social care.
It is designed to prepare you to enter Higher
Education at HNC or degree level.
Health care is provided in settings such as
hospitals, nursing homes, residential homes
and resource centres.
It is a rewarding career and there is
increased demand for a skilled health
care workforce.
As a care worker, you must acquire a good
understanding of ethical values and you will
study the principles underpinning the
National Occupational and National Care
Standards as well as allowing you to meet
the professional standards required for
registration with the Scottish Social
Services Council.

Key Information

You will study:
• preparation for higher education
• understanding of mental health and
mental illness
• working as a team in a care setting
• health promotion
• understanding the needs of the
older person
• caring for people with dementia
• 2-week work placement
• Higher Care (studied during class time)
• Higher Human Biology (additional
evening class)
• Higher English (additional evening class)

What next?
You could consider HNC Social Services or
BSc Adult or Mental Health Nursing.

Entry requirements
You should have at least 3 National 5s or
equivalent or a relevant NC. If you don’t
meet our entry requirements, your previous
experience may still qualify you for
this course.
You will attend an interview.
You are required to have a satisfactory
Protecting Vulnerable Groups (PVG)
check to enable participation in work
placement. This will be provided as a
mandatory part of your course. Further
information can be found here:
https://www.mygov.scot/pvg-scheme/

Base: Anywhere
Course Study Key

FE

£

STEM
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Access to Nursing SWAP
(Scottish Widening Access Programme)

SCQF level 6
If you want to train for employment in the
health industry this course will help you take
the first step by building the foundations to a
career in either nursing, health or social care.
It is designed to prepare you to enter Higher
Education at HNC or degree level.
Health care is provided in settings such as
hospitals, nursing homes, residential homes
and resource centres.
It is a rewarding career and there is
increased demand for a skilled health
care workforce.
As a care worker, you must acquire a good
understanding of ethical values and you will
study the principles underpinning the
National Occupational and National Care
Standards as well as allowing you to meet
the professional standards required for
registration with the Scottish Social
Services Council.
You will study:
• preparation for higher education
• understanding of mental health and
mental illness
• working as a team in a care setting
• health promotion
• understanding the needs of the
older person
• caring for people with dementia
• 2-week work placement
• Higher Care (studied during class time)
• Higher Human Biology (additional
evening class)
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Key Information

Entry requirements
You should have been out of education for at
least 3 years and your highest qualification
is National 5 OR out of education for at least
5 years and your highest qualification is
Higher. Experience of working in a care
setting is desirable but not essential.
You will attend an interview.
You are required to have a satisfactory
Protecting Vulnerable Groups (PVG)
check to enable participation in work
placement. This will be provided as a
mandatory part of your course. Further
information can be found here:
https://www.mygov.scot/pvg-scheme/

What next?
You could consider HNC Social Services or
BSc Adult or Mental Health Nursing.

Base: Anywhere
Course Study Key

FE

£
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Men into Childcare
(NPA Social Services: Children and Young People)

SCQF level 6
The Scottish Government wants more men
to achieve qualifications in early learning
and childcare. Increasing the number of men
in childcare will bring different perspectives.
With this part time course you can develop
your skills and understanding and be
prepared for working with young children.
• play for children and young people
• communication with children and
young people
• safeguarding of children and young people
• promote the wellbeing and safety of
children and young people
• development of children and young people
• research in care
• experiencing college
• presenting information

Key Information (common to both courses)

Entry requirements
You must be male and interested in working
in social services and healthcare or childcare.
You will be invited to attend an interview.

What next?
You could consider returning to study any of
our relevant courses or look for relevant
employment, using your new skills.

Base: Anywhere
For part time funding information:
Visit our website
Course Study Key

STUDY
STYLE

Men into Care (NPA Social Services and Healthcare)
SCQF level 6
The Scottish Government, NHS and
service providers acknowledge a gap in
the number of male care workers. There is
a greater need for male care workers to
help support elderly men in daily living
and personal care, as well as men with
additional support needs.
With this part time course you will develop
skills and knowledge in several care
subjects and be prepared for working with
adults of all ages and various needs.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

social services in Scotland
communication in care relationships
safeguarding people
safe practices and wellbeing in
social services
human development and social influences
research in care
experiencing college
presenting information
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BA (Hons) Health and Social Studies
UCAS CODE L450
This degree focuses on topical health issues
including sociology, psychology, public health,
rural health issues, health care ethics and the
integration of health and social care.
In the 1st year you will be introduced to the
many factors that influence health and
wellbeing. In 2nd and 3rd year, you will look
closely at health promotion, public health,
ethics, partnership working and collaboration
and skills in research. Your 4th year will
involve more specialised study in areas of
interest to you and a final dissertation.

Key Information (common to
all four courses)
Base: Anywhere
Course Study Key

HE

£

STUDY
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BA (Hons) Childhood Practice
UCAS CODE X310
You will have the opportunity to relate theory
to working practice and investigate areas of
interest to you. This degree offers
practitioners in early years and childcare
settings the opportunity to gain the Scottish
Social Services Council (SSSC),

a recognised qualification to be a lead
practitioner. It is designed to meet the
Scottish Social Services Council's subject
benchmark statement: The Standard for
Childhood Practice.

BA (Hons) Child and Youth Studies
UCAS CODE X310
This degree celebrates diverse child and
youth experiences from the urban to the
rural and explores the complex challenges
they present. You will gain a rigorous

understanding of the specific concerns
associated with child and youth issues in the
Highland region and within the broader
context of the UK and Europe.

BA Early Learning and Childcare
(Graduate Apprenticeship)
Join the first work-based Graduate
Apprenticeship in Early Learning and
Childcare in Scotland. The programme
offers you and your employer a work-based
learning route that is mutually beneficial:
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your employer benefits from your growing
competency and skill-set, and you 'earn
while you learn'. Progress in your career
while achieving your degree.

Post Graduate Diploma in Primary or
Secondary Education with an English or
Gaelic pathway
Are you interested in becoming a primary
or secondary teacher, delivering in either
English or Gaelic? This postgraduate
opportunity works in partnership with
various local authorities and schools.
The Professional Graduate Diploma in
Education (PGDE) is full time for one year.
It consists of 18 weeks study (face-to-face
and video conference lectures, and online
study via the university’s virtual learning
environment), plus 19 weeks in professional
practice in schools.

Primary (Gaelic Medium)
PGDE
UCAS CODE X103

Primary (English Medium)
PGDE
UCAS CODE X100

Secondary (Gaelic Medium)
PGDE
UCAS CODE X130

Secondary (English Medium)
PGDE
UCAS CODE X133

www.whc.uhi.ac.uk
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Hospitality and
Professional Cookery

Aoigheachd agus Còcaireachd Phroifeiseanta
96
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Learn to cook like a
professional and boost your
employment opportunities
In the highly competitive field of professional
cookery and hospitality we can give you a
head start by equipping you with skills to
deliver the best customer experience and an
appreciation of the finest natural, local
ingredients. From starting a new career to
perfecting luxury hospitality techniques,
we're here for you.
The hospitality and professional cookery industry is fun,
dynamic and vibrant with excellent opportunities for
career advancement. The courses we offer are uniquely
designed to provide you with the skills and knowledge
required to secure employment within the industry or
progress to further and higher education.
You will benefit from learning in a fully equipped
professional kitchen environment, gaining valuable
hands-on experience and building up an extensive
knowledge base in chef skills, kitchen planning and
current food hygiene regulations.
Our courses are engaging, current and relevant.

99

NC Professional Cookery
with Hospitality

101 HNC Professional Cookery

102 NPA Bakery
102 NPA Professional
Cookery Skills
103 Professional Cookery
Skills SCQF levels 5-6

Work-based learning
Food and Beverage Service SVQ2
Hospitality Services SVQ2
Professional Cookery SVQ2/SVQ3
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100 NC Professional Cookery

Part Time
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What our students say
Glen Suttie
NC Professional Cookery
Glen received the Strathmore Award for his determination
to develop his skills, knowledge and understanding of
professional cookery within the hospitality industry.

Robert Phillips
Professional Cookery
“I'd always liked to cook at home and coming out of school I
didn't really know what to do with myself so I thought a course
in professional cookery would be a good place to start.
I applied to study Professional Cookery with West Highland
College UHI.
This qualification gave me valuable tools and I picked up new
skills and it definitely helped get my foot in the door initially
especially with the industry certificates such as food
hygiene etc. All useful stuff and I would recommend to anyone
considering a career as a chef.
The standout thing I remember making at college was croissants, they came out perfectly!
I am still proud of them to this day.
When I finished in 2014, I worked as a chef at Kinloch Lodge on Skye for a couple years.
At the time, Kinloch Lodge had a Michelin star. That was challenging initially but gave a real
boost to my CV. Then I had a brief stint as the kitchen manager of a fancy fish and chip shop
in Melbourne.
Now I'm back in Skye working with Calum Montgomery and the kitchen team at
Edinbane Lodge.”
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NC Professional Cookery with Hospitality
SCQF level 5
There are many sides to the hospitality
industry which is vital to Scotland’s tourism
trade. Hotels, bars, restaurants, canteens
and cafès require skilled chefs to prepare
food but as any good chef will tell you, it is
also important to understand the whole
customer experience which includes front of
house/reception, layout and the visual
impact of the dining area as well as the final
service of food.
This intermediate course will allow you to
gain experience and develop your skills in
several areas of the hospitality industry by
focusing on food preparation and cooking,
food service and customer services.
You will combine classroom theory days with
practical days in our refurbished
professional training kitchen.

Key Information

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Base: Fort William

professional cookery: practical
professional cookery: knowledge
professional cookery: kitchen operations
food hygiene for the hospitality industry
stocks, sauces and soups pastry
health and safety in hospitality
work placement
practical skills for employment
developing customer care in hospitality
hospitality events

Entry requirements
You should have a passion for cookery and
hospitality and be willing to work hard and
commit to the requirements of the course.
It would be beneficial to have relevant Nat
4s. Mature students will be considered on
merit. All candidates will attend an interview.

What next?
On successful completion, you could
consider NC Professional Cookery SCQF
level 6 or take your new skills straight in
to employment.

Course Study Key

FE

£

STUDY
STYLE
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NC Professional Cookery
SCQF level 6

100

This advanced course will build on the skills
you have already acquired while working with
us at level 5 or through your employment
experience. Challenge your ability and
extend your range of creative approaches to
the preparation and display of food and you
will be better prepared for a satisfying career
in this booming industry sector.
The professional cookery elements of this
course have been split into practical
knowledge and kitchen operations to give
you a much broader understanding of all the
roles that a chef is expected to understand
in the industry along with relevant and
mandatory certificates in Food Hygiene and
Health and Safety in Hospitality.
You will combine practical cooking days
with classroom theory sessions
each week.

Key Information

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Base: Fort William

professional cookery: practical
professional cookery: knowledge
professional cookery: kitchen operations
food hygiene for the hospitality industry
hospitality costing
health and safety in hospitality
pastry
work placement
practical skills for employment
leading a hospitality team
enterprise activity
embedded development of core and
essential skills

www.whc.uhi.ac.uk

Entry requirements
Applicants must have a passion for cookery
and be willing to work hard and commit to
the requirements of the course. It would be
beneficial to have relevant Nat 5s or
equivalent or the NC Professional Cookery
with Hospitality at SCQF level 5. Mature
students will be considered on merit.
All candidates will attend an interview.

What next?
You could consider studying HNC
Professional Cookery with us or take your
skills straight in to employment.

Course Study Key

FE

£

STUDY
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HNC Professional Cookery
SCQF level 7 UCAS CODE 122N
If you are an aspiring chef and would like
to develop your skills and knowledge in
professional cookery and kitchen
management, the HNC Professional
Cookery will provide you with what
you need.
You will experience advanced and modern
cookery techniques and look at food product
development. The training environment is
learner-centred and focuses on current
industry standards.
Mandatory units:
• hospitality supervision
• hospitality: financial and control systems
• food hygiene: intermediate
• food classification and purchase
• professional cookery: graded unit 1
Option units:
• production cookery: cold/hot kitchen
• production cookery: sweets and desserts
• pastry/patisserie
• management of human resources
in hospitality
• industrial experience in the
hospitality industry

Key Information
Entry requirements
1 Scottish Higher at grade C or above or
1 A level at grade D or above or SVQ 2/3
Professional Cookery or City and Guilds
Professional Chef award or City & Guilds
Level 2 Diploma in Professional Cookery or
our NC Professional Cookery/Hospitality.
If you do not have the standard entry
requirements, you are still encouraged
to apply.

What next?
You could apply for HND Professional
Cookery, then BA (Hons) Hospitality
Management or take your skills straight into
employment at a supervisory level.

Base: Fort William
Course Study Key

HE

£
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STYLE
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Part time professional cookery courses
NPA Bakery

Key Information

SCQF level 4
This part time course could be for you if
you have a real interest in baking and want
to spend some of your leisure time learning
more, if you are considering cooking as a
career or if you already work in a
professional kitchen and want to gain a
formal qualification and expand your skills.
•
•
•
•

bread making
pastry
craft baking
cake decoration

NPA Professional
Cookery Skills

Entry requirements
These 2 NPAs are open to anyone with a
keen interest in learning the basics and
developing existing skills.

What next?
You could consider further professional
cookery courses with us or seek relevant
employment.

Base: NPA Bakery:
Fort William and Portree
NPA Professional Cookery Skills:
Portree

SCQF level 4
Make a start on a professional cookery
career. You will tackle techniques and
recipes to help you broaden your
knowledge and understand the value of
fresh and dry ingredients.
You will also investigate the importance
of healthy eating and food hygiene and the
roles they play in commercial kitchens.
•
•
•
•
•

102

cookery processes
food hygiene
food preparation for healthy eating
craft baking
food preparation techniques
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THESE PART TIME COURSES RUN
1 DAY PER WEEK.
For part time funding information:
Visit our website

Part time professional cookery courses
These courses will expand your cooking
skills and introduce you to new and
challenging techniques and recipes. Widen
your knowledge of ingredients both fresh
and dry, whilst investigating the importance
of healthy eating and food hygiene and the
roles they play in commercial kitchens.

Key Information

Professional Cookery Skills

What next?
These courses are designed to be a natural
progression from each other. On completion
of the level 6 course, you will have the skills
required to work independently in a
commercial kitchen.

SCQF level 5
•
•
•
•

food hygiene and working safely
fish and shellfish
pastry and desserts
meal production and design

Entry requirements
For both courses, it would be beneficial to
have experience in the industry or a cookery
qualification at SCQF level 4 or 5.

Base: Portree

Professional Cookery Skills
SCQF level 6

THESE PART TIME COURSES RUN
1 DAY PER WEEK.

•
•
•
•

For part time funding information:
Visit our website

food hygiene for the hospitality industry
meat and poultry 2
food production and presentation skills
menu planning
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Humanities and
Social Sciences

Daonnachdan agus Saidheansan Sòisealta
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Understanding the
world we live in
Studying in this area will help you to
understand others through their languages,
histories, attitudes and cultures. Learn about
social justice and equality while deepening
your understanding of how people have tried
to make moral, spiritual and intellectual
sense of the world.
Social science opens up debate and helps us to
understand how and why our world is governed, policed,
educated and financed the way it is. Could things be done
differently? These courses will challenge you to think
of alternatives.
Studying humanities develops informed, critical thinking
and complex problem solving abilities. You will
understand the need for empathy as you encounter
complex information and come up with creative solutions.
Immerse yourself in our extensive and diverse range of
single and joint honours degrees or delve into current
social and cultural thinking by starting with our HNC in
Social Sciences.

110 BA (Hons) Literature

108 UHI Joint Honours
degree options

111 BA (Hons) Theological Studies

109 BA (Hons) Archaeology
109 BA (Hons) Culture
and Heritage
110 BA (Hons) Gaelic Scotland

111 BA (Hons) Criminology
111 BA (Hons) Philosophy
111 BA (Hons) Politics
111 BA (Hons) Social Sciences

110 BA (Hons) History
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107 HNC Social Sciences
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What our students say
Karen Buchanan
BA Gaelic Scotland
“I live and work in Gairloch. The BA Gaelic Scotland could have
been tailor made for a Highland museum curator. My learning
has been invaluable to me in my profession, particularly in the
process of creating a new museum for Gairloch. I feel so much
better informed about the history and cultural heritage of the
Highlands and Islands. Along with my professional museum
qualification, I am now fully equipped for the job. Because I
work full time, it was essential to be based in Gairloch and
WHC UHI provided that opportunity. Studying is a great privilege. Although I am looking
forward to finishing my studies, I will miss the stimulation of learning, and the remote access
to the university library, which opens up the world of knowledge that is available through
the college.”

Dave McBain
BA (Hons) History and Archaeology
"My wife and I run a wee business in an area surrounded by
amazing history and this course has allowed me to learn from
home, part-time and somehow fit everything around the day job
- so far it's been amazingly easy to do - even in the midst of a
global pandemic.
I knew next to nothing about either subject, but I have loved
every minute of study and thanks to UHI/WHC can now
make a lot more sense out of ruins and partially buried dykes
than I ever had before. It's a great degree, where you can learn
a load about what's often, quite literally, under your feet.
I didn't realise at the start, just how flexible everyone would be - tutors even agreed that a
practical excavation skills module could be slotted in a year early to fit with the excavation of
the Clachtoll broch which is right on our doorstep. Being part time, I've been doing the
degree at half pace and have even found the time to write a local history book "Fishing in
Assynt, an oral history".
A huge bonus for me is that all the sessions are recorded, so if you miss a class, or want to
cram for an exam, you can just watch them back, which is infinitely better than an evening in
front of a boxed set of Game of Thrones."
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HNC Social Sciences
SCQF level 7 UCAS CODE 143L
The study of Social Science will help you to
find answers to the bigger questions in our
society. We are all exposed to so much
information that it is difficult to assess what
is real and what is fake. You will investigate
and examine the areas of our lives that we
can and cannot control: much of our social
existence is influenced by forces that we do
not know or understand, so you will explore
those factors by developing the skills to
search for the truth.
You will gradually develop your critical
thinking and your complex problem-solving
abilities by looking for creative solutions to
social, political and psychological problems.
Explore how topics cross over between
all areas of life, for example, the concept
of power – you will explore this from a
socio-political perspective but also an
historical, a criminological and a
psychological perspective and how this
weaves into our everyday social, political
and psychological behaviours.
Mandatory units:
• Social sciences: research and methodology
• Social sciences: graded unit 1
• Psychology A: history and development
of psychology
• Sociology A: introducing sociological
concepts and theories
• Sociology B: application and analysis of
sociological theory to sociological topics

• History B: analysing topics within a
historical period
• Philosophy A: an introduction to
political debate
• Criminology
Key Information

Entry requirements
1 Scottish Higher at grade C or above,
preferably including English, History or
Modern Studies OR 1 A level at grade D or
above, with a preference for English or
History. Prospective students without the
standard entry requirements as listed above
are encouraged to apply.

What next?
You could consider moving straight into the
2nd year of several UHI Humanities degrees
or move in to employment that requires
creative and critical thinking.

Base: Anywhere
Course Study Key

HE

£

STUDY
STYLE

Option units may include:
• Politics A: an introduction to political
theory of the state
• Psychology B: explanation and research
of psychological topics
• Politics B: the UK and Scotland
• History A: introducing topics within a
historical period
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Humanities degrees
As one of twelve UHI partner colleges, you
can study with us from a wide range of UHI
degrees. These are both single and joint
degrees within the Humanities and Social
Sciences faculty. A list of all that is available
is shown opposite.
The pages that follow have brief
information about the single Honours from
which the joint Honours are created.
Key Information common to all

For all other up to date information,
please visit our web site.
https://www.whc.uhi.ac.uk/studyat-whc/subject-areas/humanities-andsocial-sciences/

History
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BA (Hons) History
BA (Hons) History and Politics
BA (Hons) History and Archaeology
BA (Hons) History and Literature
BA (Hons) History and Criminology
BA (Hons) History and Theology
BA (Hons) History and Sociology

Gaelic Scotland
• BA (Hons) Gaelic Scotland

Literature
•
•
•
•
•
•

BA (Hons) Literature
BA (Hons) Literature and Criminology
BA (Hons) Literature and Sociology
BA (Hons) Literature and Theology
BA (Hons) Literature and Politics
BA (Hons) Literature and Creative Writing

Course Study Key

Philosophy
HE

£

STUDY
STYLE

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BA (Hons) Philosophy
BA (Hons) Philosophy and History
BA (Hons) Philosophy and Literature
BA (Hons) Philosophy and Politics
BA (Hons) Philosophy and Sociology
BA (Hons) Philosophy and Theology
BA (Hons) Philosophy, Politics
and Economics

Theology
• BA (Hons) Theological Studies

Continued >
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Humanities degrees
Social Sciences

BA (Hons) Archaeology

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

UCAS CODE V400

BA (Hons) Social Sciences
BA (Hons) Criminology and Theology
BA (Hons) Sociology and Criminology
BA (Hons) Politics and Archaeology
BA (Hons) Politics and Criminology
BA (Hons) Politics and Theology
BA (Hons) Sociology and Politics
BA (Hons) Sociology and Theology

Culture and Heritage
• BA (Hons) Culture and Heritage
• BA (Hons) Culture and Heritage
and Archaeology
• BA (Hons) Culture and Heritage
and Scottish History
• BA (Hons) Culture and Heritage
with Gaelic Studies
• BA (Hons) Culture and Heritage
and Criminology
• BA (Hons) Culture and Heritage
and History
• BA (Hons) Culture and Heritage
and Literature
• BA (Hons) Culture and Heritage
and Politics
• BA (Hons) Culture and Heritage
and Sociology
• BA (Hons) Culture and Heritage
and Theology

Archaeology
•
•
•
•
•
•

BA (Hons) Archaeology
BA (Hons) Archaeology with Gaelic Studies
BA (Hons) Archaeology and Criminology
BA (Hons) Archaeology and Sociology
BA (Hons) Archaeology and Theology
BA (Hons) Archaeology and Literature

With world-renowned archaeological
heritage sites such as Skara Brae,
Maeshowe, the Camster Cairns and Mousa
Broch, what better place could there be to
study archaeology than in the Highlands and
Islands of Scotland? BA (Hons) Archaeology
is closely linked to the distinctive cultural
heritage of the region, but also places that
heritage within a much broader global
context. The degree will provide you with a
detailed understanding of the practice of
archaeology within Britain, Europe and the
Atlantic region, as well as practical skills in
archaeology through hands on experience.

BA (Hons) Culture and Heritage
UCAS CODE V900
Explore key cultural, literary, linguistic,
historical, musical and philosophical issues
at a national and regional level, with the
cultural identity of the Highlands and Islands
of Scotland and the communities that live
there at its heart. This is a unique
opportunity to immerse yourself in the
wealth of varied and fascinating culture and
heritage issues associated with the area
and an understanding of their place in a
global context. You can choose your own
topics to research for your third year
interdisciplinary project and fourth year
dissertation, bringing together the multidisciplinary teaching and learning you will
experience throughout your studies.

Criminology
• BA (Hons) Criminology

Continued >
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Humanities degrees
BA (Hons) Gaelic Scotland

BA (Hons) Literature

UCAS CODE Q538

UCAS CODE Q320

Are you interested in the Gaelic language
and culture? This degree will enable you to
develop an understanding of current Gaelic
issues and acquire skills for employment in a
range of relevant sectors. There is no
requirement for Gaelic language skills on
entry. The course will develop and
strengthen all levels of linguistic capability
depending on your starting point. The Gaelic
Scotland degree is about all aspects of
Gaelic, taught in English, with Gaelic
language modules suitable for all levels of
ability. As well as the language strands, you
will study elements of Gaelic history and
literature, and examine issues related to the
development of the Gaelic language
and culture.

Explore literature in a global context, looking
at language and literary history within texts
and on the international literary stage. You
will cover a wide range of authors, in English
and translation, as well as theory from
classic to contemporary. With a solid
foundation in genres and periods and
research-based modules our graduates are
confident and enthusiastic writers,
researchers and readers. We teach a range
of advanced specialist modules alongside
more traditional content, and you are able to
combine your studies with other disciplines.
You will also study language, translation and
the interrelation of Scots, Gaelic, English
and other languages in Scotland.

BA (Hons) History
UCAS CODE V210
Exploring history from the medieval to the
modern period, this degree allows you to
investigate the cultural, socio-political, and
economic history of Britain, Europe, North
America and the wider world.
In the first and second years, you will
follow a broad approach to the study of
history, moving on in years three and four to
examine in-depth particular topics of history,
allowing you to study specific places,
periods and themes which reflect staff
research specialisms.

Continued >
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Humanities degrees
BA (Hons) Theological Studies

BA (Hons) Philosophy

UCAS CODE V600

UCAS code V500

Study at the Highland Theological College
UHI; a non-denominational college
recognised by the Church of Scotland, the
Associated Presbyterian Churches, the
United Free Church of Scotland and other
denominations as a training provider.
You will achieve a broad knowledge and
understanding of the main disciplines of
Christian theology, and the personal and
professional capabilities required for a
variety of ministries or alternative
employment. A work placement will enable
you to relate your acquired theoretical
knowledge to real life situations.

Explore views, ideas, theories, practices and
behaviours. Philosophy seeks to
understand, and particularly to question,
ideas concerning the nature of reality, value
and experience that play a pervasive role in
understanding the world and mankind. In
developing your ability to think well, you will
be able to spot errors in reasoning, analyse
complex issues and arguments, build a
strong case, and make a point with clarity
and precision.

BA (Hons) Criminology
UCAS code L311
Criminology draws on a wide range of
human and social science disciplines and is
both a theoretical and empirical subject. You
will develop competent research methods
and analysis skills. You will also develop a
critical understanding of the local, national
and international context of crime, offenders,
victimisation and responses to crime
(including cybercrime). You will study many
topics including: the politics of policing and
the institutions of justice; the globilisation of
crime and restorative justice; the history of
crime and the psychology of criminal justice.

BA (Hons) Politics
UCAS code L240
Study the three main areas of political study:
political theory, international relations and
comparative politics. You will acquire a solid
grounding in all the main debates and
controversies of the day by investigating
regional, national and international politics,
as well as developing the skills to
investigate, research and explore subjects
further. Benefit from relationships with
potential employers, such as local
governments, political parties, lobbying
companies, the voluntary sector, parliaments
and the trade union movement.

BA (Hons) Social Sciences
UCAS code L300
Study society and how it works. Look at
people and institutions and how they
interact. Gain an insight into the everyday
life of our communities and workplaces.
You will focus on sociology, politics and
psychology and develop transferable
skills in problem solving, group working,
communication and research methods, all
of which are highly valued by employers.

www.whc.uhi.ac.uk
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Land and Sea

Fearann is Muir

Do you want an outdoor career?
Whether you're looking to join Scotland's growing
marine industry or seeking to work in our beautiful
countryside, our courses combine all the practical
skills certifications you'll need along with a wealth
of work-based experience and relevant
underpinning theory.
Job opportunities in land-based industries are so varied that you
are spoiled for choice. Our courses are hands on and practical,
while giving you background knowledge and understanding of
why things are done the way they are. We work closely with
external practitioners who share their years of working
experience. We also have close working relations with
various outdoor organisations, estates and employers.
Take this opportunity to get essential industry certificates,
network, meet and learn from people who are devoted to
conserving the landscape while encouraging access
and participation.
The maritime industry provides wide employment
opportunities from harbour-based logistics to crewing
vessels around the world. Our training centre in Mallaig
provides a starting point onto these exciting career paths.
Many of our past students have gone on to employment
locally with CalMac, fish farms and marinas. Some choose
further study with cadetships in the merchant navy. We are
certified to deliver RYA and MCA training.
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120 BA (Hons) Geography

116 NQ Countryside Skills and
Deer Management for
Conservation

121 BA (Hons) Sustainable
Development

117 NQ Countryside Skills with
Ranger Training

121 CPD Award in Rural
Community Development

118 NQ Maritime and
Aquaculture Skills
119 NC Shipping and
Maritime Operations
120 BSc (Hons) Archaeology and
Environmental Studies
120 BSc (Hons)
Archaeological Science

Land and Sea Fearann is Muir

115 NC Rural Skills

Work-based learning
Aquaculture SVQ2/SVQ3
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What our students say
Sarah Macinnes
NC Rural Skills
“I moved home to my father’s croft on Skye at the start of
lockdown. I began to clear ground and plant potatoes and then
a build a raised bed for veg. I heard about the Rural Skills
course from some friends who had done it. There is lots to learn
and the lecturers have so much knowledge and experience. We
cover so much - it’s a taster of many different skills. A job came
up with Broadford and Strath Community Company to be a
seasonal grower, establishing and managing a new community
poly tunnel, with produce going to the community fridge. I am sure that the skills I have
learned on the course helped me to complete an updated CV and make a successful application.
I am loving the course and it’s such an interesting and varied group of people that
I study with.
I would really recommend it.”

Lauren Stewart
NQ Countryside Skills with Ranger Training
“After completing a BSc in Earth Science and an MSc in
Environmental Management, I spent time as a RSPB volunteer
and as a seasonal ranger at two National Parks. I took on this
course as I wanted more practical skills that would allow me to
keep getting seasonal jobs in the competitive conservation
sector and perhaps move into a permanent role. It was centred
around industry preparing for real life jobs with the training and
industry links which are missing in typical academic
focused degrees.
We covered so much ground and learned with experienced practitioners. I would
recommend the course to anyone who is interested in wildlife and the conservation sector,
especially for those looking for the practical skills to match visitor management skills.
I have recently accepted a permanent job as an Assistant Warden on the Rhinns of Islay
RSPB reserves. To say this is a dream job is an understatement!”
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NC Rural Skills
SCQF level 4
A fast paced, enjoyable and practical multi
skills course focusing on rural land practices.
Delivers holistic training and includes
highly regarded Industry Awards from
LANTRA and DSWA in several disciplines,
equipping you for a rewarding outdoor job,
or going on to more specialist study.
The course aims to take a broad approach
by introducing you to many different topics.
With a balance of practical and theoretical
work, you will acquire a good range of skills,
with a thorough understanding of how and
when they should be applied.
You will investigate areas from habitat
studies and gardening to estate
maintenance, forestry skills and working with
livestock. You will also develop your core
and essential skills while in class and
at work.
It includes the opportunity to gain
valuable industry awards in:
• dry stone walling
• manual handling
• outdoor first aid
• tree inspection
• bat awareness
• chainsaw operation
• quad biking

Key Information

Entry requirements
No formal qualifications are necessary;
however, you should have a keen interest in
working in the outdoors, and enthusiasm to
embrace the practical skills and principles of
land use. You must be reasonably fit, happy
to work in all weathers, and able to safely
follow instruction in the use of tools and
machinery. Basic literacy and numeracy are
required, and students should be at least 16.
Mature students are very welcome.
All candidates will attend an interview.

What next?
You will find employment opportunities
with country estates and farms,
conservation organisations, forestry
operations, garden nurseries, agriculture
and livestock operations.

Base: Broadford, Isle of Skye
Course Study Key

FE

£

STUDY
STYLE
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NQ Countryside Skills and Deer
Management for Conservation
SCQF level 6
This exciting course combines a range of
practical countryside skills and industry
awards with an emphasis on the sustainable
and integrated management of deer in a
variety of landscapes. You will gain Industry
Awards in specialist skills such as dry stone
walling, chainsaw use, firearms safety, quad
bikes and First Aid.
Take a step into a new career by studying:
• practical countryside skills: fencing, foot
paths, working with timber, using tools and
machinery
• habitat studies
• countryside recreation and access
• industry training awards
• sustainable deer management
• practical deer management
• deer behavior
• 3 week work placement in a deer
management environment
• embedded development of core and
essential skills

demonstrate equivalent competence. A
reasonable level of competency in
Communication and ICT skills is necessary
to complete project work. You must have an
interest in, and enthusiasm for, taking on the
whole package, from practical and often
physically demanding outdoor work in all
weathers, to classroom-based study. Mature
students are very welcome, and all
applicants will be considered on merit and
be invited for interview.

What next?
You will have the knowledge, skills and
confidence to progress to employment in a
range of countryside roles, from estate
workers and forestry, to biological recording,
environmental education and land
management. Further study options include
HNC/HND in Game Keeping, Forestry,
Conservation and in Wildlife Management.

Base: Broadford, Isle of Skye
Key Information
Course Study Key
Entry requirements
You must be at least 16 years of age by the
start date of the course. Some work
placement and Industry Award options may
be restricted to those who are 18 and over.
There are no mandatory entrance
qualifications, but you must be able to
demonstrate eagerness and ability to study
and will ideally have relevant qualifications
and/or experience. For example: proven
practical skills; NC Rural Skills; National 4 /5
Geography/Biology/English or be able to
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NQ Countryside Skills with
Ranger Training
SCQF level 5
A unique opportunity to learn skills that will
develop your employment prospects while
knowing you're contributing to the
conservation of Scotland's countryside.
We have joined with Nevis Landscape
Partnership to deliver this innovative course
through the Nevis Volunteer Ranger
Scheme, enabling you to gain nationally
recognised qualifications whilst working
alongside well-known conservation bodies
and landowners, such as the Woodland
Trust Scotland, Jahama Highland Estates
and the John Muir Trust.
You will learn a wide range of practical
skills, while specialising in ranger training,
land use and visitor management issues.
A one day a week work placement will put
you in touch with potential employers and
help you understand practical conservation,
habitat monitoring and visitor related tasks.
You will gain industry awards in specialist
skills such as dry-stone walling, chainsaw
use, quad bikes, navigation, tree survey and
outdoor First Aid, as well as your SQA and
John Muir Explorers awards.
• practical countryside skills: fencing, foot
paths, working with timber, using tools and
machinery
• habitat studies: surveys and monitoring
• habitat management in Scotland
• countryside recreation and access
• industry training awards
• countryside interpretation
• volunteering in environmental
conservation
• work placement
• embedded development of core and
essential skills

Key Information

Entry requirements
You must be at least 16 years old by the
start date. Some work placement and
Industry Award options may be restricted to
those who are 18 and over. There are no
mandatory entrance qualifications, but you
must be able to demonstrate eagerness and
ability to study. Ideally you will have relevant
qualifications and/or practical experience
OR NC Rural Skills OR National 4 /5
Geography/Biology/English. A reasonable
level of competency in communication and
ICT skills is necessary to complete project
work. You must have enthusiasm for taking
on the whole package, from practical and
often physically demanding outdoor work to
classroom-based study. Mature students are
very welcome, and all applicants will be
considered on merit and be invited
for interview.

What next?
You could consider a range of countryside
jobs, from estate workers and forestry to
land managers, countryside rangers,
biological recording, and environmental
education. Higher education options include
game keeping, forestry, conservation and
countryside management and
heritage Interpretation.

Base: Fort William
Course Study Key

FE

£

STUDY
STYLE
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NQ Maritime and Aquaculture Skills
SCQF level 5
Do you want to be part of a major growth
area in Scotland's economy? This course
can open doors into the maritime sector.
Whether in aquaculture, shore based
operations or the merchant navy. We
combine essential basic boat skills (with
certification from RYA and MCA) with an
understanding of aquaculture and the role it
plays in Scotland’s waters. You will also
have the advantage of working with a
master mariner and we use our own
Seaward 25 vessel, the Lannair, for practical
aspects of your course.
Study will include:
• small boat engineering
• maritime environment
• seamanship
• health and safety in the maritime sector
• knots and rope work
• RYA essential navigation
• RYA level 2 powerboat
• RYA VHF radio
• MCA STCW 10*(PST, PSSR, EFA)
• navigation 1 and 2
• aquaculture: an introduction to
shellfish production
• aquaculture: basic seamanship
• aquaculture: an introduction to
finfish production
• North European aquaculture:
an introduction
• aquatic environment: local investigation
• Scottish sea fisheries: an introduction
• embedded development of core and
essential skills

Key Information

Entry requirements
There are no set entry requirements for this
course. Entry is at the discretion of the
centre and on successful interview.
Relevant experience may also provide an
appropriate basis for undertaking this course
but is not essential.

What next?
You will have several choices available,
making use of both strands of learning (boat
skills and aquaculture). You could continue
your studies with NC Shipping and Maritime
Operations OR you could consider a career
in the merchant navy, by applying for a
cadetship with national shipping companies
OR you could apply for a Modern
Apprenticeship in Harbour Operations,
Deck Rating or Hospitality (on-board).
Another career route could be the marine/
aquaculture sector. Fish farming and its
related industries offers many job
opportunities, such as trainee fish farm
technicians, boat crew at fish farms or
harbour operatives for local ferry companies.

Base: Mallaig
Course Study Key

FE

£
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NC Shipping and Maritime Operations
SCQF level 6
This course is essential if you want to
progress on to further qualifications
(HNC/HND) which form part of Merchant
Navy deck and engineer officer training
programmes. The course forms part of a
scheme of training approved for
professional certification by the Merchant
Navy Training Board.
It is also useful if you wish to follow a
career in shore based maritime operations
or ship management.

Key Information

• computing: office and personal
productivity applications
• communication
• shipboard operations: an introduction
• maritime industry: an introduction
• transverse stability of ships:
an introduction
• naval architecture: an introduction
• mathematics for the maritime industry
• nautical science: an introduction
• chart work and tides: an introduction
• bridge watch keeping: an introduction
• safety and security of a vessel whilst in a
port environment
• marine mechanics: an introduction

What next?
This course can provide students with a
sound platform from which to progress
towards completion of HNC/HND marine
training programmes and then on to other
Merchant Navy Certificates of Competency.
The course would also suit those wanting
to enter the aquaculture, freight logistics
and offshore wind sectors of the
maritime industry.

Entry requirements
You should have at least 3 National 5s or
equivalent, inclusive of mathematics and 1
science subject. Alternatively, our Certificate
in Maritime and Aquaculture Skills will be
considered. All applicants will attend
an interview.

Base: Mallaig
Course Study Key

FE

£

STEM

STUDY
STYLE
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BSc (Hons) Archaeology
and Environmental Studies
UCAS code VF49
Study in one of the best natural and
archaeological landscapes in the UK.
The residential field modules will enable you
to experience these while developing your
environmental and archaeological skills.
This course gives you the opportunity
to focus on the scientific aspects of

archaeology while combining your studies
with sustainability issues, techniques in
field-based evidence and ethics.
You will undertake a work placement in
4th year giving you the opportunity to
engage with external agencies.

BSc (Hons) Archaeological Science
UCAS CODE F420
Are you interested in archaeology but wish
to focus on the scientific elements of this
field of study?
This exciting new degree complements
existing archaeology programmes by
exploring the range of science-based
methods that form an integral part of
archaeological research, from
archaeobotany to zooarchaeology.
You will develop scientific skills and
knowledge through a range of scienceorientated modules and you will participate

in a range of activities including: taking part
in world- renowned archaeological
excavations; laboratory-based study; field
schools; and research.
You will have the opportunity to gain
invaluable workplace experience through
participation in our archaeological placement
module, which will aid you in developing key
real-world skills for life after your degree,
whether in postgraduate research,
archaeology or another chosen profession.

BA (Hons) Geography
UCAS code L720
Geography is the study of the Earth and
the link between physical and
human landscapes. It explores the
inter-relationships between people, place
and the environment and how these vary
across and between places. BA (Hons)
Geography considers these links from a
humanities and social science perspective,
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focusing on issues such as land use,
planning and development, globalisation,
climate change, energy, and tourism, in
order to examine human relationships with
the environment. You will study areas such
as: climate, land and people; sustainable
tourism/agriculture systems; empowering
communities; human geography and more.

BA (Hons) Sustainable Development
UCAS code D448
The world is facing the prospect of a climate
emergency, with decision-makers grappling
with how to understand and respond to the
pressures on our environment and society.
Sustainable development, from the local to
the global, is essential if society is to tackle
the challenges ahead. The necessary
changes will impact on every facet of
society, culture and the economy.

Learn the facts about climate change,
explore the UN Sustainable Development
Goals, and consider potential and emerging
solutions such as the Green New Deals, the
concept of ‘degrowth’ and the transition to
wellbeing economies, leaving you ideally
placed to influence, or indeed become,
one of the decision-makers.

Rural Community Development CPD Award
UCAS code D448
Understanding the principles of how to
sustain our communities is vitally important.
This is ideal for those working in, or with
aspirations to work in, community
development in our rural communities.
Designed to encourage collaboration, you
will work on your modules with colleagues

from across Scotland and often beyond,
sharing your knowledge, ideas and
experiences from your own communities,
while developing your understanding of best
practice in working with communities and
understanding community development.

Key Information (common to all 5 courses)

Base: Anywhere
Course Study Key

HE

£

STEM

STUDY
STYLE
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STEM

STEM

STEM is full of possibilities
STEM education covers a broad range of subjects
and can lead into many different career pathways.
The STEM subjects look to nurture critical
thinkers, increase science literacy, and enable
the next generation of innovators. Innovation
leads to new products and processes that
sustain our economy.
By studying STEM subjects, you will learn about experimentation,
teamwork, problem-solving, data interpretation, concept
development, creativity and ingenuity.
Our STEM provision is growing and many of our courses have an
element of STEM learning in them, such as computing, maritime
skills, nursing, performance and coaching, construction and
science. STEM is full of possibilities, and you too can enter the
world of STEM. It’s a growing and vibrant sector with diverse
career opportunities and employment.
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127 NPA Practical Science

STEM STEM

125 NPA Construction Skills
126 HNC Construction
Management

STEM Courses
West Highland College UHI has many courses that have
elements of STEM in them. These courses sit within other
subject areas and can be recognised by the STEM icon.

STEM
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What our students say
Lewis Colven
NPA Construction Skills
“I took a construction crafts course with the college while at
school and I enjoyed it so much that it led me to leaving school
and taking part in this full time course. I knew that I wanted to
get into an apprenticeship, but I had no clue what trade I
preferred. Being able to have a small taster of each trade
on this course sounded extremely useful and helpful while
deciding what kind of work I actually enjoyed doing. I have
really enjoyed college as it’s a perfect mixture of hands-on
learning and theory work. It is great for those who are unsure about what career they want to
do and also for those who just want to be able to do some DIY projects about the house.
For me the best thing about the course is definitely the variety of different trades and
assignments that we do each week and the course has been a very important stepping
stone in my life between high school and finding/starting a full time job. I hope to start an
apprenticeship as an Electrician and I believe my time at college will help me with getting
into an apprenticeship as I will already have some knowledge and hands on experience
with the trade.”

Liam McIver
NPA Construction Skills
“I would recommend this course because it teaches many
different skills and techniques which suits well. I like how we try
various trades and it’s a great way to sample and get the
chance to change your mind on what trade is preferred.
Many of the lecturers have their own local business and if you
stand out as a student it’s a great way to get your name out.
There are also many useful tips that we have learned in the
college that the instructors have picked up over their years of
experience making it a great place to start.”
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NPA Construction Skills
SCQF level 5
If you are interested in working in the
construction industry but are not sure what
your options are, then this course will
provide you with foundation skills in a variety
of key areas of construction which will
enable you to make choices for the future.
The course is for new entrants to the
construction industry and is open to anyone
who wants to increase their prospects of an
apprenticeship or of getting into construction
related work.
Good practical and theoretical skills will be
taught by practicing tradespeople. You do
not need any experience to join us but we
know you will gain plenty through practical
sessions, sharing years of work experience
with our lecturers, learning from others in the
class and making the most of our purpose
built and well-equipped construction rooms.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

blockwork
plumbing
brickwork
carpentry and joinery
painting and decorating
roof slating and tiling
electrical
construction practices
stonemasonry – introduction
plastering and plaster boarding
2-week work placement
embedded development of core and
essential skills

Key Information

Entry requirements
You should be reasonably fit and able to
work at National 4/5 or equivalent level of
study. Mature students are welcome. All
candidates will attend an interview.

What next?
You could consider apprenticeships in the
construction industry, site labouring or
further study.

Base: Fort William and Portree
Course Study Key

FE

£

STEM

STUDY
STYLE

You will also have the chance to take the
following industry certificates:
• Health and Safety – IOSH
• CSCS card
• Access Platforms – Safe use
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HNC Construction Management
SCQF level 7 UCAS code 252K
The construction industry needs employees
with a range of practical skills, but it also
needs managers and supervisors. The
variety of modules covered on HNC
Construction Management will prepare you
for a variety of career options.
The construction industry is one of the
most diverse and interesting fields to work
in, with careers available including:
architectural technology; construction
management; quantity surveying;
and facility management.
Mandatory modules:
• construction management: graded unit 1
• construction materials and specification
• construction site surveying a
• construction technology:
industrial/commercial superstructure
• construction technology: substructure
• site administration
• standard forms of construction contracts
Option modules may include:
• architectural design sketching and drawing
• construction planning
• construction technology:
domestic construction
• financial studies for the
construction industry
• health and safety in construction
• managing construction organisations
• structural mechanics
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Key Information

Entry requirements
1 Scottish Higher at grade C or above,
preferably Maths, Graphic Communication
or a science subject OR 1 A level at grade D
or above, preferably Maths, Physics or
Graphical Communication OR NC/NQ in a
construction-related subject or the
completion of a Foundation Apprenticeship
Civil Engineering.
If you don’t have suggested entry
requirements, you are still encouraged to
apply, appropriate construction-related
experience will be taken into consideration.
You may be required to attend an interview

What next?
You could consider trainee construction
manager; construction planner; site-based
management assistant or further study.

Base: Anywhere
Course Study Key

HE

£

STEM

STUDY
STYLE

NPA Practical Science
SCQF level 5
Do you want to study part time and learn
about the world of science for the first time
or as a refresher?
The science subjects are a starting point
for a variety of careers in nursing, education
and the growing world of STEM (science,
technology, engineering and maths)
employment.
This part time course will introduce you to
and develop your basic understanding of
science concepts and show you the range of
science specialities available.
You will cover the basics in all three
science disciplines (physics, chemistry and
biology) with a focus on practical activities
which will be carried out in a realistic work
environment.

Key Information

Entry requirements
There are no formal entry requirements for
this course.

Base: Anywhere
For part time funding information:
Visit our website
Course Study Key

STEM

STUDY
STYLE

You will study:
• introduction to chemistry
• waves and optics
• radioactivity
• human body
• forensic science
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School of
Adventure Studies

Sgoil Eòlas Dàn-Thurasachd

Your future, your adventure
The only way to make adventure activities
even more memorable is to experience them
in one of the most breath-taking places
in the world.
Welcome to Fort William - The Outdoor Capital of the UK.
The School of Adventure Studies, based in Fort William, is
dedicated to outdoor and adventure related study. We aim
to prepare you for a career in the outdoor adventure sector
by developing your knowledge and improving your
practical skills.
We offer a wide range of courses at different levels, from
one-year National Qualifications to a choice of four
honours degrees. Depending on what stage you are at in
your education and practical ability, we should have
something to suit you.
Our close links with the outdoor sector mean that all our
courses are designed to be relevant and dynamic, taught
by expert practitioners with a focus on employability skills
and cutting-edge knowledge.
The Centre for Recreation and Tourism Research works
closely alongside the School of Adventure Studies giving
exciting research links and bringing academic research
together with teaching.
Our staff and students make up a vibrant community of
outdoor enthusiasts who will give you an exciting and
challenging learning experience.
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134 NQ Outdoor Adventure

143 BA (Hons) Adventure
Tourism Management
145 BSc (Hons) Adventure
Performance and Coaching

149 BA (Hons) Marine and
Coastal Tourism
158 The Centre for Recreation and
Tourism Research
158 National Governing
Body Awards
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School of Adventure Studies Sgoil Eòlas Dàn-Thurasachd

135 NQ Outdoor Leadership

147 BA (Hons) Adventure
Education
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Employers
value our
students:
hear it
from them
Sea Kayak Arisaig
Working in the Outdoor Environment with
clients from all walks of life requires skill
and experience.
It is often difficult to find employees that
are suitably prepared for this kind of work.
Courses at West Highland College UHI go
a long way in helping people to meet the
standards that we look for in our staff.
Many of our guides have studied at
West Highland College UHI.

Mike Martin:
owner of Sea Kayak Arisaig

West Highland College UHI is recognised by several major outdoor
and environmental organisations.

West Highland College UHI is registered
with The Adventure Activities
Licensing Authority as licensed to
provide specified activities under
the following headings: kayaking,
canoeing, SUP boarding, rock
climbing, abseiling, hill walking and
mountaineering, off road cycling
and orienteering.
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West Highland College UHI is recognised
and approved by MCA and RYA to deliver
marine training courses

David Exeter Outward
Bound Trust
As Head of Centre at Outward Bound
Loch Eil, I am proud of the very close
partnership that we have developed with
the School of Adventure Studies. Situated
just a few miles from West Highland
College UHI’s Fort William campus, we
have always held a lot of values and
aspirations in common, and have
welcomed SOAS students and staff onsite
to enjoy our fantastic water and l andbased facilities for their practical learning.
Our partnership grows ever stronger with
the launch of the Adventure Education
degree, giving students real opportunities
for hands-on experiences in a variety of
roles with Outward Bound®, including
mentored work placement on the staff
team. As an employer, I truly value the skills,
competencies and depth of knowledge that
SOAS graduates bring, and this enhanced
association will complement SOAS’s
already rich practical training programme.
I am sure that your time spent studying
and developing at SOAS will not only be
the best time of your life, it will prepare you
for a lifetime’s career at the forefront of the
Outdoor sector – wherever you may go,
I wish you all the very best and I hope to
see you at our Centre in the future.

David Exeter

PGL
PGL recognises that our
ongoing success is
determined by the ability
of our staff to deliver lifeenriching experiences for our guests. As
one of the most successful outdoor
residential education providers in the world,
we pride ourselves on the development,
training and progression opportunities we
provide our staff.
We also place a high value on people
joining us from further education. The skills
and knowledge that West Highland College
UHI students have brought to the PGL staff
team, as a result of their learning
experiences, have made outstanding
contributions to the experience of PGL
guests across the UK.
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Further
Education
with the School
of Adventure
Studies

What our
students say

Not everyone is ready to go straight on to
degree level study. Perhaps you need to
build on practical ability, qualifications
and study skills. We have the solution.
• NQ Outdoor Adventure NQ Outdoor
Adventure is a SCQF level 5 equivalent
course, based in Broadford on the Isle of
Skye. It runs 4 days a week for 28 weeks.
It will encourage the growth of personal
confidence and practical and
academic competence.
• NQ Outdoor Leadership is a SCQF level
6 equivalent course, based in Fort William.
It runs 4 days a week for 34 weeks. It will
build on existing academic skills encouraging
you to develop and share your practical
competence by learning about leadership.
These two courses focus on giving you
valuable skills such as leadership,
teamwork, critical reviewing, self
development, and problem solving alongside
practical skill development.
Pathways ahead:
• possible progression onto our
degree programmes
• freelance outdoor activity instructor or guide
• outdoor centre instructor
• international outdoor activity provision
(building on placement experience)
• use leadership experience in a different
way: emergency response services
or conservation
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Before starting this course, I studied
similar at Perth UHI and then
went travelling.
I wanted to go back to college and found
the School of Adventure Studies. I've
enjoyed the course and would recommend
it as a starting point for an outdoor career.
Being in Fort William, at the base of Ben
Nevis, is amazing as well as giving easy
access to all the other surrounding
mountains, rivers and lochs. The most
important thing was getting NGBs and
having access to the outdoor clubs.
Also, the placement, putting the skills
learnt in the classroom into practical
working environments. I am back on
track to getting a career in the outdoors,
giving me connections, people to talk to
and places to go. From myself and all of
us at the School of Adventure Studies see you on the mountain!

Ian Sullivan
NQ Outdoor Leadership

I grew up hiking, camping, kayaking
and diving on and around the Isle
of Skye.
I chose this course to learn essential
skills, fundamental to the life I want to
pursue and to practise new activities
such as mountain biking, sea kayaking,
rock climbing and winter mountaineering.
The opportunity to start building
experience in mountaineering was one
of the main reasons and to have climbed
my first mountain in winter, was nothing
short of awesome.

We get thorough training opportunities in a
diverse range of outdoor activities, and I
would recommend it to anyone wanting to
develop their outdoor skillset and
experience. If you are sitting on the fence
wondering whether it would be worth it…
then I can almost guarantee to you it will be.
I am going to go on to study NQ Outdoor
Leadership in Fort William.

Calumn Mackay
NQ Outdoor Adventure

I progressed onto Outdoor Leadership
in Fort William, having completed Outdoor
Adventure, as I wanted to learn more
and stay within the outdoor and
sports environment.
I’ve had some of the most amazing
opportunities doing these two courses. I have
enjoyed Outdoor Leadership because it’s given
me new practical skills and I experienced a lot
of personal growth through meeting new
people. I have found a passion for climbing and
other sports through the college. It’s been
amazing to have the opportunity to push myself
and develop by getting the knowledge and
experience in the sports that I love.
My next step is to start one of the UHI degree
courses to further my knowledge about the
things that inspire me everyday. And I believe
that this course has perfectly set me up for the
things I want to achieve.

Heather Hepworth
NQ Outdoor Leadership
www.whc.uhi.ac.uk
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NQ Outdoor Adventure
SCQF level 5
Do you have a sense of adventure that
you’d like to share with others by pursuing
an outdoor career? This course sits within
the School of Adventure Studies and you will
have tuition from highly skilled and active
adventure-sector practitioners, helping you
to develop sound skills and experience in
mountain, river and sea environments. Your
study will be 65% practical and 35% theory.
You will tackle a range of performance
awards as well as the Paddlesport Instructor
Award. We will support you in creating your
own outdoor CV and finding a work
experience placement that could lead to
future employment. You will develop
problem-solving and teamwork skills that
form a sound foundation for a range of
careers beyond the outdoor industry, from
emergency response services to
management and conservation.
Areas covered:
• paddle-sports and teamwork
• mountain sports and leadership
• mountain biking
• conservation and volunteering
• anatomy, physiology, fitness and exercise
• nutrition, health and wellbeing
• embedded development of core and
essential skills
You will also work towards these awards:
• British Canoeing: Paddlesport Instructor
• British Canoeing: Paddlesport
Explore Award
• British Canoeing: Foundation Safety and
Rescue Training
• HSE Outdoor First Aid (16 Hours)
• John Muir Trust Explore Award
• National Indoor Climbing Wall
Achievement Scheme Levels 1 and 2
• Go Mountain Bike Awards
• NNAS Bronze and Silver Awards
(navigation)
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Key Information

Entry requirements
You must be 16 years of age at the start of
the course and should have at least three
National 4s or above or equivalent, a
passion for the outdoors (mountain and
water environments) and a good level of
fitness. If you do not meet all the entry
requirements, your previous experience will
be considered. All candidates will attend
an interview.
Please note that you are required to have
a satisfactory Protecting Vulnerable
Groups (PVG) check to enable
participation in work placement.
This will be provided as a mandatory
part of your course. Further information
can be found here:
https://www.mygov.scot/pvg-scheme/

What next?
You could also consider a career as an
outdoor activities’ instructor, adventure
guide, emergency response services or
conservation work.

Base: Broadford, Isle of Skye
Course Study Key

FE

£

STUDY
STYLE

NQ Outdoor Leadership
SCQF level 6
Do you love the challenge of outdoor
adventure activities? This course, based in
our School of Adventure Studies, combines
the theoretical (SQA units) with practical
elements (National Governing Body Awards)
to provide a qualification that will start
you on a career path in the outdoor
adventure sector.
Areas for study include:
• adventure sport performance and coaching
• personal fitness and exercise
• leadership and personal development
• guiding and interpretation
• industry experience
• research skills
• environmental conservation
• expedition and residential experience
• 8 weeks work experience
• embedded development of core, essential,
employability and graduate skills
You will also work towards these awards:
• British Canoeing: Paddlesport Instructor
• British Canoeing: Personal Performance
Awards: Open Canoe, White Water or Sea
Kayak
• British Canoeing: Foundation Safety and
Rescue Training/White Water Safety
and Rescue
• British Cycling: Mountain Bike Leadership
Award Level 1 or Level 2 Training
• Climbing Wall Instructor Training
• Environmental Awards
• Customer Care and Guide Training
• Outdoor Specific First Aid Certificate

Key Information

Entry requirements
You should have at least 3 National 5s
or equivalent.
Practical requirements: have completed a
NQ Outdoor Adventure or NQ SCQF level 5
in a related subject area or be able to
demonstrate competence in the relevant
outdoor disciplines equal to those gained in
our NQ Outdoor Adventure.
You must be 18 years of age by 1st April in
your year of study to take up an 8-week
industry work placement which is a core
part of the course. Mature students will
be considered on merit. You will attend
an interview.
Please note that you are required to have
a satisfactory Protecting Vulnerable Groups
(PVG) check to enable participation in
work placement. This will be provided as
a mandatory part of your course. Further
information can be found here:
https://www.mygov.scot/pvg-scheme/
What next?
On successful completion of this course, you
may be eligible for any of our four degrees
or other related courses. You could also
consider a career as an outdoor activities’
instructor, adventure guide, emergency
response services or conservation work.

Base: Fort William
Entry to awards is subject to obtaining the
required performance standard
and logbook days.

Course Study Key

FE

£

STUDY
STYLE
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Adventure
theory to
adventure
practice
– the vocational link in
our degree teaching

At the School of Adventure Studies we have built a
strong reputation on a simple philosophy: that to
understand adventure, you need to experience
adventure, and to be a skilful employee and employer
of the future, you need to practise the skills and
develop as a practitioner as well as developing the
critical thinking abilities of a graduate.
Here, we offer you just that opportunity.
Our degree programmes offer students a
host of practical learning opportunities in
a wide range of disciplines and activities
at all levels of ability.
We use a "practical token" system of
short courses, where some elements are
mandatory, and some are free for students
to select and book onto.
Mandatory elements may either be closely
tied to the module teaching and assessment
or be core skills that we feel all graduates of
our courses must experience (such as
summer and winter mountain skills and
avalanche safety). You will also get the
freedom to choose some short courses to
suit your own needs.
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Practical activities available include:
work on personal skills training, developing
specialist skills and expertise, coaching and
leadership training and practice and
certificated National Governing Body Awards
and qualifications. Students need to meet
any stated pre-requisite experience for
selected courses.

We are situated in an area of outstanding
wild natural beauty. Our team of lecturers
and associate staff comprise some of the
UK’s most experienced and qualified
professionals in the field – you can expect to
get the best possible training and
assessment while you are here.
What to expect:
• Receive tailored outdoor-activity skill
development and professional NGB
training and assessment with the School of
Adventure Studies' "practical token" system:
continuous professional skills development
throughout your degree and beyond.
• Be part of a vibrant and active student
community of outdoor enthusiasts based in
Fort William, the Outdoor Capital of the UK.
• Easy transfer options available between
adventure programmes within the School
of Adventure Studies.

• Excellent links and work-placement
opportunities with many adventure-based
businesses and institutions in Scotland,
the UK and internationally.
• Residential field trips, clubs, international
expeditions and many other opportunities
to enhance your skills and experience in
adventure activities.

Choose your Adventure…
Adventure is at the heart of The School of
Adventure Studies – we are passionate
about the outdoors, and about understanding
the professional pathways towards a career
in the most rewarding and dynamic sector in
the UK. Whatever your specialism or
personal interest, we are set up to give you
the skills and knowledge you need to inspire
a lifetime’s career in the outdoors.
So, what is adventure?
When we use the word adventure, we’re
usually talking about adventurous activities
in the outdoor environment. However,
adventure is more than just this. It can give
you a fresh sense of perspective, novelty
and awe, but it will also demand something
from you, and the outcomes may
be uncertain.
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“If you choose a
degree subject
that fits your
passions, you
will love it and
stick with it.”
It’s ok for an adventurous experience to
create some apprehension: it is up to the
adventurous spirit to develop the skills and
experience to learn how and when to take
that step.
Adventures are about human endeavour, so
we must always be aware of the importance
of respect, companionship, ethical and
sustainable practice to ensure we protect
the values and the environment that is
crucial to us.
Adventure is also a journey of the self and a
state of mind. If you are open to experience,
then no matter how often you have travelled
a certain path there is always something
new to discover.
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Why four different degree programmes?
Our degree programme is broad because of
the range of career specialities that the
adventure sector offers. Whatever your
interests, all our students will share the
same common skills and knowledge and be
adaptable to whatever direction their future
career will take them.
Marine and Coastal Tourism
This degree is designed to equip students
for the diverse employment possibilities in
the marine and coastal tourism sector.
The global context of marine and coastal
tourism puts the focus on marine resource
management, marine conservation, and
policy and legislation, as well as marine
tourism guiding and coaching.

Adventure Tourism Management
Adventure Performance and Coaching
Adventure Education
These three programmes cover skills that
are related but lead to different roles that an
adventure professional might follow.
Each degree has its own identity and focus
but there are also important similarities,
common ground, skills and knowledge that
all adventure professionals must acquire in
order to succeed. This common ground is
what we call the Adventure Core and it is built
into each of the three adventure degrees.
Having this shared core allows flexibility and
the option to transfer between degrees. If
you begin by thinking that Adventure
Tourism Management is for you but discover
a passion for Adventure Education, that is
ok, there are options within the first year to
change course.

Which one is right for me?
Here is an analogy. You are needing new
walking boots. How will you choose the right
pair? The most important thing you should
look for is not the colour, or even the brand –
but the boot that fits the purpose. If the
boots fit well, you will love them. If you
choose a degree subject that fits your
passions, you will love it and stick with it.
We want you to have an amazing time here
at the School of Adventure Studies, and take
away an Honours degree to be proud of, as
well as many essential skills to use for the
rest of your life, many great memories and
many lifelong friendships.

Time to start
your journey
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About our
degrees

Entry requirements
3 Scottish Highers at grade C or above or
2 A levels at grade C or above. For BSc
Adventure Performance and Coaching this
must include a science or PE. You are also
recommended to hold a minimum of
National 5/GCSE English and Mathematics
and be able to demonstrate your
commitment to outdoor activities.
Applicants with significant experience in
outdoor activities will be considered
providing they can demonstrate sufficient
academic potential.
You may be required to attend an
interview. Successful applicants to ATM,
AE and APC degree programmes will be
required to complete a PVG Disclosure
Check (paid for by college) and become
PVG Scheme Members.
https://www.mygov.scot/pvg-scheme/
Advanced entry
Joining at year 2 or 3 is possible from other
higher education institutes, such as
foundation degrees, or HNC/ HND courses
or by demonstrating equivalent prior
learning with sufficient credit in the
appropriate subject area (Recognition of
Prior Learning-RPL).
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Additional costs
Additional costs occur both on entry and
during your course. These could include
professional body memberships, clothing
and equipment, extracurricular courses and
expeditions abroad.
Base Fort William
Full time: 42 hours a week for up to 4 years.
Classroom contact time is normally 9 hours
a week and this can be face to face lectures,
tutorials, video conference and online
learning. The other hours are practical
sessions and independent study.
Part time options are available.
Career options
Whichever degree you graduate in, you will
have acquired academic knowledge and
practical skills that will be transferable to
many employment opportunities in the UK or
international adventure sector.
Course Study Key

HE

£

STEM

STUDY
STYLE

BA (Hons) Adventure
Tourism Management
• start and build your own adventure tourism
business
• work in events organisation
• work in NGOs and NGBs, such as
SportScotland, Snowsport Scotland,
Mountaineering Council of Scotland,
Scottish Canoe Association
• countryside ranger and environmental
interpretation
• post graduate study with the University of
the Highlands and Islands
BSc (Hons) Adventure Performance
and Coaching
• adventure sport performance coach
• applied sport scientist or performance
analyst
• strength and conditioning coach
• sports development officer and talent
identification
• post-graduate study and research in areas
such as sport psychology, physiology,
coaching, biomechanics or
performance analysis

BA (Hons) Adventure Education
• work in outdoor centres; schools;
educational expedition operators;
adventure therapy; criminal justice
rehabilitation
• adult education
• management and business
development training
• countryside ranger and environmental
interpretation
• post-graduate study, including postgraduate teaching qualifications
BA (Hons) Marine and Coastal Tourism
• develop sustainable marine and coastal
tourism business models
• become future marine tourism leaders
• create and design new sustainable marine
tourism products and services
• innovate blue economy solutions for
tourism, climate change and coastal
communities
• undertake post graduate study with the
University of the Highlands and Islands
Post graduate study
Building on the legacy of our MSc
Ecotourism, we are working on a new
programme for professional development in
the adventure sector.
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What the experts say
Adele Pennington is a mountaineering instructor,
expedition leader, operations manager and organiser
of expeditions around the world.
Which adventure activities are you
involved in, and how did you get to where
you are now?
Climbing and mountaineering are my focus.
Initially I pursued a career in biochemistry
and teaching. Both of which allowed me to
acquire skills in analytical detail, education
and teaching. I went through the Summer
and Winter Mountain Leader scheme in my
20’s, followed by the Single Pitch Award and
Mountaineering Instructors Award and had
an active outdoor programme as a teacher.
I decided to leave teaching and start to lead
expeditions in order to be young enough to
fulfil my own mountaineering ambitions and
lead trips such as an Everest expedition.
I also became operations manager for
Jagged Globe and more recently for my own
company Adele Pennington Mountaineering.
What skills do you think are most
valuable in your role?
When planning expeditions, you must
do detailed research and pay attention to
detail, from having a reasonable objective,
to costings, to answering client enquiries.
Furthermore, it is essential to have safety
at the forefront of any expedition.
What do you personally hold as core
principles in your work in
adventure tourism?
My clients must have a safe expedition and
the trip should exceed their expectations.
Each participant’s needs must be met and
they must understand what the expedition
entails and are appropriately trained. Value
for money is important but not at the
expense of safety or client care.
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What are the highlights of your work, and
what motivates you?
The highlights of my career have been to
organise and lead successful expeditions
that run like clockwork. My motivation
comes from happy returning clients and a
good variety and balance in my work.
What do you think the future holds for
adventure tourism?
Adventure tourism is a growing business
and within it there are a variety of roles.
These roles can be from practitioner leading
the adventure to administrator organising
the event. Professionalism is so important in
whatever aspect or role is taken on.
What has been the most useful part of
your education?
The ability to communicate verbally with
clients and take an interest in their needs.
The ability to use an excel spreadsheet and
to persevere with administrative tasks that
are not straight forward!

Adele Pennington

BA (Hons) Adventure Tourism Management
UCAS CODE N870
Adventure tourism has taken the adventure
sector by storm bringing adventure activity
experiences into the mainstream. New, fresh
and continuously developing, our graduates
have a fantastic opportunity to become a
part of the story in shaping this
dynamic sector.
This degree focuses on tourism and
business practices within the adventure
sector, applied in the context of essential
practical professional skills for leadership
and safety. Customers expect great service
and a safe experience that will satisfy their
dreams of adventure. You will acquire the
skills and knowledge to deliver and manage
this, with a critical understanding of the
ethical and professional values required.
You will cover outdoor skills practice
(access to professional NGB training and
assessment with the School of Adventure
Study’s "practical token" system), safety and
leadership, tourism, research, business and
entrepreneurship – all underpinned by a
growing and deepening understanding of the
meaning of 'adventure'.
We work closely with adventure tourism
providers and larger scale organisations to
give you direct access to professional-level
experiences and practice. Plus, a wide
range of national and international links for
opportunities like work placements and
adventure projects.

Year 1 Cert HE
Core modules are:
• introduction to professional
adventure practice
• introduction to adventure tourism
• adventure geography:
the Scottish perspective
• introduction to sports coaching
and leadership
* adventure markets: products and services
Plus, one option module to suit your interests.
Year 2 Dip HE
Core modules are:
• understanding adventure
• the contemporary workplace
• adventure operations and risk management
• adventure tourism guiding and interpretation
Plus, two option modules to suit
your interests.
Year 3 BA
Core modules are:
• sustainable management of
adventure tourism
• planning international expeditions
• research skills
Plus, three option modules to suit
your interests.
Year 4 BA (Hons)
Core modules are:
• critical perspectives of adventure tourism
• emergent tourism trends
• inclusive adventure
• perceptions of risk and decision-making
You will also choose one double credit
project or research-based module:
• dissertation
• professional adventure project
• research and plan a new business venture
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What the experts say
Dave MacLeod is a world- renowned performer and
author in rock and ice climbing; sports science;
sports medicine and adventure film making.
Which adventure activities are you
involved in, and how did you get to where
you are now?
I climb at a high level in bouldering, sport
climbing, rock climbing, ice climbing and
alpinism and have climbed hundreds of new
routes around the world. I’ve written two
books on climbing performance and I am a
blogger. I’ve also worked in the mountains
as a filmmaker.
What do adventure performance and
adventure coaching mean to you?
I’m pretty obsessed with every aspect of
training and performance. My first book 9
out of 10 climbers make the same mistakes,
is essentially a behavioural science book.
I investigated what held amateur athletes
back and found that it was behavioural
habits causing them to deviate from the
principles of training. I am interested in the
interface between scientific data and the
way humans make use of it. This interface is
where opportunities for performance
breakthroughs are created or lost.
What education have you had in
coaching or sports science related areas?
I have a degree in Physiology & Sports
Science and a Masters in Exercise Science.
It’s critical to follow new research, so I read
a huge amount. Using new knowledge, I
have smashed my personal bests in
climbing. I also coach climbers: there is no
substitute for observing their movement,
habits and characteristics.
Where do you find the ideas of coaching
and sports science being useful to your
professional practice?
There isn’t an area where sports science
understanding is not critical for practice.
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For example, the latest research has
developed nutritional strategies for all sorts
of adventure sports applications.
What are the highlights of your work,
and what motivates you?
My own self coaching is the highlight and
most motivating aspect of my work. It’s
always easiest to experiment with new ideas
on yourself! Also writing two books and
reading people’s stories on my blog.
What do you think the future holds for
adventure sports coaching?
The development of adventure sports and
the culture of performance within them blow
my mind. The benefits adventure sports
bring to wellbeing and public health are
recognised and there will be more resources
for study and research into performance and
improved facilities. Adventure sports need
leaders with expertise and there are great
rewards for people with the imagination and
rigour to take on that role.

Dave Macleod

BSc (Hons) Adventure Performance
and Coaching
UCAS CODE N876
BSc (Hons) Adventure Performance and
Coaching brings a unique focus on sports
science to the domain of adventure
coaching. You will combine the skills and
knowledge of the applied sports scientist
with those of a modern adventure
professional, preparing you to coach and
guide the next generation of adventure
athletes and participants who demand
greater outcomes in their adventure sport.
Be part of a rapidly evolving sector, where
the demand for healthy active lifestyles has
brought about a drive for greater
achievements in adventure sports and for
the life-enhancing benefits of participation.
With over 21 Olympic adventure sports
disciplines, adventure sports performance
and competition are global phenomenon.
This programme will provide you with an
in-depth knowledge and understanding of
the key elements of sports science, while
teaching you to apply them to the outdoor
and adventure environment – all
underpinned by a growing and deepening
understanding of the meaning of ‘adventure’.
Get individualised practical skill
development and professional NGB training
and assessment with the School of
Adventure Study’s "practical token" system
and build on our strong links and work
placement opportunities with many
adventure-based businesses and institutions
nationally and internationally.

Year 1 Cert HE
Core modules are:
• human structure and function
• introduction to professional
adventure practice
• adventure geography: the Scottish
perspective
• introduction to sports coaching and
leadership
• activity performance and skill acquisition
Plus, one option module to suit your interests
Year 2 Dip HE
Core modules are:
• sport and exercise physiology
• performance and analysis of specialist skills
• applied coaching and leadership
• adventure operations and risk management
• principles of sport and exercise psychology
Plus, one option module to suit your interests
Year 3 BSc
Core modules are:
• applied sport and exercise psychology
• planning international expeditions
• research methods (sport)
Plus, three option modules to suit your interests
Year 4 BSc (Hons)
Core modules include:
• adventure psychology: skills and behaviors
• advanced applications of coaching
and instruction
• inclusive adventure
• perceptions of risk and decision making
Double credit project or researchbased module:
• dissertation (sport)
• professional adventure project
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What the experts say say
Tim Jepson (retired) was a trainer of teachers of
outdoor and adventure education.
The list of people whom he has taught and inspired as successful teachers and
leaders in the sector is phenomenal, and in outdoor circles his name is short-hand for
the highly influential course that he led.
Which adventure activities are you
involved in, and how did you get to
where you are now?
My main areas are: mountaineering; rockclimbing; kayaking and skiing. My interest
began with my father and developed at
university. I trained to be a Geography and
Outdoor Activities teacher and worked as an
instructor at the National Mountaineering
Centre, Plas y Brenin. In my later career I
lectured in Education at Bangor University.
What skills do you think are most valuable
to an adventure education practitioner?
An adventure education practitioner needs
to be able to read people's emotions from
body language, facial expression, voice tone
and group interaction. They also need to be
supportive of individuals throughout a range
of emotional responses to adventurous
situations, and be creative in finding ways to
modify adventures in order to best meet
changing circumstances.
What did you personally hold as
core principles in your work in
adventure education?
Learning to work towards outcomes which
are uncertain is good practice for life;
adventure is a process not an outcome;
each adventure is unique to the individual
who experiences it; adventures shared with
other people are richer than those you have
on your own; the outdoors is a great place to
have adventures, but you can have
adventures anywhere; lessons are learnt
from adventures, whether the adventurer
recognises them or not; adventures are best
when initiated by the adventurers.
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What have been the highlights of your
work, and what are the key motivations?
Although I have had many, wonderful
adventures shared with energetic and
enthusiastic trainee teachers, the true
motivation for keeping going has come later
when those trainees becomes teachers and
tell you of the adventures they are having
with their own pupils. That's true fulfilment!
What do you think the future holds for
adventure education?
The need for adventure education to impact
on young people's lives will never diminish.
Adventurous experiences, physical, social
and environmental, will become more
important as our lives become increasingly
technical, hectic and uncertain.
What has adventure education taught
you about yourself?
To be open-minded and to never make
assumptions - I'm still working on both
of those!

Tim Jepson

BA (Hons) Adventure Education
UCAS CODE N8X9
Adventure Education is about creating and
fostering the many possible learning
opportunities offered through adventurous
activities in the outdoors. It is fundamental to
the modern adventure sector as well as a
significant and diverse area of employment.
As an educator in this field, you will be
responsible for providing safe, adventurous
experiences and promoting learning to help
others to discover, reflect, and develop.
You will develop your knowledge,
understanding and skills to plan, prepare
and lead adventure education activities in
potentially challenging and wild places, while
also providing links to all stages of the
school curriculum.
Location, flexibility, passion, lifestyle: this
degree is part of the Adventure Pathways
Scheme of programmes which gives you the
flexibility to transfer to other degree
programmes within the School of Adventure
Studies should you wish.
We work closely with Adventure Education
providers, including the Outward Bound
Trust®, to give you direct access to
professional-level experiences and practice,
as well as enabling you to establish national
and international links for work placements,
student exchanges and shared practice.
Year 1 – Cert HE
Core modules are:
• foundations of outdoor learning
• adventure geography:
the Scottish perspective
• introduction to professional
adventure practice
• introduction to sports coaching
and leadership
* adventure education journeys
Plus, one option module to suit your interests.

Year 2 – Dip HE
Core modules are:
• nature and learning
• social theory for adventure education
• outdoor learning and teaching practice
• understanding adventure
• adventure operations and risk management
Plus, one option module to suit your interests.
Year 3 - BA
Core modules are:
• planning international expeditions
• an anthropology of place: adventure
education and cultural perspectives
on nature
• investigation: personal and social
development in adventure education
• research skills
Plus, two option module to suit your interests.
Year 4 - BA (Hons)
Core modules are:
• inclusive adventure
• critical perspectives of adventure
education
• applied adventure education practice
• perceptions of risk and decision making
Double-credit project or researchbased module:
• dissertation
• professional adventure project.
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What the experts say
Mark Carwardine is a zoologist, an outspoken
conservationist, an award-winning writer, a TV and
radio presenter, a widely published wildlife
photographer, a best-selling author, a wildlife tour
operator and leader, a lecturer, and a
magazine columnist.
Mark has a great interest in the oceans of
the world and he understands the urgent
need to protect the marine environment and
the diverse species that inhabit it. His field
guide Whales, Dolphins and Porpoises, is
one of the bestselling natural history books
of all time. This is just one of over fifty books
he has written on a variety of wildlife, travel
and conservation subjects.
A keen photographer, Mark has been
Chairman of the Judging Panel of the
prestigious Wildlife Photographer of the
Year competition and he was selected
as one of The World's 40 Most I
nfluential Nature Photographers in
Outdoor Photography magazine.
Mark has worked in TV and radio for
many years promoting discussion on a
wide variety of wildlife, travel and
conservation subjects.
He co-founded several wildlife-tour
companies and he now runs his own
wildlife and photography tours to unique
destinations around the world.
He continues to campaign tirelessly on
issues of conservation and environment.
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Speaking about the BA (Hons) Marine
and Coastal Tourism programme:
“What a fantastic course! This is a critically
important subject - we desperately need
more people with the knowledge and
experience to manage our marine and
coastal resources responsibly – and it will
become increasingly important in the years
to come. It sounds tremendously good
fun, too!”

Mark Carwardine

BA (Hons) Marine and Coastal Tourism
UCAS CODE F7N8
This unique course, the first of its kind in the
UK, focuses on the many uses of the marine
resource, how tourism interacts with these
and the challenges of developing
sustainable marine and coastal tourism.
Policies and management strategies to
protect the natural treasures of our coastal
waters will impact the future of the growing
marine and coastal tourism sector, and this
course explores the ways in which effective
management of tourism development can
have positive impacts on the conservation
and restoration of the marine environment.
You will have the opportunity to develop
experience, personal and leadership skills,
and gain National Governing Body awards in
water-based activities. Practical sessions
also include guiding and interpretation skills
and a science-based overview of
these environments.
You will explore activity development,
responses to climate change, environmental
and conservation objectives, the role of
coastal communities in the development of
tourism, management of customer
expectations, behaviours and analysis of
marine sector legislature from both a UK and
international perspective.
This is supplemented by a programme of
guest speakers, visits to events and
conferences as well as field courses
and student expeditions - both local
and international.
You will be ideally placed to work
alongside and learn from the professionals
in a number of real local development
projects, such as working with the Lochaber
Chamber of Commerce managing new
cruise ship industry in Fort William,
Lochaber Snorkel Trail, Sea Trekking
initiatives and the development of a new
40 berth marina in Corpach.

Year 1 Cert HE
Core modules are:
• marine and coastal tourism in the UK
• introduction to adventure tourism
• introduction to a customer centred business
• adventure markets: products and services
• contemporary tourism practices
Plus, one option module to suit
your interests
Year 2 Dip HE
Core modules are:
• adventure operations and risk
management
• marine tourism field course
• contemporary workplace
• marine environments
Plus, one option module to suit
your interests
Year 3 BA
Core modules are:
• international marine and coastal tourism
• research skills
• planning international expeditions
• climate change
Plus, two option modules to suit
your interests
Year 4 BA (Hons)
Core modules are:
• critical perspectives of marine and
coastal tourism
• emergent tourism trends
Plus, two option modules to suit your
interests.
Plus, completion one of the following:
dissertation; research and planning a new
business venture; or a professional
adventure project.
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What our students say

When I was 16, I successfully completed
an 140km Arctic expedition with a charity
called The Polar Academy which
changed my life by showing me the path
to an outdoor career.
School suggested that my qualifications
weren’t enough for university. I have
Dyslexia and Dysgraphia, but that didn’t stop
me. I started with NQ Outdoor Leadership
which was like a stepping stone and then
progressed to BA (Hons) Adventure
Tourism Management.
I was aware that the outdoor and tourism
industry is growing rapidly offering many
career possibilities including opening up my
own business.
It’s great to have a university department
where the students, from all backgrounds,
share the same passion. You can learn so
much from the lecturers and guides and
sports clubs. Fort William is a great place for
outdoor activities. After my degree, I plan to
train with The Polar Academy to become a
full time Arctic Guide and eventually start up
my own business.

Arran Goddard.
BA (Hons) Adventure Tourism
Management
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After finishing school, I travelled and
realised how much I enjoyed being
outside and doing practical things.
While volunteering for a camel trekking
company in Australia, I met some outdoor
educators and realised that there existed a
career path that I had never considered.
I went home to Sweden looking for an
outdoor career and found SOAS through
online searching.
The college is small which allows a great
relationship with your lecturers. The
surroundings are fantastic and the practicals
let you sample many different outdoor sports.
There are so many opportunities at SOAS.
I enjoy living in a small town where I know
many people and have access to spectacular
surroundings, excellent mountain biking and
hillwalking right on my doorstep.
This degree has allowed me to test my
intellect and ponder philosophical questions
about the natural world and humanity's
relationship to it. It has honed my ability to
think critically and to question things.
I hope to apply for various graduate schemes
at outdoor centres or work in a forest school.

Matilda Olai.
BA (Hons) Adventure Education

I chose this degree because I was inspired by
the variety of opportunities covering my
interest in the marine environment and tourism. It
is full of amazing opportunities and fascinating
content (not all marine based), so great if you are
looking for diversity.
I competed nationally in white water slalom kayaking.
I have now transferred that skillset into sea kayaking and
I am working my way through leadership courses to
develop my skills further.
First year was full of amazing practicals. Second
year, even with the pandemic, opened many doors
through interesting and inspiring online courses.
The best bit is combining what we learn in class with a
real-life context.
On the MCT degree all four years are totally
integrated making it a very friendly cohort. I would like
to set up my own business that encompasses my
passions, using the knowledge, understanding,
contacts and opportunities I have acquired. Till then,
I am looking forward to working towards getting
qualifications and appropriate NGBs that will provide
me with a solid grounding for the future.

Angus Hulbert.
BA (Hons) Marine and Coastal Tourism
I’ve learned to an outdoor environment.
It’s fantastic how the college has made the
area and its associated sports accessible.
Courses constantly run in a variety of
outdoor sports. NGB training and
assessment awards are organised frequently
to help you develop your chosen sports.

I’ve been climbing since childhood.
After competing nationally, I left the
competition scene and went into outdoor
climbing. I was instructing at the
Glasgow Climbing Centre and then
coaching the performance squad! It’s
here I realised my passion for coaching.
The modules on this degree were suited to
what I needed, helping me expand my coaching
toolbox and teaching me how to apply what

SOAS has given me a couple of options to
advance further in the climbing world. Either
establishing myself as a Mountain Guide or
continuing down the coaching path and
starting up my own business, even both!
Whatever keeps me happy and helps fund
big climbing trips so I can continue exploring
and climbing all over the world.

Ryan Mackenzie.
BA (Hons) Adventure Performance
and Coaching
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Specialist
focus

2nd year option: Future-proofing your
career with digital technologies
More than a year of lockdown life has
altered the world’s perceptions of the digital
sector. Technology is now so embedded in
daily life with devices and social media
augmenting our reality and laying
down memories.

Whichever degree you study, expedition
skills and experiences are key elements.
With guidance and support from SOAS staff
you will have inspirational and life changing
experiences, gaining confidence and selfreliance. There will be a personal financial
investment needed from you, but SOAS
subsidise and support this.

How should the adventure sector respond,
adapt and enhance its interactions through
the digital? We have introduced a new
2nd year option module to address this:
Technology and Social Media in
Adventure Practice. Take the opportunity to
critically explore the role of digital
technology, learn and discover its uses, and
question its impact on the physical
experience of adventure practice.

Final year: Professional adventure
project or dissertation
For many people setting out on a 4-year
Honours degree, the final year may seem a
long way off, but this pivotal year will put you
very much in the driving seat, taking
ownership of your own final year project.

3rd year option: International
Expedition Leadership
Expeditioning is in our DNA. Put what you’ve
learned into practice by choosing this option
module in 3rd year. An expedition is more
than just the physical journey - it's a way to
explore new places and discover your own
capabilities, as well as understanding the
importance of environmentally and
socially ethical travel.
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Among your options you will have the choice
to follow an academic research Dissertation
or a Professional Adventure Project. The
Professional Adventure Project is a new
approach to the idea of research that is
unique to SOAS. Being driven by innovation
and creativity, it is well suited to the kind of
career that you may be planning.
Got a great idea, or see the need for a new
product, or a new angle on the familiar? This
is your chance to create. With the help of
our expert supervision, you’ll be free to
research your idea, engage and lead others

STUDY
STYLE

in it, and create a project that is unique to
you. One that will leave a legacy.
We have even built in scope for a major new
expedition or project abroad, perhaps
inspired from your international expedition
the previous year.
Student projects are already attracting
attention from national organisations such
as the Scottish Wildlife Trust and are
emerging as real-world innovation
and developments.
Project ideas:
Stories in the landscape: creating an
online resource for Outdoor Education to
bring the lives of land workers to
young people.
Green Guiding: educational toolkit for
mountain professionals to promote pro
environmental behaviour in their clients.
Dogs in the Hills: creating a mountain
safety training course for dogs and
their owners.

Expeditions
Before COVID imposed a hiatus in our
adventurous activities, we had started to
coordinate and implement a new type of
concerned and environmentally-aware
international expedition.
This new model was exemplified by ventures
that aimed to reach out beyond the purely
experiential and engage with topical issues,
audiences and stakeholders at a higher
level.
• undertaking puffin population research
in Iceland
• scouting for the Trans Caucasian Trail
project in Georgia
• a reconnaissance of a sea-trekking route
in Malta
• undertaking fieldwork for the NamibRand
Nature Reserve in Namibia
What these geographically-dispersed and
seemingly disparate expeditions had in
common was the students' desire to both
have a unique personal experience and a
lasting positive impact in the host
environment and culture. In other words: to
make a difference though the expedition
experience. This is the ethos that guides
international expeditions at SOAS.
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Our
Alumni

I am working towards an MEd in Tertiary
and Higher Education with Lews Castle
College UHI. The flexibility of how this
course is delivered has allowed me to
support the SOAS programme, both as a
lecturer and supporting the practical
programme. I enjoy working with the SOAS
team and have no plans to change my
career path.
I now have a better understanding of the
students I work with and of myself, allowing
me to reflect and gain insight into my
own practice.

Amy Exeter.
BA (Hons) Adventure Tourism
Management 2019

I started study at Llandrillo College in
North Wales (2000).
At that time, I felt further study wasn’t for
me, so I went into the world of work
specialising in the outdoor sector. When I
moved to Fort William, I discovered the
School of Adventure Studies and decided to
return to academic study. I joined BA (Hons)
Adventure Tourism Management in third
year. My previous experience in the sector
supported my learning and the degree
programme gave me the theory, background
knowledge and research behind these skills.
The year group that I joined were the most
wonderfully diverse group of people that
added to my experience as a student in the
most wonderful way. Random acts of
kindness and humour when I needed them
and support from UHI student clubs, have
broadened my horizons while studying.
On completion of my degree in 2019,
I chose to continue my studies with UHI and
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I progressed from Outdoor Adventure to
Outdoor Leadership and then onto
the degree.
I made the right decision. There were few
options in Scotland that provided all the
benefits found on the courses I chose to
complete. I started with a background in
climbing and mountaineering and through
the use of industry leading coaches,
instructors and guides I was able to hone my
skills and achieve a wide variety of national
governing body qualifications for working in
the outdoors.
Lochaber truly is a world class playground.
It is respected on the world stage and holds
its own against the Alps, the Rockies and
the greater ranges. Right on my doorstep is
some of the most notable rock and ice

climbing available anywhere, ski
mountaineering to rival the continent,
mountain biking which is world renowned
and incredible rivers and canyons in
remarkable glens.
I have zero doubt that without my time in
Fort William I wouldn’t have made the move
into professional ski patrol work. I eventually
did six seasons in both the Northern and
Southern Hemispheres.
I settled in Fort William and consider it to
be home. I am also privileged to be a
member of Scotland’s busiest mountain
rescue team.
I am currently employed by the Scottish
Ambulance Service as front line crew. My
passion for prehospital care was sparked
through my ski patrol and first aid work
which I started during my studies. I have
long term goals and aspirations for my
career within the service, which I hope to be
a long one. My interests lie with acute care
in austere and mountainous environments
and hopefully one day I am able to work in
that capacity within my job role.

Cameron McIlvar.
BA Adventure Performance
and Coaching 2018

When I saw the Adventure Tourism
Management course in the UHI prospectus,
I hadn't even realised that a career in the
outdoors was an option. I had been an avid
mountain biker for years and so mountain
biking as a job was the dream!
Near the beginning of my studies I was
involved in a serious road accident in which
I lost my right leg below the knee and
received a brain injury leaving me with
attention, concentration and memory issues.
I worked with many external organisations to
rehabilitate myself because I couldn't wait to
get back to my adventure sport career path.
The college and SOAS were all supportive
in aiding my return to study. Having a
prosthetic leg may have been new territory
for some guides who were taking us out, but
it was never an issue. In fact, it was most
often used for a mutual learning experience.
My career has taken a turn from my
original plan: I am now a professional
athlete. My degree covered performance
sport - the area I am now in - without me
even realising how useful it would be in
future. I am on the British para-snowboard
team training for the Beijing Paralympics in
2022. I am ranked 5th in the World in LL2
Banked Slalom. I compete in Snowboard
Cross as well. I think eventually I will return
to instructor work as its really rewarding
when you impact someone's learning and
enable them to progress their skills and
have an enjoyable time while doing it!

Andy Macleod.
BA Adventure Tourism
Management 2015

I had been to Fort William for the
mountain bike world cup and I really
liked the town and the outdoor
sports vibe.
www.whc.uhi.ac.uk
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The Centre for
Recreation
and Tourism
Research

The Centre for Recreation and Tourism Research is one of
Scotland’s leading tourism research centres, with a network of
overseas colleagues, clients and collaborators and an impressive
portfolio of activity developed since the centre’s inception in 2012.
Undertaking a range of activities, from
academic and applied research to
participation in trans-national projects,
the centre is uniquely placed for tourism
research. Working closely with the School
of Adventure Studies, the centre is heavily
involved in projects and initiatives related to:

•
•
•
•
•
•

slow adventure
nature-based tourism
adventure tourism
cultural heritage storytelling
scientific tourism
marine and coastal tourism

The research centre also co-ordinates the
activities and membership of the global
Adventure Tourism Research Association
(https://atra.global/), working with local
hosts to co-organise its annual International
Adventure Conference, next in Queenstown,
New Zealand, December 2022.
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In 2021, the centre is involved in or leading
a broad range of trans-national, applied
research tourism projects funded through
Horizon 2020, ERDF, INTERREG and
ERASMUS+, including four new projects:
• SCITOUR
Co-financed by the Northern Periphery and
Arctic programme, and working with partners
in Greenland, Iceland and Finland, as well
as the Centre for Mountain Studies at Perth
College UHI, this project
(https://bit.ly/2PKsG3t) is focused on
creating a scientific tourism concept and
brand, as well as digital infrastructure for
marketing new scientific tourism products
and experiences.
• The Coast that Shaped the World
Co-financed by Scottish Natural Heritage’s
Natural and Cultural Heritage Fund (funded
by ERDF), this is a community-led project. It

seeks to gather maritime heritage stories
and develop a website and app, along with a
programme of immersive and innovative
digital exhibitions to bring the stories to life.
https://bit.ly/31CRgWF
• StoryTagging
In this project (https://bit.ly/3u0YXlG), also
co-financed by the Northern Periphery and
Arctic programme, we are working with
partners in Northern Ireland, Finland,
Sweden, Russia and Scotland to develop a
digital platform (accessed via apps and a
website) that will allow creative industry
SMEs to harness (as stories) much of what
makes Northern localities distinctive to the
people who live and work there.

T-Crisis Nav
The Centre is working with both academic
and business partners in Spain, Ireland,
Germany, Denmark and Iceland in a threeyear transnational collaboration, funded by
the EU ERASMUS+ programme, to develop
vocational education and training and
curriculum resources that will help tourism
businesses gain the skills needed to
successfully navigate through crises. As the
project’s lead partner, CRTR will work with
regional stakeholders to understand
business needs and develop a valuable
open-access training programme accessible
via a dedicated app. https://bit.ly/3u4lSN8
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National
Governing
Body Awards

A wide range of NGB courses and achievement
awards are available to study privately, or as part
of our undergraduate and degree courses.
We use professional, highly experienced guides
and trainers so that you achieve industry
recognised qualifications.

Mountain Training
Mountain Leader Training/Assessment,
Rock Climbing Instructor and
Climbing Wall Instructor

British Canoeing
Paddlesport Instructor

British Cycling

British Canoeing

BMBLA Mountain Bike Leader
Award Levels 1 and 2

Paddlesport Leader
Paddlesport Touring Leader

British Canoeing

Leadership Awards: Open Canoe,
Sea Kayak, White Water and
Stand Up Paddleboard

British Canoeing
Personal Performance Awards
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British Canoeing

Royal Yachting Association

Coach Award: Core and
Sheltered Water

Dingy Sailing Level 1
and Level 2

British Canoeing

Royal Yachting
Association

Foundation Safety and
Rescue Training

British Canoeing
White Water Safety and
Rescue Training

VHF Marine Radio

British Sub-Aqua Club
Snorkel Diver

British Canoeing

British Sub-Aqua Club

Coastal Navigation and
Tidal Planning

Snorkel Instructor Training Course
and Assessment

Royal Yachting
Association

International
Rafting Federation

Power Boat Level 2

Raft Guide
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Work Based Training,
Employment Skills and CPD

Trèanadh Stèidhichte air Obair, Sgilean Cosnaidh agus CPD
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Enhancing economic growth
through training
The development and prospects of this
region and its communities are at the heart
of everything our business and employability
team do. Success for any employee or
business is success on a wider scale for us all.
It helps strengthen and sustain the economic,
social and cultural life of the West Highlands
and creates more opportunities for everyone
who wants to live, learn and work in such an
outstanding place.
Part of West Highland College UHI's contribution to this
success involves us working with local businesses to
provide a range of workforce development funding
opportunities, workbased learning qualifications and
bespoke training courses designed to meet their needs and
help them compete in a fast-moving global environment.
We work with a diverse range of sectors and any size of
business offering a wide range of employability support
programmes to help individuals develop the skills needed
to reach their potential and progress into employment.
Our Employment and Development team work closely with
external agencies and employers working together to
identify the most appropriate programme or training. Over
the past three years our team has helped more than 200
individuals to progress into sustainable employment,
further education or training.
Our Business Enterprise Solutions and Training team
(BEST) facilitate a variety of mandatory courses and
bespoke training for businesses and their employees to
access without having to travel outside the area.
With access to funding support know-how and training
opportunities to enable your business to grow and
succeed, we're here to help.

162 Apprenticeships

168 Skills for Employment
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165 Scottish Vocational
Qualifications (SVQ)

166 Business Enterprise Solutions
and Training (BEST)
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Apprenticeships
for your
employees

Developing your employees
We've worked hard over the past decade
to become the first place that comes to mind
when West Highland businesses are faced
with a need. Whether the challenge is staff
training or funding options, long or short
term, we're committed to helping you grow
your business and develop your staff by
providing integrated and comprehensive
support in the most convenient and efficient
way. We always start by listening to what
your business needs and then work with you
to provide training solutions across a range
of sectors including healthcare, construction,
IT, aquaculture, hospitality, food and drink,
business and management.
Apprenticeships
Apprenticeships are a family of funded work
based learning opportunities from Skills
Development Scotland (SDS) which include
Foundation Apprenticeships (for those at
school), Modern and Graduate
Apprenticeship programmes.
Modern Apprenticeships
Modern Apprenticeships are ideal for your
business no matter what size or stage in
development. The programme offers you the
opportunity to invest in young people by
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providing them with the opportunity to train
towards a nationally recognised qualification
while working as one of your employees. For
your business the programme ensures that
you can have highly qualified and skilled
staff to ensure competitiveness, growth
and sustainability.
Benefits include:
• trained workforce tailored to
employers’ needs
• improved quality
• investment in your organisation’s future
• motivated staff
Your Apprentice
We operate a highly successful Modern
Apprenticeship (MA) programme and
currently offer nearly 90 different MA
frameworks through our network. So, if you
can't find what you need on our website,
please get in touch to find out more. The MA
initiative offers young people the chance to
work towards a recognised Scottish
Vocational Qualification (SVQ) with further
opportunities for higher level study with the
introduction of Graduate Apprenticeships.
SVQs were developed in consultation with
industry and are designed to create a highcalibre workforce. We'll support you and

your apprentice every step of the way. From
information about the programme, advice on
advertising for the best candidate and
advertising your vacancy across our
networks. Once recruited, we work with you
and your apprentice to develop a training
plan based on your business needs. We're
here to offer support throughout the
apprenticeship, which is normally up to 12
months (depending on the framework).

Who is eligible?
All 16 - 19 year olds are eligible provided they
are in employment. Funding may also be
available for ages 20-24 and 25+ in
certain sectors.

What Modern Apprenticeships
do we offer?
• Business and Administration
• Food and Beverage Service
• Professional Cookery
• Hospitality Services/Supervision
• Social Services (Children and
Young People)
• Social Services and Health Care
• Aquaculture
• Retail and Customer Service
• I.T. Services*
• Warehousing, Storing and Distribution*
*subject to approval
Whether you're wanting to find out more
as a possible apprentice or an employer,
please contact:
Nigel Patterson on 01397 874241 or email
workbasedlearning.whc@uhi.ac.uk
For further information, visit the Skills
Development Scotland website.
https://www.skillsdevelopmentscotland.co.uk
/what-we-do/apprenticeships/modernapprenticeships/
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What our
apprentices
say

Having done an HNC in Business, I got a job working in Customer
Services at the college.
I just thought this is somewhere where I want to work and where I want to be. I had business
skills but not so many office or admin skills, so when I saw the college was advertising for
MAs, I applied because I thought working towards the MA would help build my skills set.
My experience with the college has been nothing but good. I am really glad I completed the
MA. There’s a great support network throughout the college and receiving my certificate in the
post has made me realise how much work I have actually put into it. The best bit of being an
apprentice is you get paid while you learn. Here in college, I’ve met loads of different people
from around the world. My day to day job is never the same. I help young people who come
into the college, dealing with queries about courses and phone calls. My own confidence has
really grown dealing with all these practicalities. I would really recommend any young person
to consider an MA. It has been a really positive experience for me.

Sanita Kleine. MA in Business and Administration
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Scottish
Vocational
Qualifications
(SVQ)

You’ve found a job you enjoy and now you want to kick start a career with a flexible workbased learning course. Scottish Vocational Qualifications (SVQs) are recognised nationally.
You can work towards better pay and an enhanced CV usually within 12 to 18 months. All
without taking on learning debt. There are no formal written exams. Instead, your everyday
tasks are used as evidence of your learning and our college assessors visit your workplace
to check your progress and support you. SVQs form the core of a Modern Apprenticeship.

Business and Administration SVQ 2
Business and Administration SVQ 3
Food and Beverage Service SVQ 2
Hospitality Services SVQ 2
Professional Cookery SVQ 2
Professional Cookery SVQ 3

STEM

STUDY
STYLE

Retail Skills SVQ 2
Retail (Sales Professional) SVQ 3
Customer Service Skills SVQ 2
Customer Service Skills SVQ 3
Social Services and Health Care SVQ 2
Social Services and Health Care SVQ 3
Social Services (Children and Young People) SVQ 3
Aquaculture SVQ 2

To understand the
SCQF level of each
SVQ, see page 16.

Aquaculture SVQ 3
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Business
Enterprise
Solutions
and Training
(BEST)

Upskill and reskill
Business
Whether you run a business, work in a
business or want to work in a business, we
can provide flexible training to keep you
ahead of the competition. We can deliver a
comprehensive range of certified or
professional development courses - from
first aid to safe chainsaw use, food hygiene
to RYA skills and many more.
We're always here to help. If you or your
staff need to develop new abilities or bring
existing skills up to the best standards
available, we can provide the right learning
opportunity at a competitive price. Together
we can help you step up the career ladder or
drive your whole business forward.
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We deliver training solutions for businesses
and organisations, large and small, covering
all sectors across the West Highlands. Our
courses are delivered as locally as possible,
using the college’s network of centres.
However, many of our courses have moved
successfully online over the last year which
means you can access them from home or
directly from work if appropriate.

Contact us: 01397 874874
business.whc@uhi.ac.uk
https://www.whc.uhi.ac.uk/business

Leisure
Working closely with feedback from college
centres staff who know the communities
surrounding them, we also deliver short
leisure courses, many of which are online.
This year we have introduced people to
mushroom foraging, creative felting, animal
tracks and signs, growing with polytunnels
amongst others. These have been hugely
popular and are increasing due to demand.
Keep your eye on our website and on the
college’s social media pages.

Funding for individuals
Some courses can be funded using an
Individual Training Account (ITA) from Skills
Development Scotland. To apply to receive
up to £200 towards the costs of learning or
training please find further information at:
www.myworldofwork.co.uk or
call 0800 917 8000
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Skills for
employment

Our Employment and Development Advisors
are here to help.
Two participants share their stories.
“I worked as a Finance Officer until I was made redundant. I had office but no formal training.
Many jobs that I applied for listed that a formal accounting qualification was essential.
With the support of the team at the College I was able to access employability support, advice
and training for the Sage 50 Accounts qualification. I passed the exam with distinction, and I
am now employed as a Development Manager. There’s no doubt that the opportunity to
complete the qualification and the support from the employability team has increased my
confidence and contributed to my recent success.”

Colleen Bell
“After raising my family, I was ready to start looking for jobs
again. I didn’t know what training was available or what
type of job I would be able to do. I found out about the
College’s employability support through a weekly service
offering outreach community support.
The team offered me motivation and support and I rebuilt my
confidence, identifying my personal skills and my career path.
The team supported me with vocational training and work
placements in different settings. I completed a job application
and developed my interview technique. I have now been
working as a Support Worker with Crossroads Care for two
years which I thoroughly enjoy. It was the support of the
employability team that helped me achieve this.”

Karen Kennedy
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We will offer you support in:
• job searching skills
• how to complete job and apprenticeship
application forms
• building your CV
• preparing for interview and interview
techniques
• mentoring and personal development
• confidence building
• vocational training
We will help you achieve valuable skills in:
• preparing for employment
• building employability skills
• understanding the responsibilities of
employment
• dealing with work situations
• basic digital skills including email, internet
and online communications and safety
• skills for customer care

There are options for progression within our
employability programmes. Our Employment
and Development Advisors and other
agencies will work together with you to
identify the most appropriate programme or
training to help you to develop your
employability skills.
Whether you move into further education, an
apprenticeship or employment we will still be
available to provide ongoing support,
encouragement and motivation.
To find out more, please contact:
Mairi Penny 01397 874237 or 07795 306459
or mairi.penny.whc@uhi.ac.uk
Or
Dawn Harper 01397 874242 or 07721
237066 or dawn.harper.whc@uhi.ac.uk

We welcome enquiries from school leavers
and those who are currently distanced from
the workplace. We support all age groups
and abilities and will work with you to ensure
that any barriers are removed to advance
your progression. Our service also covers
community outreach with employability
workshops held weekly in locations
across Lochaber.
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Course listing
31 Supported Learning Programme
33 Transition to Further Education
(short course) T2FE
34 Transition to Further
Education T2FE
35 Transition to Higher
Education T2HE
36 Highers and National
5 qualifications
37 ESOL: English for Speakers
of Other Languages

58 NC Computing with Digital Media
59 HNC Computing
60 HNC Digital Design and
Web Development
61 HND Computer Science
62 HND Digital Design and
Development
63 BSc (Hons) Applied Software
Development
63 BSc (Hons) Computing
63 BSc (Hons) Interactive Media

41 NQ Business, Administration
and Marketing
42 NQ Business, Marketing
and Tourism
43 HNC Administration and
Information Technology
44 HND Administration and
Information Technology
45 HNC Business
46 HND Business
47 BA (Hons) Business and
Management
47 BA (Hons) Sports Management
48 NPA Business with
Information Technology
48 NPA Information Technology
and Audio
48 NPA Business and Marketing
49 PDA Information Technology
in Business
49 PDA Office Administration
49 PDA Book-keeping

67 NC Fashion and Design
68 NC Art and Design Portfolio
with Textiles
69 HNC Textiles
70 HND Textiles
71 NC Creative Industries: Music
72 HNC Music
73 HND Music
74 BA (Hons) Applied Music
75 MA Music and the Environment
75 BA (Hons) Creative Writing in
the Highlands and Islands
77 NC Portfolio Art and Design
78 HNC Contemporary Art Practice
79 NPA Art and Design
79 NPA Drawing Skills
79 NPA Painting
80 NQ Introduction to Fashion
Design and Manufacture
80 NQ Intro to Sewing Skills
80 NQ Digital DJing with Sound
Production
80 NPA Sound Production
81 Higher Photography
81 HNC Photography

53
54
55
55
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NC Beauty Care and Make-up
NC Beauty Care
NPA Beauty Skills
NPA Make-up Skills
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85
86
87
88
89
91
92
93
93
94
94
94
94

NC Child, Health and Social Care
NQ Early Education and Childcare
NC Health and Social Care
HNC Childhood Practice
HNC Social Services
Access to Nursing
Access to Nursing SWAP
Men into Childcare
Men into Care
BA (Hons) Health and Social Studies
BA (Hons) Childhood Practice
BA (Hons) Child and Youth Studies
BA Early Learning and Childcare
(Graduate Apprenticeship)
95 Post Graduate Diploma in
Primary or Secondary Education
with an English or Gaelic pathway

99
100
101
102
102
103

107
108
109
109
110
110
110
111
111
111
111
111

NC Professional Cookery
with Hospitality
NC Professional Cookery
HNC Professional Cookery
NPA Bakery
NPA Professional Cookery Skills
Professional Cookery Skills
SCQF levels 5-6
HNC Social Sciences
UHI Joint Honours degree options
BA (Hons) Archaeology
BA (Hons) Culture and Heritage
BA (Hons) Gaelic Scotland
BA (Hons) History
BA (Hons) Literature
BA (Hons) Theological Studies
BA (Hons) Criminology
BA (Hons) Philosophy
BA (Hons) Politics
BA (Hons) Social Sciences

115 NC Rural Skills
116 NQ Countryside Skills and
Deer Management for
Conservation
117 NQ Countryside Skills with
Ranger Training
118 NQ Maritime and
Aquaculture Skills
119 NC Shipping and
Maritime Operations
120 BSc (Hons) Archaeology and
Environmental Studies
120 BSc (Hons)
Archaeological Science
120 BA (Hons) Geography
121 BA (Hons) Sustainable
Development
121 CPD Award in Rural
Community Development
125 NPA Construction Skills
126 HNC Construction
Management
127 NPA Practical Science
134 NQ Outdoor Adventure
135 NQ Outdoor Leadership
143 BA (Hons) Adventure
Tourism Management
145 BSc (Hons) Adventure
Performance and Coaching
147 BA (Hons) Adventure
Education
149 BA (Hons) Marine and
Coastal Tourism
158 The Centre for Recreation and
Tourism Research
158 National Governing Body Awards
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